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Abstract

Learning to Generalize via Self-Supervised Prediction
by
Deepak Pathak
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Trevor Darrell, Chair
Professor Alexei A. Efros, Chair
Generalization, i.e., the ability to adapt to novel scenarios, is the hallmark of human
intelligence. While we have systems that excel at recognizing objects, cleaning floors, playing
complex games and occasionally beating humans, they are incredibly specific in that they only
perform the tasks they are trained for and are miserable at generalization. Could optimizing
towards fixed external goals be hindering the generalization instead of aiding it? In this
thesis, we present our initial efforts toward endowing artificial agents with a human-like
ability to generalize in diverse scenarios. The main insight is to first allow the agent to learn
general-purpose skills in a completely self-supervised manner, without optimizing for any
external goal.
To be able to learn on its own, the claim is that an artificial agent must be embodied in the
world, develop an understanding of its sensory input (e.g., image stream) and simultaneously
learn to map this understanding to its motor outputs (e.g., torques) in an unsupervised
manner. All these considerations lead to two fundamental questions: how to learn rich
representations of the world similar to what humans learn?; and how to re-use such a
representation of past knowledge to incrementally adapt and learn more about the world
similar to how humans do? We believe prediction is the key to this answer. We propose
generic mechanisms that employ prediction as a supervisory signal in allowing the agents to
learn sensory representations as well as motor control. These two abilities equip an embodied
agent with a basic set of general-purpose skills which are then later repurposed to perform
complex tasks.
We discuss how this framework can be instantiated to develop curiosity-driven agents
(virtual as well as real) that can learn to play games, learn to walk, and learn to perform
real-world object manipulation without any rewards or supervision. These self-supervised
robotic agents, after exploring the environment, can generalize to find their way in office
environments, tie knots using rope, rearrange object configuration, and compose their skills
in a modular fashion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Consider an American college student embarking on her first trip abroad. She lands in Paris
and, incredibly, she can still navigate the streets of this new city, spot cars and traffic signs,
enter stores, etc., even though all of those look quite different in France than in the States.
We as humans are naturally able to re-use our past experiences to adapt to novel scenarios.
This ability to generalize makes us who we are. Generalization is the hallmark of human
intelligence. While we have algorithms that excel at learning to translate languages, play
complex games and even beat humans at it, they are miserable at generalization. For instance,
a classification model that achieves super-human performance on the famous ImageNet dataset
fails dramatically when deployed on a wearable camera in the real world. A robot that is an
expert in the intricate task of putting a car engine together will fail at an apparently ‘simple’
task of putting plates into a dishwasher. Indeed, as noted by Moravec: the hard things are
easy, and the easy things are hard.

1.1

Background

Since the inception of early ideas proposed by Alan Turing 70 years ago [246], AI has come a
long way in building expert specialist systems. We have systems that can master the complex
game of Go [226], classify images [95, 128], find objects in them [94], recognize speech [89],
generate audio [168], translate languages [265], play table tennis [157] and perform many
mundane industrial tasks. However, in contrast to humans, our current machine learning
algorithms are incredibly narrow in performing the tasks they are trained for. A system
that is champion in Go cannot translate languages. Needless to say, our current systems are
missing the common-sense possessed by humans. However, the problem is more fundamental
and rooted in the way we approach artificial intelligence.
Consider the following case study. Classification challenge on ImageNet [205] has led to
the development of the methods that can classify images with superhuman accuracy (over
85%). This has been the flagship benchmark result and a crown jewel in the success of
deep neural networks. However, these models completely fail to generalize when tested on
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Figure 1.1: Sample outputs of ResNet-50 model trained on ImageNet when tested on frames of a
video from YouTube. Left are representative samples of Labrador class from ImageNet, and right
are the examples of false predictions generated by the model on video frames.
real-world videos, and the accuracy dramatically falls to less than one third than that in
ImageNet. As shown in Figure 1.1, one such model, ResNet-50 [95], misclassifies Labrador
to detect classes like Ray (fish), Cobra (snake) and Flatworm (also see [204] for examples).
Why is that the case? ImageNet contains images that have objects at the center of the image,
taken from a good angle with photographer bias – these conditions do not prevail in real
videos which contain arbitrary changes in pose, motion blur, etc.
The reason is rather unsurprising, but questions a fundamental assumption in machine
learning. Most of the ML approaches assume that the distribution at test time will be the
same as seen during training. This could be true for passively collected datasets or simulated
environments, but it does not hold in the real world. We cannot hope to capture all the
possibilities, which one could ever encounter in the future, in a training dataset collected
once ahead of time.
Interestingly, this issue is not specific to recent approaches, it rather dates back to the
inception of AI. As the story goes, ARPA (now called DARPA) organized a challenge for
classifying the presence of a tank in images in the early 1960s. They released a dataset of
images with and without tanks. AI researchers at the time trained the classifiers (perhaps
Perceptron) and achieved high accuracy on the dataset. However, the models failed to
generalize to the tanks in the real world. It turns out that the non-tank images in the dataset
were of forests in cloudy days, and tank images were captured in sunny days. Thus, instead
of understanding tanks, the model found a shortcut by simplifying thresholding brightness
intensities. Whether apocryphal or not 1 , this cautionary tale very accurately captures a
problem that is still unsolved by all means.
1

The oldest reference we could find is Kanal and Randall, 1964 [115]. Although, the true version of this
story is still debatable.
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Current Dominant Paradigms for Generalization

One of the reasons for assuming the train and test distribution be same is that it is easy to
handle mathematically. In contrast, the scenarios with changing the task or data distribution
are difficult to define precisely. Indeed, if the new data or tasks the model is supposed to
generalize to are too far from the training ones, there might not be any overlap of reusable
knowledge to generalize. It has to be rather a smooth continuum of changing distribution
where this notion of similar enough is really hard to capture mathematically. To scale our
AI systems beyond the lab environments to real-world setups, our models must learn to
generalize across changing data as well as task distributions. There have been several ways
to try to address this challenge, however, they all have come up short as we discuss below:

1.2.1

Generalization by Data

One way to force generalization is to use lots of data. The hope is that, given huge labeled
data, the model would have seen almost all possibilities such that generalization at test time
reduces to just an interpolation problem. To concretize it, consider that we would like to
train a function f (x) that takes an input x and outputs label y from dataset Dtrain = {x, y}.
The argument is that as |Dtrain | → inf, generalization would become trivial. This is of course
practically impossible to do for all possible tasks, however, it is worth analyzing scientifically.
For instance, in our tank example, it would mean that we need to collect images of tanks
in rainy days, cloudy days, and all possible scenarios. Would that be enough? Unlikely
because our world is continuously changing, and by the time we are done recording the
current snapshots, the model of a tank would have changed. Hence, just scaling data and
compute is implausible as a solution to building agents that can function in our ever-changing,
real, complex world.

1.2.2

Generalization by Regularization/Design

One of the major reasons for failure to generalize is that the model ends up overfitting to
spurious correlations instead of desired properties. The high-level goal in this paradigm is to
restrict the space of possible instantiations of our function f such that unwanted correlations
are avoided by construction. Classic approaches like L2/L1/elastic-regularizations [91] apply
broadly to almost all statistical methods. The less obvious ones are the constraints that one
could use by exploiting the domain structure. For instance, the structure of convolution
has been immensely successful in neural networks for dealing with raw images [134]. Other
examples include residual connections for training bigger networks [95], modularity in learned
components to incorporate structure in language and images, etc. [8] etc. However, these
constraints or structure help by reducing the probability of spurious correlations, but not
enough. In our tank classification example, these design choices will help with overfitting but
still won’t be able to avoid the shortcut of modeling brightness.
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Generalization by Meta/Transfer Learning

Instead of training the models to optimize for low error rate on the training set, one could
directly optimize for generalization to unseen examples. The idea is captured by the family
of algorithms called meta learning [18, 160, 214, 244] or transfer learning [33]. The standard
approach of optimizing for best performance on the training set is rephrased to optimizing
for a solution on training set such that it achieves good performance on some held-out data.
Hence, instead of training on a single fixed training set, the models are trained on a family of
tasks to generalize from one to another (see [65] for a detailed discussion). This paradigm is
certainly optimizing for the correct behavior and perhaps the model will learn less spurious
features. However, it still relies on a large amount of supervised labeled examples in the
meta-training phase. More importantly, to optimize transfer across tasks/dataset directly,
the tasks/datasets in the family has to be closely tied in practice. In such a case, the main
challenge again reduces to the original core problem, i.e., how to generalize beyond the (close)
family of tasks/datasets seen during training.

1.2.4

Generalization by Domain Adaptation

Domain adaption follows an alternative approach to generalizing the learned model to test
distribution. The idea is to rather transform the data at test time such that its distribution
becomes similar to training [27, 43, 96, 207]. The most common approach is to transform the
data such that discrepancy is minimized between training and test data without explicitly
requiring labels for test examples (see [101] for discussion). For instance, in the tank
classification case, one could transform the tank images from rainy days, cloudy days, etc. to
look like a tank in sunny days by employing some perceptual losses on the images. However,
this exposes a critical issue that this transformation has to be learned for every new scenario
encountered by the agent in the future because the model still simply classifies brightness
and does not understand what a tank is. This is so because this paradigm sidesteps the core
problem of learning understanding the true structure to generalize.

1.2.5

Generalization by End-to-End Reinforcement

End-to-end learning from scratch is one of the most popular paradigms in machine learning
today. Instead of solving intermediate tasks in stages, the agent could directly solve for the
end goal and learn necessary abstractions without much specific domain knowledge. A generic
family of algorithms called reinforcement learning (RL) [241] encapsulate this approach. RL
has emerged as a popular method for training agents to perform complex sensorimotor tasks.
In RL, the agent’s policy is trained by maximizing a reward function that is designed to align
with the task. However, designing a well-shaped reward function is a notoriously challenging
engineering problem, and such rewards are often absent in the real world. Hence, in practice,
most of the success in RL has been achieved where this dense and well-shaped reward is
easily available, e.g., a running ‘score’ in video games [155], or zero-sum games like chess or
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Go [226]. Moreover, rewards are very specific to the task and environment that they are
defined for, thus, generalizing to new tasks/scenarios is a serious concern in RL [98].

1.3

Proposed Solution

The ability to generalize to the novel, changing scenarios is essential for artificial agents
to function in real and diverse environments. As discussed above, the current dominant
paradigm of supervised learning, which relies on training with human-labeled examples, is
unlikely to achieve this goal. Having a human provide lots of labels for every possible task
that an agent could ever encounter is like building a ladder to the moon — there might
never be enough labels! Indeed, supervised learning is not how most learning transpires in
ecological contexts. Instead, all that is available to a biological agent is just raw sensory data
and the ability to act in the world to collect more data. More importantly, it could be that
the mere presence of a fixed goal (conveyed by human-labeled examples or rewards) tempts
our algorithms to cheat by modeling spurious correlations.
What if we remove this extrinsic goal? In the absence of a goal, our agent can no longer
‘cheat’ as there would be nothing to find a ‘shortcut’ for. This is not as strange as it sounds.
Developmental psychologists talk about intrinsic motivation (i.e., curiosity) as the primary
driver in the early stages of development [83, 206, 230]: babies appear to employ (extrinsic)
goal-free exploration to learn skills that will be useful later on in life, for instance, throwing,
pushing objects and interacting with the world in seemingly random ways. In fact, this form
of learning is not specific to humans. The example, given by Alison Gopnik [82], of the
contrast between domestic chicken and New Caledonian crow, precisely illustrates the crucial
role of such intrinsic exploration phase in shaping the intelligence of species. Domestic chicken
(also, ducks, geese, and turkeys) are often considered as the dumbest of all birds. They are
very good at the task of pecking grains, but pretty much useless otherwise. In contrast, a
New Caledonian crow is one of the intelligent bird species, and can even figure out the use
of a tool by shaping hooks to retrieve food [256]. Despite having similar cortical structure,
chickens are specialists while these crows are impressive generalists. Gopnik argues that it
is connected to the length of their childhood period of exploration without any end-goals.
While chickens become mature and functional in just a few months, the baby New Caledonian
crows depend on their caretaker to feed and nurture them up to 2 years, which is a long time
in the lifespan of a bird. This link between long childhood and intelligence of a species has
been studied in depth by Piantadosi and Kidd, 2016 (see Figure 3 in [189]). Across several
primate species, the length of the weaning period seemed to be strongly correlated with how
intelligent the species is. One crucial aspect of this seemingly frivolous ‘play’ is that it allows
these biological agents to learn how to continually adapt and increase knowledge about the
world without any explicit supervision or extrinsic end-goal.
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Learning to Generalize via Self-Supervised Prediction

In this dissertation, inspired by these prominent ideas, we propose initial directions towards
the grand question of building artificial agents that learn, act and display seamless generalpurpose behavior. Our key emphasis is on building agents that continually develop knowledge
and acquire skills just from their own collected data by using data as its own supervision. We
begin with minimal assumptions and build complete systems that learn from raw sensory data.
To be able to learn from scratch, the claim is that an artificial agent must be embodied in the
world, develop an understanding of its sensory input (e.g., image stream) and simultaneously
learn to map this understanding to its motor outputs (e.g., torques) in an unsupervised
manner.
All these considerations lead to two fundamental questions: how to learn rich representations of the world similar to what humans learn?; and how to re-use such a representation
of past knowledge to incrementally adapt and learn more about the world similar to how
humans do? We believe prediction is the key to this answer. We propose generic mechanisms
that employ prediction as a self-supervisory signal in allowing the agents to learn sensory
representations as well as act on these representations to govern motor control. These two
abilities should equip an embodied agent with a basic set of general-purpose skills. Later, these
skills can be stitched together to achieve end-goals or tasks given to the agent, by planning
using the learned models with little to no supervision from outside. This thesis outlines
this ideology in detail and concretizes these ideas into algorithms which are demonstrated
via several case studies, ranging from passive datasets, games to real robotics setups, as
summarized below.
I. Self-Supervised Representation Learning Our world is diverse, yet highly structured, and humans have an uncanny ability to make sense of it. This ability to build rich
representations of raw sensory data is indispensable for agents learning to operate on their
own. But how is this structure discovered in the first place? In Part I, we propose two
approaches to learn sensory representations. Chapter 2 proposes Context Encoders which
employ prediction of context as supervision to learn visual features. Then in Chapter 3, we
extend this ideology to learn representation by leveraging the Gestalt principle of commonfate [257], i.e., pixels that move together tend to belong together, which explicitly guides the
perception of object boundaries. These groupings are either obtained by watching passive
videos, or by active interaction of a robot.
II. Learning to Act via Self-Supervised Exploration Learning to see the world the
way we do is only the first step in building a self-supervised autonomous agent. An agent
will be able to adapt and acquire increasingly complex behaviors only when it learns to use
its sensory representation to act. However, acting in the world is unlike passive observations
because the data is sequentially dependent on the past which leads to exponentially many
possible trajectories and makes it intractable to figure out the ones that constitute useful
skills. In Chapter 4, we leverage self-supervised prediction to formulate a notion of curiosity
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in artificial agents that allows learning to act without any extrinsic supervision or rewards.
Chapter 5 extends this formulation into an explicitly differentiable objective such that it can
be efficiently scaled to real robots.
III. From Skills to Goal-Directed Expertise Parts I and II discuss how an agent could
acquire sensorimotor skills of increasing complexity with no knowledge of labels or tasks.
However, to be useful for real-world tasks, the agent will eventually have to develop the ability
to perform a specific task given to it. One way is to finetune a pre-trained self-supervised
agent with task-specific rewards. However, reward-based finetuning is inefficient and not
scalable to real robots. In Chapter 6, we follow an alternative approach, where an agent first
explores the environment without any expert supervision and distills this exploration data
into goal-directed models. Then, an expert communicates only what needs to be done by
providing a goal image while the agent infers how to perform the task by itself.
IV. Generalization via Modularity Above chapters focus on learning sensorimotor skills
for artificial agents, but the agent itself always starts with an already complex physical body
(e.g., a robotic arm). It is hard to generalize when the agent is already so complex. If the
agent could itself (hardware) be composed of modular reusable components, it would become
easier for the learned controller (software) to generalize. Indeed, one could argue that it is
this modular design which allowed the multicellular organisms to successfully adapt, and
generalize to the constantly changing environment of prehistoric Earth [6]. In Chapter 7, we
take inspiration from multicellular evolution to study modularity as a model for emergent
complexity in artificial agents. However, unlike most previous works, we see modularity as a
way of improving generalization to unseen scenarios.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes by summarizing the proposed ideology, algorithms, results,
and describes some of the future directions that immediately follow from this agenda.
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Part I
Self-Supervised Representation
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Chapter 2
Learning Representation via Context
Prediction
Our visual world is very diverse, yet highly structured, and humans have an uncanny
ability to make sense of this structure. In this chapter, we explore whether state-of-the-art
computer vision algorithms can do the same. Consider the image shown in Figure 2.1a.
Although the center part of the image is missing, most of us can easily imagine its content
from the surrounding pixels, without having ever seen that exact scene. Some of us can
even draw it, as shown on Figure 2.1b. This ability comes from the fact that natural images,
despite their diversity, are highly structured (e.g. the regular pattern of windows on the
facade). We humans are able to understand this structure and make visual predictions even
when seeing only parts of the scene. We show that it is possible to learn and predict this
structure using convolutional neural networks (CNNs), a class of models that have shown
success across a variety of image understanding tasks.
Given an image with a missing region (e.g., Fig. 2.1a), we train a convolutional neural
network to regress to the missing pixel values (Fig. 2.1d). We call our model context encoder,
as it consists of an encoder capturing the context of an image into a compact latent feature
representation and a decoder which uses that representation to produce the missing image
content. The context encoder is closely related to autoencoders [19, 99], as it shares a similar
encoder-decoder architecture. Autoencoders take an input image and try to reconstruct
it after it passes through a low-dimensional “bottleneck” layer, with the aim of obtaining
a compact feature representation of the scene. Unfortunately, this feature representation
is likely to just compresses the image content without learning a semantically meaningful
representation. Denoising autoencoders [248] address this issue by corrupting the input image
and requiring the network to undo the damage. However, this corruption process is typically
very localized and low-level, and does not require much semantic information to undo. In
contrast, our context encoder needs to solve a much harder task: to fill in large missing areas
This chapter is based on the paper published previously at CVPR 2016 [184].
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(d) CE (L2 + adv.)

Figure 2.1: Qualitative illustration of the task. Given an image with a missing region (a), a human
artist has no trouble inpainting it (b). Automatic inpainting using our context encoder trained with
L2 reconstruction loss is shown in (c), and using both L2 and adversarial losses in (d).

of the image, where it can’t get “hints” from nearby pixels. This requires a much deeper
semantic understanding of the scene, and the ability to synthesize high-level features over
large spatial extents. For example, in Figure 2.1a, an entire window needs to be conjured up
“out of thin air.” This is similar in spirit to word2vec [151] which learns word representation
from natural language sentences by predicting a word given its context.
Like autoencoders, context encoders are trained in a completely unsupervised manner. Our
results demonstrate that in order to succeed at this task, a model needs to both understand
the content of an image, as well as produce a plausible hypothesis for the missing parts. This
task, however, is inherently multi-modal as there are multiple ways to fill the missing region
while also maintaining coherence with the given context. We decouple this burden in our
loss function by jointly training our context encoders to minimize both a reconstruction loss
and an adversarial loss. The reconstruction (L2) loss captures the overall structure of the
missing region in relation to the context, while the the adversarial loss [81] has the effect
of picking a particular mode from the distribution. Figure 2.1 shows that using only the
reconstruction loss produces blurry results, whereas adding the adversarial loss results in
much sharper predictions.
We evaluate the encoder and the decoder independently. On the encoder side, we show that
encoding just the context of an image patch and using the resulting feature to retrieve nearest
neighbor contexts from a dataset produces patches which are semantically similar to the
original (unseen) patch. We further validate the quality of the learned feature representation
by fine-tuning the encoder for a variety of image understanding tasks, including classification,
object detection, and semantic segmentation. We are competitive with the state-of-the-art
unsupervised/self-supervised methods on those tasks. On the decoder side, we show that our
method is often able to fill in realistic image content. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge,
ours is the first parametric inpainting algorithm that is able to give reasonable results for
semantic hole-filling (i.e. large missing regions). The context encoder can also be useful as a
better visual feature for computing nearest neighbors in non-parametric inpainting methods.
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Figure 2.2: Context Encoder. The context image is passed through the encoder to obtain
features which are connected to the decoder using channel-wise fully-connected layer as described
in Section 2.1.1. The decoder then produces the missing regions in the image.

2.1

Context encoders for image generation

We now introduce context encoders: CNNs that predict missing parts of a scene from their
surroundings. We first give an overview of the general architecture, then provide details on
the learning procedure and finally present various strategies for image region removal.

2.1.1

Encoder-decoder pipeline

The overall architecture is a simple encoder-decoder pipeline. The encoder takes an input
image with missing regions and produces a latent feature representation of that image. The
decoder takes this feature representation and produces the missing image content. We found
it important to connect the encoder and the decoder through a channel-wise fully-connected
layer, which allows each unit in the decoder to reason about the entire image content.
Figure 2.2 shows an overview of our architecture.
Encoder Our encoder is derived from the AlexNet architecture [128]. Given an input image
of size 227 × 227, we use the first five convolutional layers and the following pooling layer
(called pool5 ) to compute an abstract 6 × 6 × 256 dimensional feature representation. In
contrast to AlexNet, our model is not trained for ImageNet classification; rather, the network
is trained for context prediction “from scratch” with randomly initialized weights.
However, if the encoder architecture is limited only to convolutional layers, there is no
way for information to directly propagate from one corner of the feature map to another.
This is so because convolutional layers connect all the feature maps together, but never
directly connect all locations within a specific feature map. In the present architectures,
this information propagation is handled by fully-connected or inner product layers, where all
the activations are directly connected to each other. In our architecture, the latent feature
dimension is 6 × 6 × 256 = 9216 for both encoder and decoder. This is so because, unlike
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Figure 2.3: Semantic Inpainting results for context encoder trained jointly using reconstruction
and adversarial loss. First four rows contain examples from Paris StreetView Dataset, and bottom
row contains examples from ImageNet.

autoencoders, we do not reconstruct the original input and hence need not have a smaller
bottleneck. However, fully connecting the encoder and decoder would result in an explosion
in the number of parameters (over 100M!), to the extent that efficient training on current
GPUs would be difficult. To alleviate this issue, we use a channel-wise fully-connected layer
to connect the encoder features to the decoder, described in detail below.
Channel-wise fully-connected layer This layer is essentially a fully-connected layer
with groups, intended to propagate information within activations of each feature map. If
the input layer has m feature maps of size n × n, this layer will output m feature maps of
dimension n × n. However, unlike a fully-connected layer, it has no parameters connecting
different feature maps and only propagates information within feature maps. Thus, the
number of parameters in this channel-wise fully-connected layer is mn4 , compared to m2 n4
parameters in a fully-connected layer (ignoring the bias term). This is followed by a stride 1
convolution to propagate information across channels.
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Decoder We now discuss the second half of our pipeline, the decoder, which generates
pixels of the image using the encoder features. The “encoder features” are connected to the
“decoder features” using a channel-wise fully-connected layer.
The channel-wise fully-connected layer is followed by a series of five up-convolutional
layers [56, 145, 274] with learned filters, each with a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation
function. A up-convolutional is simply a convolution that results in a higher resolution
image. It can be understood as upsampling followed by convolution (as described in [56]),
or convolution with fractional stride (as described in [145]). The intuition behind this is
straightforward – the series of up-convolutions and non-linearities comprises a non-linear
weighted upsampling of the feature produced by the encoder until we roughly reach the
original target size.

2.1.2

Loss function

We train our context encoders by regressing to the ground truth content of the missing
(dropped out) region. However, there are often multiple equally plausible ways to fill a
missing image region which are consistent with the context. We model this behavior by
having a decoupled joint loss function to handle both continuity within the context and
multiple modes in the output. The reconstruction (L2) loss is responsible for capturing the
overall structure of the missing region and coherence with regards to its context, but tends
to average together the multiple modes in predictions. The adversarial loss [81], on the other
hand, tries to make prediction look real, and has the effect of picking a particular mode from
the distribution. For each ground truth image x, our context encoder F produces an output
F (x). Let M̂ be a binary mask corresponding to the dropped image region with a value of
1 wherever a pixel was dropped and 0 for input pixels. During training, those masks are
automatically generated for each image and training iterations, as described in Section 2.1.2.
We now describe different components of our loss function.
Reconstruction Loss We use a masked L2 distance as our reconstruction loss, Lrec ,
Lrec (x) = kM̂

(x − F ((1 − M̂ )

x))k2 ,

(2.1)

where is the element-wise product operation. We experimented with both L1 and L2 losses
and found no significant difference between them. While this simple loss encourages the
decoder to produce a rough outline of the predicted object, it often fails to capture any high
frequency detail (see Fig. 2.1c). This stems from the fact that the L2 (or L1) loss often prefer
a blurry solution, over highly accurate textures. We believe this happens because it is much
“safer” for the L2 loss to predict the mean of the distribution, because this minimizes the
mean pixel-wise error, but results in a blurry averaged image. We alleviated this problem by
adding an adversarial loss.
Adversarial Loss Our adversarial loss is based on Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) [81]. To learn a generative model G of a data distribution, GAN proposes to
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(c) Random region

Figure 2.4: An example of image x with our different region masks M̂ applied to it.
jointly learn an adversarial discriminative model D to provide loss gradients to the generative
model. G and D are parametric functions (e.g., deep networks) where G : Z → X maps
samples from noise distribution Z to data distribution X . The learning procedure is a
two-player game where an adversarial discriminator D takes in both the prediction of G and
ground truth samples, and tries to distinguish them, while G tries to confuse D by producing
samples that appear as “real” as possible. The objective for discriminator is logistic likelihood
indicating whether the input is real sample or predicted one:
Ex∈X [log(D(x))] + Ez∈Z [log(1 − D(G(z)))]

min max
G

D

This method has shown encouraging results in generative modeling of images [200].
We thus adapt this framework for context prediction by modeling generator by context
encoder; i.e., G , F . To customize GANs for this task, one could condition on the given
context information; i.e., the mask M̂ x. However, conditional GANs don’t train easily
for context prediction task as the adversarial discriminator D easily exploits the perceptual
discontinuity in generated regions and the original context to easily classify predicted versus
real samples. We thus use an alternate formulation, by conditioning only the generator (not
the discriminator) on context. We also found results improved when the generator was not
conditioned on a noise vector. The GAN objective for our context encoders is as follows
Hence the adversarial loss for context encoders, Ladv , is
Ladv = max
D

Ex∈X [log(D(x))
+ log(1 − D(F ((1 − M̂ )

x)))],

(2.2)

where, in practice, both F and D are optimized jointly using alternating SGD. Note that
this objective encourages the entire output of the context encoder to look realistic, not just
the missing regions as in Equation (2.1).
Joint Loss We define the overall loss function as
L = λrec Lrec + λadv Ladv .

(2.3)

Currently, we use adversarial loss only for inpainting experiments as AlexNet [128] architecture
training diverged with joint adversarial loss. Details follow in Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison with Content-Aware Fill (Photoshop feature based on [15]). Our method
works better in semantic cases (top row) and works slightly worse in textured settings (bottom row).
Region masks
The input to a context encoder is an image with one or more of its regions “dropped out”;
i.e., set to zero, assuming zero-centered inputs. The removed regions could be of any shape,
we present three different strategies here:
Central region: The simplest such shape is the central square patch in the image, as
shown in Figure 2.4a. While this works quite well for inpainting, the network learns low level
image features than latch on to the boundary of the central mask. Those low level image
features tend not to generalize well to images without masks, hence the features learned are
not very general.
Random block : To prevent the network from latching on the the constant boundary of the
masked region, we randomize the masking process. Instead of choosing a single large mask
at a fixed location, we remove a number of smaller possibly overlapping masks, covering up
to 14 of the image. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.4b. However, the random block
masking still has sharp boundaries convolutional features could latch onto.
Random region: To completely remove those boundaries, we experimented with removing
arbitrary shapes from images, obtained from random masks in the PASCAL VOC 2012
dataset [62]. We deform those shapes and paste in arbitrary places in the other images (not
from PASCAL), again covering up to 14 of the image. Note that we completely randomize
the region masking process, and do not expect or want any correlation between the source
segmentation mask and the image. We merely use those regions to prevent the network from
learning low-level features corresponding to the removed mask. See example in Figure 2.4c.
In practice, we found region and random block masks produce a similarly general feature,
while significantly outperforming the central region features. We use the random region
dropout for all our feature based experiments.

2.2

Implementation details

The pipeline was implemented in Caffe [112] and Torch. We used ADAM [119] for optimization.
The missing region in the masked input image is filled with constant mean value. Hyperparameter details are discussed in Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2. We experimented with replacing all
pooling layers with convolutions of the same kernel size and stride. The overall stride of the
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Figure 2.6: Semantic Inpainting using different methods. Context Encoder with just L2 are well
aligned, but not sharp. Using adversarial loss, results are sharp but not coherent. Joint loss alleviate
the weaknesses of each of them. The last two columns are the results if we plug-in the best nearest
neighbor (NN) patch in the masked region.
Method

Mean L1 Loss

Mean L2 Loss

PSNR (higher better)

NN-inpainting (HOG features)

19.92%

6.92%

12.79 dB

NN-inpainting (our features)
Our Reconstruction (joint)

15.10%
10.33%

4.30%
2.35%

14.70 dB
17.59 dB

Table 2.1: Semantic Inpainting accuracy for Paris StreetView dataset on held-out images. NN
inpainting is basis for [93].

network remains the same, but it results in finer inpainting. Intuitively, there is no reason
to use pooling for reconstruction based networks. In classification, pooling provides spatial
invariance, which may be detrimental for reconstruction-based training. To be consistent
with prior work, we still use the original AlexNet architecture (with pooling) for all feature
learning results.

2.3

Evaluation

We now evaluate the encoder features for their semantic quality and transferability to
other image understanding tasks. We experiment with images from two datasets: Paris
StreetView [52] and ImageNet [205] without using any of the accompanying labels. In
Section 2.3.1, we present visualizations demonstrating the ability of the context encoder to
fill in semantic details of images with missing regions. In Section 2.3.2, we demonstrate the
transferability of our learned features to other tasks, using context encoders as a pre-training
step for image classification, object detection, and semantic segmentation. We compare
our results on these tasks with those of other unsupervised or self-supervised methods,
demonstrating that our approach outperforms previous methods.
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Figure 2.7: Arbitrary region inpainting for context encoder trained with reconstruction loss.

2.3.1

Semantic Inpainting

We train context encoders with the joint loss function defined in Equation (2.3) for the task
of inpainting the missing region. The encoder and discriminator architecture is similar to that
of discriminator in [200], and decoder is similar to generator in [200]. However, the bottleneck
is of 4000 units (in contrast to 100 in [200]). We used the default solver hyper-parameters
suggested in [200]. We use λrec = 0.999 and λadv = 0.001. However, a few things were crucial
for training the model. We did not condition the adversarial loss (see Section 2.1.2) nor did
we add noise to the encoder. We use a higher learning rate for context encoder (10 times) to
that of adversarial discriminator. To further emphasize the consistency of prediction with the
context, we predict a slightly larger patch that overlaps with the context (by 7px). During
training, we use higher weight (10×) for the reconstruction loss in this overlapping region.
The qualitative results are shown in Figure 2.3. Our model performs generally well in
inpainting semantic regions of an image. However, if a region can be filled with low-level
textures, texture synthesis methods, such as [15,61], can often perform better (e.g. Figure 2.5).
For semantic inpainting, we compare against nearest neighbor inpainting (which forms the
basis of Hays et al . [93]) and show that our reconstructions are well-aligned semantically,
as seen on Figure 2.6. It also shows that joint loss significantly improves the inpainting
over both reconstruction and adversarial loss alone. Moreover, using our learned features
in a nearest-neighbor style inpainting can sometimes improve results over a hand-designed
distance metrics. Table 2.1 reports quantitative results on StreetView Dataset.

2.3.2

Feature Learning

For consistency with prior work, we use the AlexNet [128] architecture for our encoder.
Unfortunately, we did not manage to make the adversarial loss converge with AlexNet, so
we used just the reconstruction loss. The networks were trained with a constant learning
rate of 10−3 for the center-region masks. However, for random region corruption, we found
a learning rate of 10−4 to perform better. We apply dropout with a rate of 0.5 just for the
channel-wise fully connected layer, since it has more parameters than other layers and might
be prone to overfitting. The training process is fast and converges in about 100K iterations:
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Figure 2.8: Context Nearest Neighbors. Center patches whose context (not shown here) are close in
the embedding space of different methods (namely our context encoder, HOG and AlexNet). Note
that the appearance of these center patches themselves was never seen by these methods. But our
method brings them close just from their context.

14 hours on a Titan X GPU. Figure 2.7 shows inpainting results for context encoder trained
with random region corruption using reconstruction loss. To evaluate the quality of features,
we find nearest neighbors to the masked part of image just by using the features from the
context, see Figure 2.8. Note that none of the methods ever see the center part of any image,
whether a query or dataset image. Our features retrieve decent nearest neighbors just from
context, even though actual prediction is blurry with L2 loss. AlexNet features also perform
decently as they were trained with 1M labels for semantic tasks, HOG on the other hand fail
to get the semantics.
Classification pre-training
For this experiment, we fine-tune a standard AlexNet classifier on the PASCAL VOC 2007 [62]
from a number of supervised, self-supervised and unsupervised initializations. We train the
classifier using random cropping, and then evaluate it using 10 random crops per test image.
We average the classifier output over those random crops. Table 2.2 shows the standard mean
average precision (mAP) score for all compared methods. A random initialization performs
roughly 25% below an ImageNen-trained model; however, it does not use any labels. Context
encoders are competitive with concurrent self-supervised feature learning methods [51, 254]
and significantly outperform autoencoders and Agrawal et al . [4].
Detection pre-training
Our second set of quantitative results involves using our features for object detection. We use
Fast R-CNN [80] framework (FRCN). We replace the ImageNet pre-trained network with
our context encoders (or any other baseline model). In particular, we take the pre-trained
encoder weights up to the pool5 layer and re-initialize the fully-connected layers. We then
follow the training and evaluation procedures from FRCN and report the accuracy (in mAP)
of the resulting detector.
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Pretraining Method
ImageNet [128]
Random Gaussian
Autoencoder
Agrawal et al . [4]
Doersch et al . [51]
Wang et al . [254]
Ours
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Supervision

Pretraining time

Classification Detection Segmentation

1000 class labels

3 days

78.2%

56.8%

48.0%

initialization
egomotion
context
motion

< 1 minute
14 hours
10 hours
4 weeks
1 week

53.3%
53.8%
52.9%
55.3%
58.4%

43.4%
41.9%
41.8%
46.6%
44.0%

19.8%
25.2%
-

context

14 hours

56.5%

44.5%

29.7%

Table 2.2: Quantitative comparison for classification, detection and semantic segmentation. Classification and Fast-RCNN Detection results are on the PASCAL VOC 2007 test set. Semantic
segmentation results are on the PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set from the FCN evaluation described in Section 2.3.2, using the additional training data from [90], and removing overlapping
images from the validation set [145].

Our results on the test set of the PASCAL VOC 2007 [62] detection challenge are reported
in Table 2.2. Context encoder pre-training is competitive with the existing methods achieving
significant boost over the baseline. Krähenbühl et al . [126] proposed a data-dependent method
for rescaling pre-trained model weights. This significantly improves the features in Doersch et
al . [51] up to 65.3% for classification and 51.1% for detection. However, this rescaling doesn’t
improve results for other methods, including ours.
Semantic Segmentation pre-training
Our last quantitative evaluation explores the utility of context encoder training for pixel-wise
semantic segmentation. Fully convolutional networks [145] (FCNs) were proposed as an
end-to-end learnable method of predicting a semantic label at each pixel of an image, using a
convolutional network pre-trained for ImageNet classification. We replace the classification
pre-trained network used in the FCN method with our context encoders, afterwards following
the FCN training and evaluation procedure for direct comparison with their original CaffeNetbased result.
Our results on the PASCAL VOC 2012 [62] validation set are reported in Table 2.2. In
this setting, we outperform a randomly initialized network as well as a plain autoencoder
which is trained simply to reconstruct its full input.

2.4

Related work

CNNs trained for ImageNet [205] classification with over a million labeled examples learn
features which generalize very well across tasks [53]. However, whether such semantically
informative and generalizable features can be learned from raw images alone, without any
labels, remains an open question. Unsupervised learning is a broad area with a large volume
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of work; Bengio et al . [20] provide an excellent survey. Here, we briefly revisit some of the
recent work in this area.
Self-supervision via pretext tasks Instead of producing images, several recent studies
have focused on providing alternate forms of supervision (often called ‘pretext tasks’) that
do not require manual labeling and can be algorithmically produced. For instance, Doersch
et al . [51] task a ConvNet with predicting the relative location of two cropped image
patches. Noroozi and Favaro [164] extend this by asking a network to arrange shuffled
patches cropped from a 3×3 grid. Other pretext tasks include predicting color channels from
luminance [132, 276] or vice versa [277], and predicting sounds from video frames [46, 175].
The assumption in these works is that to perform these tasks, the network will need to
recognize high-level concepts, such as objects, in order to succeed.
Most closely related to our idea are efforts at exploiting spatial context as a source of
free and plentiful supervisory signal. Visual Memex [149] used context to non-parametrically
model object relations and to predict masked objects in scenes, while [50] used context to
establish correspondences for unsupervised object discovery. However, both approaches relied
on hand-designed features and did not perform any representation learning. Doersch et
al . [51] used the task of predicting the relative positions of neighboring patches within an
image as a way to train an unsupervised deep feature representations. We share the same
high-level goals with Doersch et al . but fundamentally differ in the approach: whereas [51]
are solving a discriminative task (is patch A above patch B or below?), our context encoder
solves a pure prediction problem (what pixel intensities should go in the hole?). Interestingly,
similar distinction exist in using language context to learn word embeddings: Collobert and
Weston [38] advocate a discriminative approach, whereas word2vec [151] formulate it as word
prediction. One important benefit of our approach is that our supervisory signal is much
richer: a context encoder needs to predict roughly 15,000 real values per training example,
compared to just 1 option among 8 choices in [51]. Likely due in part to this difference, our
context encoders take far less time to train than [51]. Moreover, context based prediction is
also harder to “cheat” since low-level image features, such as chromatic aberration, do not
provide any meaningful information, in contrast to [51] where chromatic aberration partially
solves the task. On the other hand, it is not yet clear if requiring faithful pixel generation is
necessary for learning good visual features.
Unsupervised learning by generating images Classical unsupervised representation
learning approaches, such as autoencoders [19, 99] and denoising autoencoders [248], attempt
to learn feature representations from which the original image can be decoded with a low
error. An alternative to reconstruction-based objectives is to train generative models of
images using generative adversarial networks [81]. These models can be extended to produce
good feature representations by training jointly with image encoders [54, 59]. However, to
generate realistic images, these models must pay significant attention to low-level details
while potentially ignoring higher-level semantics. We train our context encoders using an
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adversary jointly with reconstruction loss for generating inpainting results. We discuss this
in detail in Section 2.1.2.
Dosovitskiy et al . [56] and Rifai et al . [202] demonstrate that CNNs can learn to generate
novel images of particular object categories (chairs and faces, respectively), but rely on
large labeled datasets with examples of these categories. In contrast, context encoders can
be applied to any unlabeled image database and learn to generate images based on the
surrounding context.
Inpainting and hole-filling It is important to point out that our hole-filling task cannot
be handled by classical inpainting [22, 170] or texture synthesis [15, 61] approaches, since
the missing region is too large for local non-semantic methods to work well. In computer
graphics, filling in large holes is typically done via scene completion [93], involving a cut-paste
formulation using nearest neighbors from a dataset of millions of images. However, scene
completion is meant for filling in holes left by removing whole objects, and it struggles to fill
arbitrary holes, e.g. amodal completion of partially occluded objects. Furthermore, previous
completion relies on a hand-crafted distance metric, such as Gist [167] for nearest-neighbor
computation which is inferior to a learned distance metric. We show that our method is often
able to inpaint semantically meaningful content in a parametric fashion, as well as provide a
better feature for nearest neighbor-based inpainting methods.
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Chapter 3
Discovering Objects by Observation
and Interaction
In previous chapter, we presented an unsupervised visual feature learning algorithm driven
by context-based pixel prediction. As apparent in the related works discussed, a recurring
theme in most self-supervised representation learning works is the idea of a ‘pretext task’: a
task that is not of direct interest, but can be used to obtain a good visual representation
as a byproduct of training. The challenge in this line of research lies in cleverly designing a
pretext task that causes the ConvNet (or other representation learner) to learn high-level
features.
In this chapter, we take a different approach that is motivated by human vision studies.
Both infants [231] and newly sighted congenitally blind people [172] tend to oversegment static
objects, but can group things properly when they move (Figure 3.1). To do so, they may rely
on the Gestalt principle of common fate [177, 258]: pixels that move together tend to belong
together. The ability to parse static scenes improves [172] over time, suggesting that while
motion-based grouping appears early, static grouping is acquired later, possibly bootstrapped
by motion cues. Moreover, experiments in [172] show that shortly after gaining sight, human
subjects are better able to name objects that tend to be seen in motion compared to objects
that tend to be seen at rest.
Inspired by these human vision studies, we propose to train ConvNets for the wellestablished task of object foreground vs. background segmentation, using unsupervised
motion segmentation to provide ‘pseudo ground truth’. Concretely, to prepare training
data we use optical flow to group foreground pixels that move together into a single object.
We then use the resulting segmentation masks as automatically generated targets, and
task a ConvNet with predicting these masks from single, static frames without any motion
information (Figure 3.2). Because pixels with different colors or low-level image statistics
This chapter is based on the papers published previously at CVPR 2017 [181] and CVPR Robotics
Vision Workshop 2018 [187].
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Figure 3.1: Low-level appearance cues lead to incorrect grouping (mid-left). Motion helps us to
correctly group pixels that move together (mid-right) and identify this group as a single object
(rightmost). We use unsupervised motion-based grouping to train a ConvNet to segment objects in
static images and show that the network learns strong features that transfer well to other tasks.

can still move together and form a single object, the ConvNet cannot solve this task using a
low-level representation. Instead, it may have to recognize objects that tend to move and
identify their shape and pose. Thus, we conjecture that this task forces the ConvNet to learn
a high-level representation.
We evaluate our proposal in two settings. First, we test if a ConvNet can learn a good
feature representation when learning to segment from the high-quality, manually labeled
segmentations in COCO [142], without using the class labels. Indeed, we show that the
resulting feature representation is effective when transferred to PASCAL VOC object detection.
It achieves state-of-the-art performance for representations trained without any semantic
category labels, performing within 5 points AP of an ImageNet pretrained model and 10
points higher than the best unsupervised methods. This justifies our proposed task by
showing that given good ground truth segmentations, a ConvNet trained to segment objects
will learn an effective feature representation.
Our goal, however, is to learn features without manual supervision. Thus in our second setting we train with automatically generated ‘pseudo ground truth’ obtained through
unsupervised motion segmentation on uncurated videos from the Yahoo Flickr Creative
Commons 100 million (YFCC100m) [243] dataset. When transferred to object detection,
our representation retains good performance even when most of the ConvNet parameters
are frozen, significantly outperforming previous unsupervised learning approaches. It also
allows much better transfer learning when training data for the target task is scarce. Our
representation quality tends to increase logarithmically with the amount of data, suggesting
the possibility of outperforming ImageNet pretraining given the countless videos on the web.
However, one does not have to wait passively for things to move as motion can also be
caused by active interaction. While passive motion helps in learning about object boundaries,
Smith and Gasser [230] argue that it is the “active interaction” that makes infants learn
about the properties of individual object entities. We put this developmental hypothesis to
the test in the final section of this chapter. We leverage the same idea of predicting motion
segments, but instead of observing passive videos, we deploy an autonomous robotic agent
that collects examples by actively interacting with objects in its arena.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of our approach. We use motion cues to segment objects in videos without
any supervision. We then train a ConvNet to predict these segmentations from static frames, i.e.
without any motion cues. We then transfer the learned representation to other recognition tasks.

3.1

Evaluating Feature Representations

To measure the quality of a learned feature representation, we need an evaluation that
reflects real-world constraints to yield useful conclusions. Prior work on unsupervised learning
has evaluated representations by using them as initializations for fine-tuning a ConvNet
for a particular isolated task, such as object detection [51]. The intuition is that a good
representations should serve as a good starting point for task-specific fine-tuning. While
fine-tuning for each task can be a good solution, it can also be impractical.
For example, a mobile app might want to handle multiple tasks on device, such as image
classification, object detection, and segmentation. But both the app download size and
execution time will grow linearly with the number of tasks unless computation is shared. In
such cases it may be desirable to have a general representation that is shared between tasks
and task-specific, lightweight classifier ‘heads’.
Another practical concern arises when the amount of labeled training data is too limited
for fine-tuning. Again, in this scenario it may be desirable to use a fixed general representation
with a trained task-specific ‘head’ to avoid overfitting. Rather than emphasizing any one
of these cases, in this chapter we aim for a broader understanding by evaluating learned
representations under a variety of conditions:
1. On multiple tasks: We consider object detection, image classification and semantic
segmentation.
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2. With shared layers: We fine-tune the pretrained ConvNet weights to different extents,
ranging from only the fully connected layers to fine-tuning everything (see [164] for a
similar evaluation on ImageNet).
3. With limited target task training data: We reduce the amount of training data
available for the target task.

3.2

Learning Features by Learning to Group

The core intuition behind the idea in this chapter is that training a ConvNet to group pixels
in static images into objects without any class labels will cause it to learn a strong, high-level
feature representation. This is because such grouping is difficult from low-level cues alone:
objects are typically made of multiple colors and textures and, if occluded, might even consist
of spatially disjoint regions. Therefore, to effectively do this grouping is to implicitly recognize
the object and understand its location and shape, even if it cannot be named. Thus, if we
train a ConvNet for this task, we expect it to learn a representation that aids recognition.
To test this hypothesis, we ran a series of experiments using high-quality manual annotations on static images from COCO [142]. Although supervised, these experiments help to
evaluate a) how well our method might work under ideal conditions, b) how performance
is impacted if the segments are of lower quality, and c) how much data is needed. We now
describe these experiments in detail.

3.2.1

Training a ConvNet to Segment Objects

We frame the task as follows: given an image patch containing a single object, we want the
ConvNet to segment the object, i.e., assign each pixel a label of 1 if it lies on the object
and 0 otherwise. Since an image contains multiple objects, the task is ambiguous if we feed
the ConvNet the entire image. Instead, we sample an object from an image and crop a box
around the ground truth segment. However, given a precise bounding box, it is easy for the
ConvNet to cheat: a blob in the center of the box would yield low loss. To prevent such
degenerate solutions, we jitter the box in position and scale. Note that a similar training
setup was used for recent segmentation proposal methods [190, 192].
We use a straightforward ConvNet architecture that takes as input a w × w image and
outputs an s × s mask. Our network ends in a fully connected layer with s2 outputs followed
by an element-wise sigmoid. The resulting s2 dimensional vector is reshaped into an s × s
mask. We also downsample the ground truth mask to s × s and sum the cross entropy losses
over the s2 locations to train the network.

3.2.2

Experiments

To enable comparisons to prior work, we use AlexNet [128] as our ConvNet architecture. We
use s = 56 and w = 227. We use images and annotations from the trainval set of the COCO
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Figure 3.4: VOC object detection accuracy using our supervised ConvNet as noise is introduced in mask boundaries, the masks are truncated, or the amount of data
is reduced. Surprisingly, the representation maintains
quality even with large degradation.

dataset [142], discarding the class labels and only using the segmentations.
Does training for segmentation yield good features? Following recent work on unsupervised learning, we perform experiments on the task of object detection on PASCAL
VOC 2007 using Fast R-CNN [80].1 We use multi-scale training and testing [80]. In keeping
with the motivation described in Section 3.1, we measure performance with ConvNet layers
frozen to different extents. We compare our representation to a ConvNet trained on image
classification on ImageNet, and the representation trained by Doersch et al . [51]. The latter
is competitive with the state-of-the-art. (Comparisons to other recent work on unsupervised
learning appear later.) The results are shown in Figure 3.3.
We find that our supervised representation outperforms the unsupervised context prediction model across all scenarios by a large margin, which is to be expected. Notably though, our
model maintains a fairly small gap with ImageNet pretraining. This result is state-of-the-art
for a model trained without semantic category labels. Thus, given high-quality segments, our
proposed method can learn a strong representation, which validates our hypothesis.
Figure 3.3 also shows that the model trained on context prediction degrades rapidly as
more layers are frozen. This drop indicates that the higher layers of the model have become
overly specific to the pretext task [273], and may not capture the high-level concepts needed
for object recognition. This is in contrast to the stable performance of the ImageNet trained
model even when most of the network is frozen, suggesting the utility of its higher layers for
recognition tasks. We find that this trend is also true for our representation: it retains good
performance even when most of the ConvNet is frozen, indicating that it has indeed learned
high-level semantics in the higher layers.
1

https://github.com/rbgirshick/py-faster-rcnn
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Figure 3.5: We degrade ground truth masks to measure the impact of segmentation quality on the
learned representation. From left to right, the original mask, dilated and eroded masks (boundary
errors), and a truncated mask (truncation can be on any side).

Can the ConvNet learn from noisy masks? We next ask if the quality of the learned
representation is impacted by the quality of the ground truth, which is important since the
segmentations obtained from unsupervised motion-based grouping will be imperfect. To
simulate noisy segments, we train the representation with degraded masks from COCO.
We consider two ways of creating noisy segments: introducing noise in the boundary and
truncating the mask.
Noise in the segment boundary simulates the foreground leaking into the background or
vice-versa. To introduce such noise during training, for each cropped ground truth mask, we
randomly either erode or dilate the mask using a kernel of fixed size (Figure 3.5, second and
third images). The boundaries become noisier as the kernel size increases.
Truncation simulates the case when we miss a part of the object, such as when only part
of the object moves. Specifically, for each ground truth mask, we zero out a strip of pixels
corresponding to a fixed percentage of the bounding box area from one of the four sides
(Figure 3.5, last image).
We evaluate the representation trained with these noisy ground truth segments on object
detection using Fast R-CNN with all layers up to and including conv5 frozen (Figure 3.4). We
find that the learned representation is surprisingly resilient to both kinds of degradation. Even
with large, systematic truncation (up to 50%) or large errors in boundaries, the representation
maintains its quality.
How much data do we need? We vary the amount of data available for training, and
evaluate the resulting representation on object detection using Fast-RCNN with all conv layers
frozen. The results are shown in the third plot in Figure 3.4. We find that performance drops
significantly as the amount of training data is reduced, suggesting that good representations
will need large amounts of data.
In summary, these results suggest that training for segmentation leads to strong features
even with imprecise object masks. However, building a good representation requires significant
amounts of training data. These observations strengthen our case for learning features in an
unsupervised manner on large unlabeled datasets.
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Figure 3.6: From left to right: a video frame, the output of uNLC that we use to train our ConvNet,
and the output of our ConvNet. uNLC is able to highlight the moving object even in potentially
cluttered scenes, but is often noisy, and sometimes fails (last two rows). Nevertheless, our ConvNet
can still learn from this noisy data and produce significantly better and smoother segmentations.

3.3

Learning Features by Watching Objects Move

We first describe the motion segmentation algorithm we use to segment videos, and then
discuss how we use the segmented frames to train a ConvNet.

3.3.1

Unsupervised Motion Segmentation

The key idea behind motion segmentation is that if there is a single object moving with
respect to the background through the entire video, then pixels on the object will move
differently from pixels on the background. Analyzing the optical flow should therefore provide
hints about which pixels belong to the foreground. However, since only a part of the object
might move in each frame, this information needs to be aggregated across multiple frames.
We adopt the NLC approach from Faktor and Irani [64]. While NLC is unsupervised
with respect to video segmentation, it utilizes an edge detector that was trained on labeled
edge images [195]. In order to have a purely unsupervised method, we replace the trained
edge detector in NLC with unsupervised superpixels. To avoid confusion, we call our
implementation of NLC as uNLC. First uNLC computes a per-frame saliency map based
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on motion by looking for either pixels that move in a mostly static frame or, if the frame
contains significant motion, pixels that move in a direction different from the dominant one.
Per-pixel saliency is then averaged over superpixels [2]. Next, a nearest neighbor graph is
computed over the superpixels in the video using location and appearance (color histograms
and HOG [41]) as features. Finally, it uses a nearest neighbor voting scheme to propagate
the saliency across frames.
We find that uNLC often fails on videos in the wild. Sometimes this is because the
assumption of there being a single moving object in the video is not satisfied, especially in
long videos made up of multiple shots showing different objects. We use a publicly available
appearance-based shot detection method [198] (also unsupervised) to divide the video into
shots and run uNLC separately on each shot.
Videos in the wild are also often low resolution and have compression artifacts, which
can degrade the resulting segmentations. From our experiments using strong supervision, we
know our approach can be robust to such noise. Nevertheless, since a large video dataset
comprises a massive collection of frames, we simply discard badly segmented frames based on
two heuristics. Specifically, we discard: (1) frames with too many (>80%) or too few (<10%)
pixels marked as foreground; (2) frames with too many pixels (>10%) within 5% of the frame
border that are marked as foreground. In preliminary tests, we found that results were not
sensitive to the precise thresholds used.
We ran uNLC on videos from YFCC100m [243], which contains about 700,000 videos.
After pruning, we ended up with 205,000 videos. We sampled 5-10 frames per shot from each
video to create our dataset of 1.6M images, so we have slightly more frames than images in
ImageNet. However, note that our frames come from fewer videos and are therefore more
correlated than images from ImageNet. We stress that our approach in generating this dataset
is completely unsupervised, and does not use any form of supervised learning in any part of
the pipeline.
Our motion segmentation approach is far from state-of-the-art, as can be seen by the
noisy segments shown in Figure 3.6. Nevertheless, we find that our representation is quite
resilient to this noise (as shown below). As such, we did not aim to improve the particulars
of our motion segmentation.

3.3.2

Learning to Segment from Noisy Labels

As before, we feed the ConvNet cropped images, jittered in scale and translation, and ask it
to predict the motile foreground object. Since the motion segmentation output is noisy, we
do not trust the absolute foreground probabilities it provides. Instead, we convert it into a
trimap representation in which pixels with a probability <0.4 are marked as negative samples,
those with a probability >0.7 are marked as positives, and the remaining pixels are marked
as “don’t cares” (in preliminary experiments, our results were found to be robust to these
thresholds). The ConvNet is trained with a logistic loss only on the positive and negative
pixels; don’t care pixels are ignored. Similar techniques have been successfully explored
earlier in segmentation [11, 123].
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Figure 3.7: Examples of segmentations produced by our ConvNet on held out images. The ConvNet
is able to identify the motile object (or objects) and segment it out from a single frame. Masks are
not perfect but they do capture the general object shape.

Despite the steps we take to get good segments, the uNLC output is still noisy and often
grossly incorrect, as can be seen from the second column of Figure 3.6. However, if there
are no systematic errors, then these motion-based segments can be seen as perturbations
about a true latent segmentation. Because a ConvNet has finite capacity, it will not be able
to fit the noise perfectly and might instead learn something closer to the underlying correct
segmentation.
Some positive evidence for this can be seen in the output of the trained ConvNet on its
training images (Fig. 3.6, third column). The ConvNet correctly identifies the motile object
and its rough shape, leading to a smoother, more correct segmentation than the original
motion segmentation.
The ConvNet is also able to generalize to unseen images. Figure 3.7 shows the output of
the ConvNet on frames from the DAVIS [188], FBMS [165] and VSB [74] datasets, which were
not used in training. Again, it is able to identify the moving object and its rough shape from
just a single frame. When evaluated against human annotated segments in these datasets,
we find that the ConvNet’s output is significantly better than the uNLC segmentation output
as shown below:
Metric
Mean IoU (%)
Precision (%)
Recall (%)

uNLC

ConvNet (unsupervised)

13.1
15.4
45.8

24.8
29.9
59.3

These results confirm our earlier finding that the ConvNet is able to learn well even
from noisy and often incorrect ground truth. However, the goal of this appraoch is not
segmentation, but representation learning. We evaluate the learned representation in the
next section.
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All

>c1

>c2

>c3

Full train set
>c4
>c5

Supervised
Imagenet
Sup. Masks (Ours)

56.5
51.7

57.0
51.8

57.1
52.7

57.1
52.2

55.6
52.0

Unsupervised
Jigsaw‡ [164]
Kmeans [126]
Egomotion [4]
Inpainting [183]
Tracking-gray [254]
Sounds [175]
BiGAN [54]
Colorization [276]
Split-Brain Auto [277]
Context [51]
Context-videos† [51]
Motion Masks (Ours)

49.0
42.8
37.4
39.1
43.5
42.9
44.9
44.5
43.8
49.9
47.8
48.6

50.0
42.2
36.9
36.4
44.6
42.3
44.6
44.9
45.6
48.8
47.9
48.2

48.9
40.3
34.4
34.1
44.6
40.6
44.7
44.7
45.6
44.4
46.6
48.3

47.7
37.1
28.9
29.4
44.2
37.1
42.4
44.4
46.1
44.3
47.2
47.0

45.8
32.4
24.1
24.8
41.5
32.0
38.4
42.6
44.1
42.1
44.3
45.8

Method
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150 image set
>c4
>c5

All

>c1

>c2

>c3

#wins

52.5
47.5

17.7
13.6

19.1
13.8

19.7
15.5

20.3
17.6

20.9
18.1

19.6
15.1

NA
NA

37.1
26.0
17.1
13.4
35.7
26.5
29.4
38.0
37.6
33.2
33.4
40.3

5.9
4.1
–
–
3.7
5.4
4.9
6.1
3.5
6.7
6.6
10.2

8.7
4.9
–
–
5.7
5.1
6.1
7.9
7.9
10.2
9.2
10.2

8.8
5.0
–
–
7.4
5.0
7.3
8.6
9.6
9.2
10.7
11.7

10.1
4.5
–
–
9.0
4.8
7.6
10.6
10.2
9.5
12.2
12.5

9.9
4.2
–
–
9.4
4.0
7.1
10.7
11.0
9.4
11.2
13.3

7.9
4.0
–
–
9.0
3.5
4.6
9.9
10.0
8.7
9.0
11.0

NA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
9

Table 3.1: Object detection AP (%) on PASCAL VOC 2012 using Fast R-CNN with various
pretrained ConvNets. All models are trained on train and tested on val using consistent Fast
R-CNN settings. ‘–’ means training didn’t converge due to insufficient data. Our approach achieves
the best performance in the majority of settings. † Doersch et al . [51] trained their original context
model using ImageNet images. The Context-videos model is obtained by retraining their approach
on our video frames from YFCC. This experiment controls for the effect of the distribution of
training images and shows that the image domain used for training does not significantly impact
performance. ‡ Noroozi et al . [164] use a more computationally intensive ConvNet architecture
(>2× longer to finetune) with a finer stride at conv1, preventing apples-to-apples comparisons.
Nevertheless, their model works significantly worse than our representation when either layers are
frozen or in case of limited data and is comparable to ours when network is finetuned with full
training data.

3.4
3.4.1

Evaluating the Learned Representation
Transfer to Object Detection

We first evaluate our representation on the task of object detection using Fast R-CNN. We
use VOC 2007 for cross-validation: we pick an appropriate learning rate for each method out
of a set of 3 values {0.001, 0.002 and 0.003}. Finally, we train on VOC 2012 train and test
on VOC 2012 val exactly once. We use multi-scale training and testing and discard difficult
objects during training.
We present results with the ConvNet parameters frozen to different extents. As discussed
in Section 3.1, a good representation should work well both as an initialization to fine-tuning
and also when most of the ConvNet is frozen.
We compare our approach to ConvNet representations produced by prior work on unsupervised learning [4, 51, 54, 164, 175, 183, 254, 276]. We use publicly available models for all
methods shown. Like our ConvNet representation, all models have the AlexNet architecture,
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Figure 3.8: Results on object detection using Fast R-CNN. (a) VOC 2012 object detection results
when the ConvNet representation is frozen to different extents. We compare to other unsupervised
and supervised approaches. Left: using the full training set. Right: using only 150 training images
(note the different y-axis scales). (b) Variation of representation quality (mean AP on VOC 2007
object detection with conv5 and below frozen) with number of training frames. A few other methods
are also shown. Context-videos [51] is the representation of Doersch et al . [51] retrained on our
video frames. Note that most other methods in Table 3.1 use ImageNet as their train set.
but differ in minor details such as the presence of batch normalization layers [51] or the
presence of grouped convolutions [276].
We also compare to two models trained with strong supervision. The first is trained on
ImageNet classification. The second is trained on manually-annotated segments (without
class labels) from COCO (see Section 3.2).
Results are shown in Figure 3.8a (left) and Table 3.1 (left). We find that our representation
learned from unsupervised motion segmentation performs on par or better than prior work
on unsupervised learning across all scenarios.
As we saw in Section 3.2.2, in contrast to ImageNet supervised representations, the representations learned by previous unsupervised approaches show a large decay in performance
as more layers are frozen, owing to the representation becoming highly specific to the pretext
task. Similar to our supervised approach trained on segmentations from COCO, we find that
our unsupervised approach trained on motion segmentation also shows stable performance as
the layers are frozen. Thus, unlike prior work on unsupervised learning, the upper layers in
our representation learn high-level abstract concepts that are useful for recognition.
It is possible that some of the differences between our method and prior work are because
the training data is from different domains (YFCC100m videos vs. ImageNet images). To
control for this, we retrained the model from [51] on frames from our video dataset (see
Context-videos in Table 3.1). The two variants perform similarly: 33.4% mean AP when
trained on YFCC with conv5 and below frozen compared to 33.2% for the ImageNet version.
This confirms that the different image sources do not explain our gains.
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Figure 3.9: Results on image classification on VOC 2007, single-image action classification on
Stanford 40 Actions, and semantic segmentation on VOC 2011. Results shown with ConvNet layers
frozen to different extents (note that the metrics vary for each task).

3.4.2

Low-shot Transfer

A good representation should also aid learning when training data is scarce, as we motivated
in Section 3.1. Figure 3.8a (right) and Table 3.1 (right) show how we compare to other
unsupervised and supervised approaches on the task of object detection when we have few
(150) training images. We observe that in this scenario it actually hurts to fine-tune the
entire network, and the best setup is to leave some layers frozen. Our approach provides the
best AP overall (achieved by freezing all layers up to and including conv4) among all other
representations from recent unsupervised learning methods by a large margin.
Note that in spite of its strong performance relative to prior unsupervised approaches, our
representation learned without supervision on video trails both the strongly supervised mask
and ImageNet versions by a significant margin. We discuss this in the following subsection.

3.4.3

Impact of Amount of Training Data

The quality of our representation (measured by Fast R-CNN performance on VOC 2007 with
all conv layers frozen) grows roughly logarithmically with the number of frames used. With
396K frames (50K videos), it is already better than prior state-of-the-art [51] trained on a
million ImageNet images, see Figure 3.8b. With our full dataset (1.6M frames) accuracy
increases substantially. If this logarithmic growth continues, our representation will be on par
with one trained on ImageNet if we use about 27M frames (or 3 to 5 million videos, the same
order of magnitude as the number of images in ImageNet). Note that frames from the same
video are very correlated. We expect this number could be reduced with more algorithmic
improvements.

3.4.4

Transfer to Other Tasks

As discussed in Section 3.1, a good representation should generalize across tasks. We now
show experiments for two other tasks: image classification and semantic image segmentation.
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For image classification, we test on both object and action classification.
Image Classification. We experimented with image classification on PASCAL VOC 2007
(object categories) and Stanford 40 Actions [269] (action labels). To allow comparisons to
prior work [54, 276], we used random crops during training and averaged scores from 10
crops during testing (see [54] for details). We minimally tuned some hyper-parameters (we
increased the step size to allow longer training) on VOC 2007 validation, and used the same
settings for both VOC 2007 and Stanford 40 Actions. On both datasets, we trained with
different amounts of fine-tuning as before. Results are in the first two plots in Figure 3.9.
Semantic Segmentation. We use fully convolutional networks for semantic segmentation
with the default hyper-parameters [145]. All the pretrained ConvNet models are finetuned
on union of images from VOC 2011 train set and additional SBD train set released by
Hariharan et al . [90], and we test on the VOC 2011 val set after removing overlapping images
from SBD train. The last plot in Figure 3.9 shows the performance of different methods
when the number of layers being finetuned is varied.
Analysis. Like object detection, all these tasks require semantic knowledge. However,
while in object detection the ConvNet is given a tight crop around the target object, the
input in these image classification tasks is the entire image, and semantic segmentation
involves running the ConvNet in a sliding window over all locations. This difference appears
to play a major role. Our representation was trained on object crops, which is similar to the
setup for object detection, but quite different from the setups in Figure 3.9. This mismatch
may negatively impact the performance of our representation, both for the version trained
on motion segmentation and the strongly supervised version. Such a mismatch may also
explain the low performance of the representation trained by Wang et al . [254] on semantic
segmentation.
Nevertheless, when the ConvNet is progressively frozen, our approach is a strong performer.
When all layers until conv5 are frozen, our representation is better than other approaches on
action classification and second only to colorization [276] on image classification on VOC 2007
and semantic segmentation on VOC 2011. Our higher performance on action classification
might be due to the fact that our video dataset has many people doing various actions.

3.5

Object-centric Representation via Interaction

It is believed that very early on in development, infants have a notion of objects and they
expect objects to move as wholes on connected paths, which in turn guides their perception
of object boundaries [231, 232]. Motion can either be obtained via passive observation or
be caused by active interaction. While passive motion data helps in learning about objects
as entities separated by boundaries, it is the “active interaction” that makes it possible for
infants to learn about properties of individual entities and correlate these properties with
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Figure 3.10: Overview of experimental setup and method: (a) Sawyer robot’s interactions with
objects placed on an arena are recorded by four cameras. The arena is designed to allow easy
modification of background texture. (b) From its visual observation (initial image) the robot
hypothesizes what group of pixels constitute an object (intermediate segmentation hypothesis).
It randomly chooses to interact with one such group by attempting to grasp and place it to a
different location on the arena. If the grasped group indeed corresponds to an object, the mask of
the object can be obtained by computing the difference image between the image after and before
the interaction. The mask obtained from the difference image is used as pseudo ground truth for
training a neural network to predict object segmentation masks. (c) Sometimes masks produced
by this process are good (first image), but they are often imperfect due to movement of multiple
objects in the process of picking one object (second image) or creation of false masks due to lighting
changes/shadows.

visual appearance [230]. So far, we showed that one could learn semantic representation by
leveraging motion from passive observation. In this section, our focus is on developing a
method that can make use of motion signal obtained via active interaction to learn an object
segmentation model that does not require any human annotations.
To that end, we set up an agent, shown in Figure 3.10, to interact with its environment
and record the resulting RGB images. The agent maintains a belief about how images can
be decomposed into objects, and actively tests its belief by attempting to grasp potential
objects in the world. Through such self-supervised interaction, we show that it is possible to
learn to segment novel objects kept on textured backgrounds into individual instances.
A major challenge in learning a segmentation model via self-supervised interactions is that
the training signal is very noisy as compared to object masks marked by human annotators
(Figure 3.10). Typical error modes include: (a) false negatives due to complete failure in
grasping an object; (b) failure in grasping that slightly perturbs the object resulting in
incomplete masks; (c) in case two objects are located near each other, picking one object
moves the other one, resulting in masks that span multiple objects; (d) erroneous masks due
to variation in lighting, shadows and other nuisance factors.
Dealing with such noise requires the training procedure to be robust, analogous to how
in regression, we need to be robust to outliers in the data. However, direct application of
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Algorithm 1: Segmentation by Interaction
1 Pre-train network with passive unsupervised data
2 for iteration t = 1 to T do
3
Record current observation It
4
Generate object hypothesis: {st1 , . . . stK } ⇐ CNN(It )
5
Randomly choose one hypothesis stj ∈ {st1 , . . . stK }
6
Interact with hypothesized object (move(stj ))
7
Record observation It+1
8
mask ⇐ frame difference(It , It+1 )
9
if mask is empty then
10
{(x,y), mask, I t } is negative training example
11
else
12
{(x,y), mask, I t } is positive training example
13
end
14
if t % update interval == 0 then
15
Update CNN using positive/negative examples
16
end
17 end

pixel-wise robust loss is sub-optimal because we are interested in a set-level statistic, such as
the similarity between two sets of pixels (e.g. ground-truth and predicted masks) measured
for instance using Jaccard index. Such a measurement depends on all the pixels and therefore
requires one to define a robust loss over a set of pixels. We propose a technique, “robust
set loss”, to handle noisy segmentation training signal, with the general idea being that the
segmenter is not required to predict exactly the pixels in the candidate object mask, rather
that the predicted pixels as a set have a good Jaccard index overlap with the candidate
mask. We show that robust set loss significantly improves segmentation performance and
also reduces the variance in results.

3.5.1

Experimental Setup

The basic interaction primitive used by the robot allows it to attempt to pick and place
objects in the scene. We set up the robot to interact autonomously with its environment
without human supervision. Overall, the robot performed more than 50,000 interactions with
its environment. Approximately the first 15,000 interactions were recorded using the main
camera and the remainder of interactions were recorded using auxiliary four cameras. Data
recording from four cameras was used to increase invariance to viewpoint.
Datasets: We use 24 backgrounds for training, 6 for validation and 10 for testing. We
use 36 different objects for training, 8 for validation and 15 for testing. The validation set
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Figure 3.11: Quantitative evaluation of the segmentation model on the held-out test. (a) The
performance of our system measured as mAP at IoU of 0.3 steadily increases with the amount of
data. After 50K iterations our system significantly beats GOP-Tuned. (b) The efficacy of robot’s
interactions is computed as the recall of ground truth objects that have IoU of more than 0.3 with
the group of pixels that the robot believes to be objects. The steady increase in recall at different
precision threshold shows that the robot learns to perform more efficient interactions with time. (c)
Precision-Recall curves re-confirm the results.

consisted of 30 images (5 images per background) and the test set consisted of 50 images
(5 images per background). We manually annotated object masks in these images for the
purpose of evaluation; no labels for training.

3.5.2

Instance Segmentation by Interaction

The training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. The major challenge in training a
model with such self-generated masks is that they are far from perfect (Figure 3.10). Typical
error modes include: (a) false negatives due to complete failure to grasp an object; (b) failure
in grasping that slightly perturb the object resulting in incomplete masks; (c) in case two
objects are located near each other, picking one object moves the other one, resulting in masks
that span multiple objects; (d) erroneous masks due to variation in lighting, shadows and
other nuisance factors. Any method attempting to learn object segmentation from interaction
must deal with such imperfections in the self-generated pseudo ground truth masks.
Robust Set Loss Attempting to exactly fit the noisy masks is adversarial for the learning
process, as (a) overfitting to noise would hamper the ability to generalize to unseen examples,
and (b) inability to fit noise would increase variance in the gradients and thereby make
training unstable.
The principled approach of learning with noisy training data is to use a robust loss for
mitigating the effect of outliers. Robust loss functions have been extensively studied in
statistics, in particular, Huber loss [105] applied to regression problems. However, such
ideas have mostly been explored in the context of regression and classification for modeling
independent outputs. Unfortunately, segmentation mask is a “set of pixels”, where a statistic
of interest such as the similarity between two sets of pixels (e.g., ground-truth and predicted
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Method

Supervision

AP at IU 0.3

AP at IU 0.5

GOP
GOP (tuned)
DeepMask
DeepMask (tuned)

Bottom up
Bottom up
Strong Sup.
Strong Sup.

10.9
23.6
44.5
61.8

04.1
16.3
34.3
47.3

Ours + Human

Semi-sup.

43.1 ± 2.6

21.1 ± 2.6

Ours
Ours + Robust Set Loss

Self-sup.
Self-sup.

41.1 ± 2.4
45.9 ± 2.1

16.0 ± 2.6
22.5 ± 1.3

Table 3.2: Quantitative comparison of our method with bottom-up (GOP [127]), learned top-down
(DeepMask [191]) segmentation methods and optimization without robust set loss on the full test
set. We report the mean and standard deviation for our approach. Our approach significantly
outperforms GOP, but is outperformed by DeepMask that uses strong manual supervision of 700K+
COCO segments and 1M ImageNet images. Adding 1470 images with clean manually annotated
masks improves performance of our base system. The robust set loss improves both the mean
performance and reduces variance over normal cross-entropy loss.

masks) measured for instance using Jaccard Index (i.e., intersection over union (IOU)) depends
on all the pixels. The dependence of the statistic on a set of pixels makes it non-trivial to
generalize ideas such as Huber loss in a straightforward manner. We formulate Robust Set
Loss (RSL) to deal with “set-level” noise. The key insight is to impose a soft constraint for
only matching a subset of target pixels while ensuring that (potentially non-differentiable)
some metric of interest, such as IOU, between the prediction and the noisy target is greater
than or equal to a certain threshold. We generalize the CCNN constrained formulation
proposed in Pathak et. al. [182] to achieve this loss. Please refer to full paper for the details
of RSL [187].
Bootstrapping via Passive Self-Supervision Without any prior knowledge, the agent’s
initial beliefs about objects will be arbitrary, causing it to spend most of its time interacting
with the background. This process would be very inefficient. We address this issue by
assuming that initially our agent can passively observe objects moving in its environment.
For this purpose we use a prior robotic pushing dataset [5] that was constructed by a robot
randomly pushing objects in a tabletop environment. We again apply uNLC, Section 3.3.1,
to automatically extract masks from this data, which we use to pre-train our ResNet-18
network (initialized with random-weights). Note that this method of pre-training is completely
self-supervised.

3.5.3

Results and Evaluations

We compare the performance of our method against a state-of-the-art bottom up segmentation
method called Geodesic Object Proposals (GOP [127]), and a top-down instance segmentation
method trained in a class agnostic manner using over 700K strongly supervised masks obtained
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from the COCO dataset (DeepMask [191]) and pre-trained on 1M ImageNet, using the AP at
IOU 0.3 metric on the held-out testing set as shown in Figure 3.11a. Our system significantly
outperforms vanilla GOP and GOP with domain knowledge (tuned). These results are
re-confirmed by the precision-recall curves shown in Figure 3.11c. The performance of our
system steadily increases with the amount of data and from the performance curve (see
Figure 3.11a). Our method performs similar to vanilla DeepMask, but worse than the one
tuned to our domain for scaling and position of objects. This result is significant because
DeepMask was trained with perfect ground truth segmentation masks for 700K COCO objects
after being pre-trained to classify 1M ImageNet images, whereas our system was trained
using imperfect masks (section 3.5.2) using only 50K self-supervised active interactions after
pre-training with approximately 60K passive observations of moving objects. AP evaluation
at IOU 0.5 (see Table 3.2) reveals that while our method significantly outperforms GOP, it
is outperformed by DeepMask. We believe the main reason is that the masks obtained by
robot interaction are imperfect.

3.6

Related Work

We dicussed relevant prior works in self-supervised learning in Chapter 2, Section 2.4. We
now cover related literature specifically pertaining to learning from motion and interaction.
Learning from motion and action The human visual system does not receive static
images; it receives a continuous video stream. The same idea of defining auxiliary pretext
tasks can be used in unsupervised learning from videos too. Wang and Gupta [254] train a
ConvNet to distinguish between pairs of tracked patches in a single video, and pairs of patches
from different videos. Misra et al . [153] ask a network to arrange shuffled frames of a video
into a temporally correct order. Another such pretext task is to make predictions about the
next few frames: Goroshin et al . [85] predict pixels of future frames and Walker et al . [250]
predict dense future trajectories. However, since nearby frames in a video tend to be visually
similar (in color or texture), these approaches might learn low-level image statistics instead
of more semantic features. Alternatively, Li et al . [140] use motion boundary detection to
bootstrap a ConvNet-based contour detector, but find that this does not lead to good feature
representations. Our intuitions are similar, but our approach produces semantically strong
representations.
Animals and robots can also sense their own motion (proprioception), and a possible task
is to predict this signal from the visual input alone [4, 76, 111]. While such cues undoubtedly
can be useful, we show that strong representations can be learned even when such cues are
unavailable.
Self-Supervised Robot Learning Our work draws upon the ideas from the active perception [7, 12, 13, 77] to build a self-supervised object segmentation system. Many recent papers
have investigated use of self-supervised learning for performing sensorimotor tasks. This
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includes self-supervised grasping [138, 148, 194], pushing [5, 31, 66, 193], navigation [75, 186]
and rope-manipulation [161, 186]. However, the focus of these works was geared for an end
task. Our goal is different – it is to a learn robust “segmentation” from noisy interaction
signal. Such segmentation can be a building block for multiple robotic applications.
Interactive Segmentation Improving the result of segmentation by interaction has drawn
a lot of interest [23, 68, 92, 118, 162, 176, 247]. However, most these works are concerned with
using interaction to segment a specific scene. In contrast, our system uses interactions to
actively gather supervision to train a segmentation system that can be used to segment objects
in new images. The recent work on SE3 nets [31] learns to segment and model dynamics
of rigid bodies in table-top environments containing boxes. We show object segmentation
results from purely RGB images in visually more complex environment without using any
depth.

3.7

Discussion

We have presented a simple and intuitive approach to unsupervised learning by using segments
from low-level motion-based grouping to train ConvNets. Our experiments show that our
approach enables effective transfer especially when computational or data constraints limit
the amount of task-specific tuning we can do. Scaling to larger video datasets should allow
for further improvements.
We noted in Figure 3.6 that our network learns to refine the noisy input segments. This is
a good example of a scenario where ConvNets can learn to extract signal from large amounts
of noisy data. Combining the refined, single-frame output from the ConvNet with noisy
motion cues extracted from the video should lead to better pseudo ground truth, and can be
used by the ConvNet to bootstrap itself. We leave this direction for future work.
In the final section, we presented a method for using active self-supervision to reorganize
visual inputs into object instances. The performance of our system is likely to benefit from
obtaining better pseudo ground truth masks by the use of better grasping techniques, use of
other interaction primitives and joint learning of perceptual and control systems where the
interaction mechanism also improves with time.
To build general purpose sensorimotor learning systems, it is critical to find ways to
transfer knowledge across tasks. While one approach is to come up with better algorithms
for transfer learning, the other is to make use of more structured representations of sensory
data than obtained using vanilla feed-forward neural networks. This work, builds upon the
second view, in proposing a method for segmenting an image into objects in the hope that
object-centric representations might be an important aspect of future visuo-motor control
systems. Our system is only the first step towards the grander goal of creating agents that
can self-improve and continuously learn about their environment.
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Part II
Learning to Act via Self-Supervised
Exploration
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Chapter 4
Curiosity-driven Exploration by
Self-supervised Prediction
Learning to see the world the way we do is only the first step. An agent will be able
to adapt and acquire increasingly complex behaviors only when it learns to use its sensory
representation to act. However, acting in the world is unlike passive observations because
the data is sequentially dependent on the past which leads to exponentially many possible
trajectories and makes it intractable to figure out the ones that constitute useful skills.
Reinforcement learning (RL) is currently one of the dominant paradigms in learning how to
act.
RL algorithms aim at learning policies for achieving target tasks by maximizing rewards
provided by the environment. In some scenarios, these rewards are supplied to the agent
continuously, e.g. the running score in an Atari game [155], or the distance between a robot
arm and an object in a reaching task [141]. However, in many real-world scenarios, rewards
extrinsic to the agent are extremely sparse or missing altogether, and it is not possible to
construct a shaped reward function. This is a problem as the agent receives reinforcement
for updating its policy only if it succeeds in reaching a pre-specified goal state. Hoping to
stumble into a goal state by chance (i.e. random exploration) is likely to be futile for all but
the simplest of environments.
As human agents, we are accustomed to operating with rewards that are so sparse that
we only experience them once or twice in a lifetime, if at all. To a three-year-old enjoying a
sunny Sunday afternoon on a playground, most trappings of modern life – college, good job,
a house, a family – are so far into the future, they provide no useful reinforcement signal.
Yet, the three-year-old has no trouble entertaining herself in that playground using what
psychologists call intrinsic motivation [206] or curiosity [227]. Motivation/curiosity have been
used to explain the need to explore the environment and discover novel states. The French
word flâneur perfectly captures the notion of a curiosity-driven observer, the “deliberately
This chapter is based on the papers published previously at ICML 2017 [179] and ICLR 2019 [29].
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Figure 4.1: Discovering how to play Super Mario Bros without rewards. (a) Using only curiositydriven exploration, the agent makes significant progress in Level-1. (b) The gained knowledge helps
the agent explore subsequent levels much faster than when starting from scratch. Watch the video
at http://pathak22.github.io/noreward-rl/

aimless pedestrian, unencumbered by any obligation or sense of urgency” (Cornelia Otis
Skinner). More generally, curiosity is a way of learning new skills which might come handy
for pursuing rewards in the future.
Similarly, in reinforcement learning, intrinsic motivation/rewards become critical whenever
extrinsic rewards are sparse. Most formulations of intrinsic reward can be grouped into two
broad classes: 1) encourage the agent to explore “novel” states [17, 146, 199] or, 2) encourage
the agent to perform actions that reduce the error/uncertainty in the agent’s ability to predict
the consequence of its own actions (i.e. its knowledge about the environment) [103, 156, 216,
217, 229, 234].
Measuring “novelty” requires a statistical model of the distribution of the environmental
states, whereas measuring prediction error/uncertainty requires building a model of environmental dynamics that predicts the next state (st+1 ) given the current state (st ) and the
action (at ) executed at time t. Both these models are hard to build in high-dimensional
continuous state spaces such as images. An additional challenge lies in dealing with the
stochasticity of the agent-environment system, both due to the noise in the agent’s actuation,
which causes its end-effectors to move in a stochastic manner, and, more fundamentally, due
to the inherent stochasticity in the environment. To give the example from [217], if the
agent receiving images as state inputs is observing a television screen displaying white noise,
every state will be novel as it would be impossible to predict the value of any pixel in the
future. This means that the agent will remain curious about the television screen because
it is unaware that some parts of the state space simply cannot be modeled and thus the
agent can fall into an artificial curiosity trap and stall its exploration. Other examples of
such stochasticity include appearance changes due to shadows from other moving entities,
presence of distractor objects, or other agents in the environment whose motion is not only
hard to predict but is also irrelevant to the agent’s goals. Somewhat different, but related,
is the challenge of generalization across physically (and perhaps also visually) distinct but
functionally similar parts of an environment, which is crucial for large-scale problems. One
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proposed solution to all these problems is to only reward the agent when it encounters states
that are hard to predict but are “learnable” [216]. However, estimating learnability is a
non-trivial problem [146].
This work belongs to the broad category of methods that generate an intrinsic reward
signal based on how hard it is for the agent to predict the consequences of its own actions
However, we manage to escape most pitfalls of previous prediction approaches with the
following key insight: we only predict those changes in the environment that could possibly
be due to the actions of our agent or affect the agent, and ignore the rest. That is, instead of
making predictions in the raw sensory space (e.g. pixels), we transform the sensory input
into a feature space where only the information relevant to the action performed by the
agent is represented. We learn this feature space using self-supervision – training a neural
network on a proxy inverse dynamics task of predicting the agent’s action given its current
and next states. Since the neural network is only required to predict the action, it has no
incentive to represent within its feature embedding space the factors of variation in the
environment that do not affect the agent itself. We then use this feature space to train a
forward dynamics model that predicts the feature representation of the next state, given the
feature representation of the current state and the action. We provide the prediction error of
the forward dynamics model to the agent as an intrinsic reward to encourage its curiosity.
The role of curiosity has been widely studied in the context of solving tasks with sparse
rewards. In our opinion, curiosity has two other fundamental uses. Curiosity helps an
agent explore its environment in the quest for new knowledge (a desirable characteristic of
exploratory behavior is that it should improve as the agent gains more knowledge). Further,
curiosity is a mechanism for an agent to learn skills that might be helpful in future scenarios.
We evaluate the effectiveness of our curiosity formulation in all three of these roles.
We first compare the performance of an A3C agent [154] with and without the curiosity
signal on 3-D navigation tasks with sparse extrinsic reward in the VizDoom environment.
We show that a curiosity-driven intrinsic reward is crucial in accomplishing these tasks (see
Section 4.2.2). Next, we show that even in the absence of any extrinsic rewards, a curious
agent learns good exploration policies. For instance, an agent trained only with curiosity as
its reward is able to cross a significant portion of Level-1 in Super Mario Bros. Similarly
in VizDoom, the agent learns to walk intelligently along the corridors instead of bumping
into walls or getting stuck in corners (see Section 4.2.3). A question that naturally follows
is whether the learned exploratory behavior is specific to the physical space that the agent
trained itself on, or if it enables the agent to perform better in unseen scenarios too? We
show that the exploration policy learned in the first level of Mario helps the agent explore
subsequent levels faster (shown in Figure 4.1), while the intelligent walking behavior learned
by the curious VizDoom agent transfers to a completely new map with new textures (see
Section 4.2.4). These results suggest that the proposed method enables an agent to learn
generalizable skills even in the absence of an explicit goal.
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Figure 4.2: The agent in state st interacts with the environment by executing an action at sampled
from its current policy π and ends up in the state st+1 . The policy π is trained to optimize the sum
of the extrinsic reward (rte ) provided by the environment E and the curiosity based intrinsic reward
signal (rti ) generated by our proposed Intrinsic Curiosity Module (ICM). ICM encodes the states
st , st+1 into the features φ(st ), φ(st+1 ) that are trained to predict at (i.e. inverse dynamics model).
The forward model takes as inputs φ(st ) and at and predicts the feature representation φ̂(st+1 ) of
st+1 . The prediction error in the feature space is used as the curiosity based intrinsic reward signal.
As there is no incentive for φ(st ) to encode any environmental features that can not influence or
are not influenced by the agent’s actions, the learned exploration strategy of our agent is robust to
uncontrollable aspects of the environment.

4.1

Curiosity-Driven Exploration

Our agent is composed of two subsystems: a reward generator that outputs a curiosity-driven
intrinsic reward signal and a policy that outputs a sequence of actions to maximize that
reward signal. In addition to intrinsic rewards, the agent optionally may also receive some
extrinsic reward from the environment. Let the intrinsic curiosity reward generated by the
agent at time t be rti and the extrinsic reward be rte . The policy sub-system is trained to
maximize the sum of these two rewards rt = rti + rte , with rte mostly (if not always) zero.
We represent the policy π(st ; θP ) by a deep neural network with parameters θP . Given
the agent in state st , it executes the action at ∼ π(st ; θP ) sampled from the policy. θP is
optimized to maximize the expected sum of rewards,
max Eπ(st ;θP ) [Σt rt ]
θP

(4.1)

Unless specified otherwise, we use the notation π(s) to denote the parameterized policy
π(s; θP ). Our curiosity reward model can potentially be used with a range of policy learning
methods; in the experiments discussed here, we use the asynchronous advantage actor critic
policy gradient (A3C) [154] for policy learning. Our main contribution is in designing
an intrinsic reward signal based on prediction error of the agent’s knowledge about its
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environment that scales to high-dimensional continuous state spaces like images, bypasses
the hard problem of predicting pixels and is unaffected by the unpredictable aspects of the
environment that do not affect the agent.

4.1.1

Prediction error as curiosity reward

Making predictions in the raw sensory space (e.g. when st corresponds to images) is undesirable
not only because it is hard to predict pixels directly, but also because it is unclear if predicting
pixels is even the right objective to optimize. To see why, consider using prediction error in
the pixel space as the curiosity reward. Imagine a scenario where the agent is observing the
movement of tree leaves in a breeze. Since it is inherently hard to model breeze, it is even
harder to predict the pixel location of each leaf. This implies that the pixel prediction error
will remain high and the agent will always remain curious about the leaves. But the motion
of the leaves is inconsequential to the agent and therefore its continued curiosity about them
is undesirable. The underlying problem is that the agent is unaware that some parts of the
state space simply cannot be modeled and thus the agent can fall into an artificial curiosity
trap and stall its exploration. Novelty-seeking exploration schemes that record the counts of
visited states in a tabular form (or their extensions to continuous state spaces) also suffer
from this issue. Measuring learning progress instead of prediction error has been proposed in
the past as one solution [216]. Unfortunately, there are currently no known computationally
feasible mechanisms for measuring learning progress.
If not the raw observation space, then what is the right feature space for making predictions
so that the prediction error provides a good measure of curiosity? To answer this question,
let us divide all sources that can modify the agent’s observations into three cases: (1) things
that can be controlled by the agent; (2) things that the agent cannot control but that can
affect the agent (e.g. a vehicle driven by another agent), and (3) things out of the agent’s
control and not affecting the agent (e.g. moving leaves). A good feature space for curiosity
should model (1) and (2) and be unaffected by (3). This latter is because, if there is a source
of variation that is inconsequential for the agent, then the agent has no incentive to know
about it.

4.1.2

Self-supervised prediction for exploration

Instead of hand-designing features for every environment, we propose a general mechanism
for learning features for prediction error based curiosity. Given the raw state st , we encode it
using a deep neural network into a feature vector φ(st ; θE ), denoted as φ(st ) for succinctness.
We propose to learn the parameters of this feature encoder using two sub-modules described
as follows. The first sub-module is the neural network g which takes the feature encoding
φ(st ), φ(st+1 ) of two consequent states as input and predicts the action at taken by the agent
to move from state st to st+1 , defined as:


ât = g φ(st ), φ(st+1 ); θI
(4.2)
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where, ât is the predicted estimate of the action at . The neural network parameters θI , θE
are trained to optimize,
min LI (ât , at )
(4.3)
θI ,θE

where, LI measures the discrepancy between the predicted and actual actions. LI is modeled
as soft-max loss across all possible actions when at is discrete. The learned function g is
also known as the inverse dynamics model and the tuple (st , at , st+1 ) required to learn g is
obtained while the agent interacts with the environment using its current policy π(s).
Simultaneously with the inverse model g, we train another sub-module that takes as
inputs at and φ(st ) to predict the feature encoding of the state at time step t + 1,


φ̂(st+1 ) = f φ(st ), at ; θF
(4.4)
where φ̂(st+1 ) is the predicted estimate of φ(st+1 ). The function f is also known as the
forward dynamics model and is trained to optimize the regression loss,


min LF φ̂(st+1 ), φ(st+1 )
(4.5)
θF ,θE

Finally, the intrinsic reward signal rti is computed as,
η
rti = kφ̂(st+1 ) − φ(st+1 )k22
2

(4.6)

where η > 0 is a scaling factor. The inverse and forward dynamics losses, described in
equations (4.3) and (4.5), are jointly optimized with the policy. The inverse model helps
learn a feature space that encodes information relevant for predicting the agent’s actions only
and the forward model makes this learned feature representation more predictable. We refer
to this proposed curiosity formulation as Intrinsic Curiosity Module (ICM). As there is no
incentive for this feature space to encode any environmental features that are not influenced
by the agent’s actions, our agent will receive no rewards for reaching environmental states
that are inherently unpredictable and its exploration strategy will be robust to nuisance
sources of variation in the environment. See Figure 4.2 for illustration of the formulation.
The overall optimization problem can be written as,
"
#
min

θP ,θI ,θF ,θE

− λEπ(st ;θP ) [Σt rt ] + (1 − β)LI + βLF

(4.7)

where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 is a scalar that weighs the inverse model loss against the forward model
loss and λ > 0 weighs the importance of the policy gradient loss against the intrinsic reward
signal. We do not backpropagate the policy gradient loss to the forward model to prevent
degenerate solution of agent rewarding itself.
Previous work has investigated inverse models to learn features [4, 5, 111] and forward
models to regularize those features [5] for recognition tasks. However, they do not learn any
policy for the agent.
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S

S

Room: 13
(“sparse”)

Goal
S

(a) Input

(b) Input w/ noise

(c) Train Map

Room: 17

(“very sparse”)

(d) Test Map

Figure 4.3: Frames from VizDoom 3-D environment which agent takes as input: (a) Usual 3-D
navigation setup; (b) Setup when uncontrollable noise is added to the input. Maps for VizDoom
3-D environment (not shown to the agent): (c) For generalization experiments (c.f. Section 4.2.4),
map of the environment where agent is pre-trained only using curiosity signal without any reward
from environment. ‘S’ denotes the starting position. (d) Testing map for VizDoom experiments.
Green star denotes goal location. Blue dots refer to 17 agent spawning locations in the map in
the “dense” case. Rooms 13, 17 are the fixed start locations of agent in “sparse” and “very sparse”
reward cases respectively. Note that textures are also different in train and test maps.

4.2

Experiments

Three broad settings are evaluated: a) sparse extrinsic reward on reaching a goal (Section 4.2.2); b) exploration with no extrinsic reward (Section 4.2.3); and c) generalization
to novel scenarios (Section 4.2.4). Generalization is evaluated on a novel map with novel
textures in VizDoom and on subsequent game levels in Mario.

4.2.1

Experimental Setup

Environments Our first environment is the VizDoom [117] game where we consider the
3D navigation task with four discrete actions – forward, left, right, and no-action. Our testing
setup in all the experiments is the ‘DoomMyWayHome-v0’ environment which is available
as part of OpenAI Gym [28]. The map consists of 9 rooms connected by corridors and the
agent is tasked to reach some fixed goal location from its spawning location. Episodes are
terminated either when the agent reaches the fixed goal or if the agent exceeds a maximum
of 2100 time steps. The agent is only provided a sparse terminal reward of +1 if it finds
the vest and zero otherwise. For generalization experiments, we pre-train on a different map
with different random textures from [55] with 2100 step long episodes as there is no goal
in pre-training. Sample frames and maps of VizDoom are shown in Figure 4.3. It takes
approximately 350 steps for an optimal policy to reach the vest location from the farthest
room in this map (sparse reward).
Our second environment is the classic Nintendo game Super Mario Bros with a reparamterized 14 dimensional action space following [178]. The actual game is played using a
joystick allowing for multiple simultaneous button presses, where the duration of the press
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Figure 4.4: Comparing the performance of the A3C agent with no curiosity (blue) against the
curiosity in pixel space agent (green) and the proposed curious ICM-A3C agent (orange) as the
hardness of the exploration task is gradually increased from left to right. Exploration becomes harder
with larger distance between the initial and goal locations: “dense”, “sparse” and “very sparse”.
The results depict that succeeding on harder exploration task becomes progressively harder for the
baseline A3C, whereas the curious A3C is able to achieve good score in all the scenarios. Pixel based
curiosity works in dense and sparse but fails in very sparse reward setting. The protocol followed in
the plots involves running three independent runs of each algorithm. Darker line represents mean
and shaded area represents mean ± standard error of mean. We did not perform any tuning of
random seeds.

affects what action is being taken. This property makes the game particularly hard, e.g. to
make a long jump over tall pipes or wide gaps, the agent needs to predict the same action up
to 12 times in a row, introducing long-range dependencies.
Baselines We compare our model (‘ICM + A3C’) against (a) vanilla ‘A3C’ with -greedy
exploration; (b) ‘ICM-pixels + A3C’ where we predict the next observation in the pixel space
instead of the feature space of the inverse model. The performance comparison between ‘ICMpixels + A3C’ and ‘ICM + A3C’ is indicative of pros/cons of our method over established
methods of computing curiosity reward by making predictions in observation space [217, 234];
(c) comparison with state-of-the-art exploration methods based on variational information
maximization (VIME) [103].

4.2.2

Sparse Extrinsic Reward Setting

In the ‘DoomMyWayHome-v0’ 3D navigation setup (see section 4.2.1), the agent is provided
with a sparse extrinsic reward only when it reaches the goal located at a fixed location.
We systematically varied the difficulty of this task and constructed “dense”, “sparse” and
“very-sparse” reward (see Figure 4.3d) scenarios by varying the distance between the initial
spawning location of the agent and the location of the goal. In the “dense” reward case,
the agent is randomly spawned in any of the 17 spawning locations uniformly distributed
across the map. This is not a hard exploration task because sometimes the agent is randomly
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Figure 4.5: Evaluating the robustness of ICM to the presence of uncontrollable distractors in the
environment. We created such a distractor by replacing 40% of the visual observation of the agent
by white noise (see Figure 4.3b). The results show that while ICM succeeds most of the times, the
pixel prediction model struggles.

initialized close to the goal and therefore by random -greedy exploration it can reach the
goal with reasonably high probability. In the “sparse” and “very sparse” reward cases, the
agent is always spawned in Room-13 and Room-17 respectively which are 270 and 350 steps
away from the goal under an optimal policy. A long sequence of directed actions is required
to reach the goals from these rooms, making these settings hard goal directed exploration
problems.
Results in Figure 4.4 show that curious agents learn much faster indicating that their
exploration is more effective in compared to -greedy exploration of the baseline agent. One
possible explanation of the inferior performance of ICM-pixels in comparison to ICM is that
in every episode the agent is spawned in one out of seventeen rooms with different textures.
It is hard to learn a pixel-prediction model as the number of textures increases.
In the “sparse” reward case, as expected, the baseline A3C agent fails to solve the task,
while the curious A3C agent is able to learn the task quickly. Note that ICM-pixels and
ICM have similar convergence because, with a fixed spawning location of the agent, the
ICM-pixels encounters the same textures at the starting of each episode which makes learning
the pixel-prediction model easier as compared to the “dense” reward case. Finally, in the
“very sparse” reward case, both the A3C agent and ICM-pixels never succeed, while the ICM
agent achieves a perfect score in 66% of the random runs. This indicates that ICM is better
suited than ICM-pixels and vanilla A3C for hard goal directed exploration tasks.
Robustness to uncontrollable dynamics For testing this, we augmented the agent’s
observation with a fixed region of white noise which made up 40% of the image (see Figure 4.3b)
and evaluated on “sparse” reward setup of VizDoom. In navigation, ideally the agent should
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be unaffected by this noise as the noise does not affect the agent in anyway and is merely
a nuisance. Figure 4.5 shows that while the proposed ICM agent achieves a perfect score,
ICM-pixels suffers significantly despite having succeeded at the “sparse reward” task when
the inputs were not augmented with any noise (see Figure 4.4b). This indicates that in
contrast to ICM-pixels, ICM is insensitive to nuisance changes in the environment.
Comparison to other baselines One possible reason for superior performance of the
curious agent is that the intrinsic reward signal is simply acting as a regularizer by providing
random rewards that push the agent out of the local minima. We systematically tested this
hypothesis using many different random reward distributions on the “sparse VizDoom” task
and found that with just random rewards the agents fail on sparse reward tasks. Comparison
to the state of the art TRPO-VIME [103] agent in the table below shows that the ICM agent
is superior in performance. The hyper-parameters and accuracy for TRPO and VIME agents
follow from the concurrent work [71].

4.2.3

Method
(“sparse” reward setup)

Mean (Median) Score
(at convergence)

TRPO
A3C
VIME + TRPO

26.0 % ( 0.0 %)
0.0 % ( 0.0 %)
46.1 % ( 27.1 %)

ICM + A3C

100.0 % (100.0 %)

No Reward Setting

For investigating how well does the ICM agent explore the environment, we trained it on
VizDoom and Mario without any rewards from the environment. We then evaluated how
much of the map was visited in VizDoom and how much progress the agent made on Mario.
To our surprise, we have found that in both cases, the no-reward agent was able to perform
quite well (see video at http://pathak22.github.io/noreward_rl/).
VizDoom: Coverage during Exploration. An agent trained with no extrinsic rewards
was able to learn to navigate corridors, walk between rooms, and explore many rooms in the
3D Doom environment. On many occasions, the agent traversed the entire map and reached
rooms that were farthest away from the room it was initialized in. Given that the episode
terminates in 2100 steps and farthest rooms are over 250 steps away (for an optimally-moving
agent), this result is quite remarkable, demonstrating that it is possible to learn useful skills
without the requirement of any external supervision of rewards. Example explorations are
shown in Figure 4.6. The first 3 maps show our agent explores a much larger state space
without any extrinsic signal, compared to a random exploration agent (last 2 maps).
Mario: Learning to play with no rewards. Without any extrinsic reward from
environment, our Mario agent can learn to cross over 30% of Level-1. The agent received no
reward for killing or dodging enemies or avoiding fatal events, yet it automatically discovered
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Figure 4.6: Each column in the figure shows the coverage of an agent by coloring the rooms it
visits during 2100 steps of exploration. The red arrow shows the initial location and orientation of
the agent at the start of the episode. The first three (in green) and the last two columns (in blue)
show visitation of curious (ICM) and randomly exploring agents respectively. The results clearly
show that the curious agent trained with intrinsic rewards explores a significantly larger number of
rooms as compared to a randomly exploring agent.

these behaviors (see video). One possible reason is that getting killed by the enemy will
result in only seeing a small part of the game space, making its curiosity saturate. In order
to remain curious, it is in the agent’s interest to learn how to kill and dodge enemies so
that it can reach new parts of the game space. This suggests that curiosity provides indirect
supervision for learning interesting behaviors.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to show that the agent learns to
navigate a 3D environment and discovers how to play a game directly from pixels without
any extrinsic reward. Prior works [152, 154] have trained agents for navigation and ATARI
games from pixels, but using rewards from environment.

4.2.4

Generalization to Novel Scenarios

In the previous section, we showed that our agent learns to explore large parts of the space
where its curiosity-driven exploration policy was trained. However it remains unclear, when
exploring a space, how much of the learned behavior is specific to that particular space and
how much is general enough to be useful in novel scenarios? To investigate this question,
we train a no reward exploratory behavior in one scenario (e.g. Level-1 of Mario) and then
evaluate the resulting exploration policy in three different ways: a) apply the learned policy
“as is” to a new scenario; b) adapt the policy by fine-tuning with curiosity reward only; c)
adapt the policy to maximize some extrinsic reward. Happily, in all three cases, we observe
some promising generalization results:
Evaluate “as is”: The distance covered by the agent on Levels 1, 2, and 3 when the policy
learned by maximizing curiosity on Level-1 of Mario is executed without any adaptation
is reported in Table 4.1. The agent performs surprisingly well on Level 3, suggesting good
generalization, despite the fact that Level-3 has different structures and enemies compared to
Level-1. However, note that the running “as is” on Level-2 does not do well. At first, this
seems to contradict the generalization results on Level-3. However, note that Level-3 has
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Level Ids

Level-1

Accuracy
Iterations

Scratch
1.5M

Run as is
0

Fine-tuned
1.5M

711 ± 59.3
50.0 ± 0.0
35.0 ± 4.1
35.8 ± 4.5

31.9 ± 4.2
0
0
0

466 ± 37.9
64.2 ± 5.6
63.6 ± 6.6
42.6 ± 6.1

Mean ± stderr
% distance > 200
% distance > 400
% distance > 600
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Level-2

Level-3

Scratch
1.5M

399.7
88.2
33.2
14.9

±
±
±
±

22.5
3.3
7.1
4.4

Scratch
3.5M

Run as is
0

Fine-tuned
1.5M

Scratch
1.5M

Scratch
5.0M

±
±
±
±

319.3 ± 9.7
50.0 ± 0.0
8.4 ± 2.8
0

97.5 ± 17.4
1.5 ± 1.4
0
0

11.8 ± 3.3
0
0
0

42.2 ± 6.4
0
0
0

455.5
69.6
51.9
28.1

33.4
5.7
5.7
5.4

Table 4.1: Quantitative evaluation of the agent trained to play Super Mario Bros. using only
curiosity signal without any rewards from the game. The policy trained on Level-1 is evaluated
both when it is is run “as is”, and further fine-tuned on subsequent levels. The results are compared
to settings when Mario agent is trained from scratch in Level-2,3 using only curiosity without any
extrinsic rewards. Evaluation metric is based on the distance covered by the Mario agent.

similar global visual appearance (day world with sunlight) to Level-1, whereas Level-2 is
significantly different (night world). If this is indeed the issue, then it should be possible to
quickly adapt the agent’s exploration policy to Level-2 with a little bit of “fine-tuning”.
Fine-tuning with curiosity only: From Table 4.1, we see that when the agent pre-trained
(using only curiosity as reward) on Level-1 is fine-tuned (using only curiosity as reward)
on Level-2 it quickly overcomes the mismatch in global visual appearance and achieves a
higher score than training from scratch with the same number of iterations. Interestingly,
training “from scratch” on Level-2 is worse than the fine-tuned policy, even when training
for more iterations than pre-training + fine-tuning combined. One possible reason is that
Level-2 is more difficult than Level-1, so learning the basic skills such as moving, jumping,
and killing enemies from scratch is harder than in the relative “safety” of Level-1. This result,
therefore, might suggest that first pre-training on an earlier level and then fine-tuning on
a later one produces a form of curriculum which aids learning and generalization. In other
words, the agent is able to use the knowledge it acquired by playing Level-1 to better explore
the subsequent levels. Of course, the game designers do this on purpose to allow the human
players to gradually learn to play the game.
However, interestingly, fine-tuning the exploration policy pre-trained on Level-1 to Level-3
deteriorates the performance, compared to running “as is”. This is because Level-3 is very
hard for the agent to cross beyond a certain point – the agent hits a curiosity blockade
and is unable to make any progress. As the agent has already learned about parts of the
environment before the hard point, it receives almost no curiosity reward and as a result
it attempts to update its policy with almost zero intrinsic rewards and the policy slowly
degenerates. This behavior is vaguely analogous to boredom, where if the agent is unable to
make progress it gets bored and stops exploring.
Fine-tuning with extrinsic rewards: We first pre-trained an agent on VizDoom using
only curiosity reward on the map shown in Figure 4.3c. We then test on the “sparse” and
“very sparse” reward settings of ‘DoomMyWayHome-v0’ environment which uses a different
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Figure 4.7: Curiosity pre-trained ICM + A3C when finetuned on the test map with environmental
rewards outperforms ICM + A3C trained from scratch using both environmental and curiosity reward
on the “sparse” (left) and “very sparse” (right) reward settings of VizDoom. The pixel prediction
based ICM agent completely fails indicating that our curiosity formulation learns generalizable
exploration policies.

map with novel textures (see Figure 4.3d). Results in Figure 4.7 show that the curiosity
pre-trained ICM agent when fine-tuned with external rewards learns faster and achieves
higher reward than an ICM agent trained from scratch to jointly maximize curiosity and the
external rewards. This result confirms that the learned exploratory behavior is also useful
when the agent is required to achieve goals in a new environment. It is also worth noting that
ICM-pixels does not generalize to the test environment. This indicates that the proposed
mechanism of measuring curiosity is significantly better for learning skills that generalize as
compared to measuring curiosity in the raw sensory space.

4.3

Large-Scale Study of Curiosity-Driven Learning

We showed that our prediction-error based curiosity formulation allows the agent to learn
navigation skills, and play games, e.g., Super Mario Bros., without using any game score.
More importantly, a curious agent is able to generalize its skills from one game level to learn
faster in the subsequent ones. This work was among the first ones to show exploration-driven
deep reinforcement learning without using any rewards from the environment. To demonstrate
its generality, we now perform a large-scale systematic study of learning with only intrinsic
rewards.
We experiment with agents driven purely by intrinsic rewards across a range of 54 diverse
environments: video games, physics engine simulations, and virtual 3D navigation tasks,
shown in Figure 4.8. To develop a better understanding of curiosity-driven learning, we
further study the crucial factors that determine its performance. In particular, predicting
the future state in the high dimensional raw observation space (e.g., images) is a challenging
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Figure 4.8: A snapshot of the 54 environments investigated in this work. We show that agents are
able to make progress using no extrinsic reward, or end-of-episode signal, and only using curiosity.
Video results, code and models at https://pathak22.github.io/large-scale-curiosity/.

problem and we saw that learning dynamics in an auxiliary feature space leads to improved
results. However, how one chooses such an embedding space is a critical, yet open research
problem. To ensure stable online training of dynamics, we argue that the desired embedding
space should: 1) be compact in terms of dimensionality, 2) preserve sufficient information
about the observation, and 3) be a stationary function of the observations.
Through systematic ablation, we examine the role of different ways to encode agent’s
observation such that an agent can perform well, driven purely by its own curiosity. Here
“performing well” means acting purposefully and skillfully in the environment. This can be
assessed quantitatively, in some cases, by measuring extrinsic rewards or environment-specific
measures of exploration, or qualitatively, by observing videos of the agent interacting. We
show that encoding observations via a random network turn out to be a simple, yet surprisingly
effective technique for modeling curiosity across many popular RL benchmarks. This might
suggest that many popular RL video game test-beds are not as visually sophisticated as
commonly thought. Interestingly, we discover that although random features are sufficient for
good performance in environments that were used for training, the learned features appear
to generalize better (e.g., to novel game levels in Super Mario Bros.).

4.3.1

Feature spaces for forward dynamics

Consider the representation φ in the curiosity formulation above. If φ(x) = x, the forward
dynamics model makes predictions in the observation space. A good choice of feature space
can make the prediction task more tractable and filter out irrelevant aspects of the observation
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space. But what makes a good feature space for dynamics driven curiosity? We propose the
qualities that a good feature space must have:
• Compactness: The features should be easy to model by being low(er)-dimensional and
filtering out irrelevant parts of the observation space.
• Sufficiency: The features should contain all the important information. Otherwise, the
agent may fail to be rewarded for exploring some relevant aspect of the environment.
• Stability: Non-stationary rewards make it difficult for reinforcement agents to learn.
Exploration bonuses by necessity introduce non-stationarity since what is new and
novel becomes old and boring with time. In our curiosity formulation, there are two
sources of non-stationarity: the forward dynamics model is evolving over time as it
is trained and the features are changing as they learn. The former is intrinsic to the
method, and the latter should be minimized where possible
In this section, we systematically investigate the efficacy of a number of feature-learning
methods, summarized briefly as follows:
Pixels The simplest case is where φ(x) = x and we fit our forward dynamics model in the
observation space. Pixels are sufficient, since no information has been thrown away, and
stable since there is no feature learning component. However, learning from pixels is tricky
because the observation space may be high-dimensional and complex.
Random Features (RF) The next simplest case is where we take our embedding network,
a convolutional network, and fix it after random initialization. Because the network is fixed,
the features are stable. The features can be made compact in dimensionality, but they are
not constrained to be. However, random features may fail to be sufficient.
Variational Autoencoders (VAE) VAEs
were introduced in [120,201] to fit latent variVAE
IDF
RF
Pixels
able generative models p(x, z) for observed
Stable
No
No
Yes
Yes
data x and latent variable z with prior p(z)
Compact Yes
Yes
Maybe
No
using variational inference. The method calls
Sufficient Yes Maybe Maybe
Yes
for an inference network q(z|x) that approximates the posterior p(z|x). This is a feedfor- Table 4.2: Table summarizing the categorization
ward network that takes an observation as of different kinds of feature spaces considered.
input and outputs a mean and variance vector describing a Gaussian distribution with
diagonal covariance. We can then use the mapping to the mean as our embedding network φ.
These features will be a low-dimensional approximately sufficient summary of the observation,
but they may still contain some irrelevant details such as noise, and the features will change
over time as the VAE trains.
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Inverse Dynamics Features (IDF) Given a transition (st , st+1 , at ) the inverse dynamics
task is to predict the action at given the previous and next states st and st+1 . Features are
learned using a common neural network φ to first embed st and st+1 . The intuition is that the
features learned should correspond to aspects of the environment that are under the agent’s
immediate control. This feature learning method is easy to implement and in principle should
be invariant to certain kinds of noise as discussed earlier. A potential downside could be that
the features learned may not be sufficient, that is they do not represent important aspects of
the environment that the agent cannot immediately affect.
A summary of these characteristics is provided in Table 4.2. Note that the learned features
are not stable because their distribution changes as learning progresses. One way to achieve
stability could be to pre-train VAE or IDF networks. However, unless one has access to the
internal state of the game, it is not possible to get a representative data of the game scenes
to train the features. One way is to act randomly to collect data, but then it will be biased
to where the agent started, and won’t generalize further. Since all the features involve some
trade-off of desirable properties, it becomes an empirical question as to how effective each of
them is across environments.

4.3.2

Practical considerations in training with only curiosity

Deciding upon a feature space is only first part of the puzzle in implementing a practical
system. Here, we detail the critical choices we made in the learning algorithm. Our goal
is to reduce non-stationarity in order to make learning more stable and consistent across
environments. Through the following considerations outlined below, we are able to get
exploration to work reliably for different feature learning methods and environments with
minimal changes to the hyper-parameters.
• PPO. In general, we have found the PPO algorithm [218] to be a robust learning
algorithm that requires little hyper-parameter tuning and so we stick to it for our
experiments.
• Reward normalization. Since the reward function is non-stationary, it is useful to
normalize the scale of the rewards so that the value function can learn quickly. We did
this by dividing the rewards by a running estimate of the standard deviation of the
sum of discounted rewards.
• Advantage normalization. While training with PPO, we normalize the advantages [241]
in a batch to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.
• Observation normalization. We run a random agent on our target environment for
10000 steps, then calculate the mean and standard deviation of the observation and use
these to normalize the observations when training. This is useful to ensure that the
features do not have very small variance at initialization, and also ensure features have
less variation across different environments.
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• More actors. The stability of the method is greatly increased by increasing the number
of parallel actors (which affects the batch-size) used. We typically use 128 parallel runs
of the same environment for data collection while training an agent.
• Normalizing the features. In combining intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, we found it
useful to ensure that the scale of the intrinsic reward was consistent across state space.
We achieved this by using batch-normalization [108] in the feature embedding network.

4.3.3

‘Death is not the end’: infinite horizon

One important point is that the use of an end-of-episode signal, sometimes called ‘done’,
can often leak information about the true reward function (assuming, as is common, that
we have access to an extrinsic reward signal that we hide from the agent to measure pure
exploration). If we don’t remove the ‘done’ signal, many of the Atari games become too
simple. For example, a simple strategy of giving +1 artificial reward at every time-step when
the agent is alive and 0 upon death is sufficient to obtain a high score in some games, e.g. the
Atari game ‘Breakout’ where it will seek to maximize the episode length and hence its score.
In the case of negative rewards, the agent will try to end the episode as quickly as possible.
In light of this, if we want to study the behavior of a pure exploration agent, we should
not bias it. In the infinite horizon setting (i.e., the discounted returns are not truncated
at the end of the episode and always bootstrapped using the value function), death is just
another transition to the agent, to be avoided only if it is “boring”. Therefore, we removed
‘done’ to separate the gains of an agent’s exploration from merely that of the death signal. In
practice, we do find that the agent avoids dying in the games since that brings it back to the
beginning of the game – an area it has already seen many times and where it can predict
the dynamics well. This subtlety has been neglected by previous works showing experiments
without extrinsic rewards.

4.4

Large-Scale Experiments

In all of our experiments, both the policy and the embedding network work directly from
pixels. For our implementation details including hyper-parameters and architectures, please
refer to the Appendix A.1. Unless stated otherwise, all curves are the average of three runs
with different seeds, and the shaded areas are standard errors of the mean. We have released
the code and videos of a purely curious agent playing across all environments on our website 1 .

4.4.1

Curiosity-driven learning without extrinsic rewards

We begin by scaling up a pure curiosity-driven learning to a large number of environments
without using any extrinsic rewards. We pick a total of 54 diverse simulated environments,
1

https://pathak22.github.io/large-scale-curiosity/
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Figure 4.9: A comparison of feature learning methods on 8 selected Atari games and the Super Mario
Bros. These evaluation curves show the mean reward (with standard error) of agents trained purely
by curiosity, without reward or an end-of-episode signal. We see that our purely curiosity-driven
agent is able to gather rewards in these environments without using any extrinsic reward at training.
Results on all of the Atari games are in the appendix in Figure A.1. We find curiosity model trained
on pixels does not work well across any environment and VAE features perform either same or worse
than random and inverse dynamics features. Further, inverse dynamics-trained features perform
better than random features in 55% of the Atari games. An interesting outcome of this analysis is
that random features for modeling curiosity are a simple, yet surprisingly strong baseline and likely
to work well in half of the Atari games.

as shown in Figure 4.8, including 48 Atari games, Super Mario Bros., 2 Roboschool scenarios
(learning Ant controller and Juggling), Two-player Pong, 2 Unity mazes (with and without
a TV controlled by the agent). The goal of this large-scale analysis is to investigate the
following questions: (a) What happens when you run a pure curiosity-driven agent on a
variety of games without any extrinsic rewards? (b) What kinds of behaviors can you expect
from these agents? (c) What is the effect of the different feature-learning variants in our
curiosity formulation on these behaviors?
Atari Games To answer these questions, we began with a collection of well-known Atari
games and ran a suite of experiments with different feature-learning methods. One way to
measure how well a purely curious agent performs is to measure the extrinsic reward it is able
to achieve, i.e. how good is the agent at playing the game. We show the evaluation curves of
mean extrinsic reward in on 8 common Atari games in Figure 4.9 and all 48 Atari suite in
Figure A.1 in the appendix. It is important to note that the extrinsic reward is only used for
evaluation, not for training. However, this is just a proxy for pure exploration because the
game rewards could be arbitrary and might not align at all with how the agent explores out
of curiosity.
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The first thing to notice from the curves is: most of them are going up. This shows that a
pure curiosity-driven agent can often learn to obtain external rewards without seeing any
extrinsic rewards during training! To understand why this is happening, consider the game
‘Breakout’. The main control action of the game is to keep hitting the bouncing ball with
the paddle, but this does not earn any points. The game score increases only when the ball
hits a brick (which then disappears). But the more bricks are struck by the ball, the more
complicated the pattern of remaining bricks becomes, making the agent more curious to
explore further, hence, collecting points as a bi-product. Furthermore, when the agent runs
out of lives, the bricks are reset to the initial configuration, which has been seen by the agent
many times before and is hence very predictable, so the agent tries to increase curiosity by
staying alive and avoiding the death reset.
The fact that the curiosity reward is often sufficient is an unexpected result and might
suggest that many popular RL test-beds do not need an external reward at all. It is likely
that game designers (similar to architects, urban planners, gardeners, etc.) are purposefully
setting up curricula to guide agents through the task by curiosity alone. This could explain
why curiosity-like objective aligns reasonably well with the extrinsic reward in many humandesigned environments [39, 106, 133, 263]. However, this is not always the case, and sometimes
a curious agent can even do worse than a random agent. This happens when the extrinsic
reward has little correlation with the agent’s exploration, or when the agent fails to explore
efficiently (e.g. see games ‘Atlantis’ and ‘IceHockey’ in Figure A.1). We encourage the
reader to refer to the game-play videos of the agent available on the website for a better
understanding of the learned skills.
Comparison of feature learning methods: We compare four feature learning methods
in Figure 4.9: raw pixels, random features, inverse dynamics features and VAE features.
Training dynamics on raw pixels performs poorly across all the environments, while encoding
pixels into features does better. This is likely because it is hard to learn a good dynamics
model in pixel space, and prediction errors may be dominated by small irrelevant details.
Surprisingly, random features (RF) perform quite well across tasks and sometimes better
than using learned features. One reason for good performance is that the random features
are kept frozen (stable), the dynamics model learned on top of them has an easier time
because of the stationarity of the target. In general, random features should work well in
the domains where visual observations are simple enough, and random features can preserve
enough information about the raw signal, for instance, Atari games. One scenario where IDF
features consistently outperform random features is for generalization, e.g. training on one
level of Mario Bros and testing on another (see Section 4.4.2 for details).
The VAE method also performed well but was somewhat unstable, so we decided to use
RF and IDF for further experiments. The detailed result in appendix Figure A.1 compares
IDF vs. RF across the full Atari suite. To quantify the learned behaviors, we compared our
curious agents to a randomly acting agent. We found that an IDF-curious agent collects more
game reward than a random agent in 75% of the Atari games, an RF-curious agent does better
in 70%. Further, IDF does better than RF in 55% of the games. Overall, random features
and inverse dynamics features worked well in general. Further details in the appendix.
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(c) Two-player Pong

Figure 4.10: (a) Left: A comparison of the RF method on Mario with different batch sizes.
Results are without using extrinsic reward. (b) Center: Number of ball bounces in the Juggling
(Roboschool) environment. (c) Right: Mean episode length in the multiplayer Pong environment.
The discontinuous jump on the graph corresponds to the agent reaching a limit of the environment after a certain number of steps in the environment the Atari Pong emulator starts randomly cycling
through background colors and becomes unresponsive to agent’s actions

Super Mario Bros. We compare different feature-learning methods in Mario Bros in
Figure 4.9. We already studied Super Mario Bros in the context of extrinsic reward-free
learning earlier in small-scale experiments, and now we were keen to see how far curiosity
alone can push the agent. We used a more efficient version of the Mario simulator, allowing
for longer training, while keeping observation space, actions, and dynamics of the game the
same. Due to 100x longer training and using PPO for optimization, our agent was able to
pass several levels of the game, significantly improving over prior exploration results on Mario
Bros.
Could we further push the performance of a purely curious agent by making the underlying
optimization more stable? One way is to scale up the batch-size. We do so by increasing
the number of parallel threads for running environments from 128 to 1024. We show the
comparison between training using 128 and 1024 parallel environment threads in Figure 4.10a.
As apparent from the graph, training with large batch-size using 1024 parallel environment
threads performs much better. In fact, the agent is able to explore much more of the game:
discovering 11 different levels of the game, finding secret rooms and defeating bosses. Note
that the x-axis in the figure is the number of gradient steps, not the number of frames,
since the point of this large-scale experiment is not a claim about sample-efficiency, but
performance with respect to training the agent. This result suggests that the performance of
a purely curiosity-driven agent would improve as the training of base RL algorithm (PPO in
our case) gets better. The video is on the website.
Roboschool Juggling We modified the Pong environment from the Roboschool framework
to only have one paddle and to have two balls. The action space is continuous with twodimensions, and we discretized the action space into 5 bins per dimension giving a total of
25 actions. Both the policy and embedding network are trained on pixel observation space
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(note: not state space). This environment is more difficult to control than the toy physics
used in games, but the agent learns to intercept and strike the balls when it comes into its
area. We monitored the number of bounces of the balls as a proxy for interaction with the
environment, as shown in Figure 4.10b. See the video on the project website.
Roboschool Ant Robot We also explored using the Ant environment which consists of
an Ant with 8 controllable joints on a track. We again discretized the action space and
trained policy and embedding network on raw pixels (not state space). However, in this
case, it was less easy to measure exploration because the extrinsic distance reward measures
progress along the racetrack, but a purely curious agent is free to move in any direction. We
find that a walking like behavior emerges purely out of a curiosity-driven training. We refer
the reader to the result video showing that the agent is meaningfully interacting with the
environment.
Multi-agent curiosity in Two-player Pong We have already seen that a purely curiositydriven agent learns to play several Atari games without reward, but we wonder how much
of that behavior is caused by the fact that the opposing player is a computer agent with a
hard-coded strategy. What would happen if we were to make both the players curious-driven?
To find out, we set up a two-player Pong game where both the sides (paddles) of the game
are controlled by two curiosity-driven agents. We shared the initial layers of both the agents
but have different action heads, i.e., total action space is now the cross product of the actions
of player 1 by the actions of player 2.
Note that the extrinsic reward is meaningless in this context since the agent is playing both
sides, so instead, we show the length of the episode. The results are shown in Figure 4.10c.
We see from the episode length that the agent learns to have longer rallies over time, learning
to play pong without any teacher – purely by curiosity on both sides. In fact, the game
rallies eventually get so long that they break our Atari emulator causing the colors to change
radically, which crashes the policy as shown in the plot.

4.4.2

Generalization across novel levels in Super Mario Bros.

In the previous section, we showed that our purely curious agent can learn to explore efficiently
and learn useful skills, e.g., game playing behaviour in games, walking behavior in Ant etc.
So far, these skills were shown in the environment where the agent was trained on. However,
one advantage of developing reward-free learning is that one should then be able to utilize
abundant “unlabeled” environments without reward functions by showing generalization to
novel environments.
To test this, we first pre-train our agent using curiosity only in the Level 1-1 of Mario
Bros. We investigate how well RF and IDF-based curiosity agents generalize to novel levels of
Mario. In Figure 4.11, we show two examples of training on one level of Mario and fine-tuning
on another testing level, and compare to learning on the testing level from scratch. The
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training signal in all the cases is curiosity-only reward. In the first case, from Level 1-1 to
Level 1-2, the global statistics of the environments match (both are ‘day-time’ environments,
i.e., blue sky) but levels have different enemies, different geometry, and different difficulty.
We see that there is strong transfer from for both methods in this scenario. However, the
transfer performance is weaker in the second scenario from Level 1-1 to Level 1-3. This is
so because the problem is considerably harder for the latter level pairing as there is a color
pallette shift from day to night, as shown in Figure 4.11.
We further note that IDF-learned features transfer in both the cases and random features
transfer in the first case, but do not transfer in the second scenario from day to night. These
results might suggest that while random features perform well on training environments,
learned features appear to generalize better to novel levels. However, this needs more analysis
in the future across a large variety of environments. Overall, we find some promising evidence
showing that skills learned by curiosity help our agent explore efficiently in novel environments.

Extrinsic Reward per Episode

IDF scratch
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World 1 level 1 to world 2 level 1
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Figure 4.11: Mario generalization experiments.
On the left we show transfer results from Level
1-1 to Level 1-2, and on the right we show transfer
results from Level 1-1 to Level 1-3. Underneath
each plot is a map of the source and target environments. All agents are trained without extrinsic
reward.

4.4.3

Figure 4.12: Mean extrinsic reward in the Unity environment
while training with terminal extrinsic + curiosity reward. Note that
the curve for extrinsic reward only
training is constantly zero.

Curiosity with Sparse External Reward

In all our experiments so far, we have shown that our agents can learn useful skills without
any extrinsic rewards, driven purely by curiosity. However, in many scenarios, we might want
the agent to perform some particular task of interest. This is usually conveyed to the agent
by defining extrinsic rewards. When rewards are dense (e.g. game score at every frame),
classic RL works well and intrinsic rewards generally should not help performance. However,
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designing dense rewards is a challenging engineering problem (see introduction for details).
In this section, we evaluate how well curiosity can help an agent perform a task in presence
of sparse, or just terminal, rewards.
Terminal reward setting: For many real problems, only terminal reward is available,
e.g. in navigation, you only get rewards once you find what you were looking for. This is a
setting where classic RL typically performs poorly. Hence, we consider the 3D navigation
in a maze designed in the Unity ML-agent framework with 9 rooms and a sparse terminal
reward. The action space is discrete, consisting of: move forward, look left 15 degrees, look
right 15 degrees and no-op. The agent starts in room-1, which is furthest away from room-9
which contains the goal. We compare an agent trained with extrinsic reward (+1 when the
goal is reached, 0 otherwise) to an agent trained with extrinsic + intrinsic reward. Extrinsic
only (classic RL) never finds the goal in all our trials, which means it is impossible to get any
meaningful gradients. Whereas extrinsic+intrinsic typically converges to getting the reward
every time. Results in Figure 4.12 show results for vanilla PPO, PPO + IDF-curiosity and
PPO + RF-curiosity.
Sparse reward setting: In preliminary experiments, we picked 5 Atari games which
have sparse rewards (as categorized by [17]), and compared extrinsic (classic RL) vs. extrinsic+intrinsic (ours) reward performance. In 4 games out of 5, curiosity bonus improves
performance (see Table A.1 in the appendix, the higher score is better). We would like
to emphasize that this is not the focus here, and these experiments are provided just for
completeness. We just combined extrinsic (coefficient 1.0) and intrinsic reward (coefficient
0.01) directly without any tuning. We leave the question on how to optimally combine
extrinsic and intrinsic rewards as a future direction.

4.5

Related Work

Exploration is a well-studied problem in the field of reinforcement learning. Early approaches
focused on studying exploration from theoretical perspective [239] and proposed Bayesian
formulations [47, 125] but they are usually hard to scale to higher dimensions (e.g., images).
In this chapter, we focus on the specific problem of exploration using intrinsic rewards.
Intrinsic Motivation: Classic work of Kearns et al . [116] and Brafman et al . [25] propose
exploration algorithms polynomial in the number of state space parameters. Others have
used empowerment, which is the information gain based on entropy of actions, as intrinsic
rewards [122, 156]. A family of approaches to intrinsic motivation reward an agent based on
prediction error [3, 216, 234], information gain [103, 143, 236, 237], or improvement [146, 215]
of a forward dynamics model of the environment that gets trained along with the agent’s
policy. As a result the agent is driven to reach regions of the environment that are difficult
to predict for the forward dynamics model, while the model improves its predictions in these
regions. This adversarial and non-stationary dynamics can give rise to complex behaviors.
Relatively little work has been done in this area on the pure exploration setting where there
is no external reward. Of these mostly closely related are those that use a forward dynamics
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model of a feature space such as Stadie et al . [234] where they use autoencoder features.
Our approach of jointly training forward and inverse models for learning a feature space has
similarities to [5, 113, 261], but these works use the learned models of dynamics for planning
a sequence of actions instead of exploration. The idea of using a proxy task to learn a
semantic feature embedding has been used in a number of works on self-supervised learning
in computer vision [4, 51, 84, 111, 184, 254].
Smoothed versions of state visitation counts can be used for intrinsic rewards [17,171,242].
Count-based methods have shown strong results when combining with extrinsic rewards such
as in the Atari game Montezuma’s Revenge [17], and also showing significant exploration
of the game without using the extrinsic reward. It is not yet clear in which situations
count-based approaches should be preferred over dynamics-based approaches; we chose to
focus on dynamics-based bonuses in this study since we found them straightforward to scale
and parallelize. In our preliminary experiments, we did not have sufficient success with
already existing count-based implementations in scaling up for a large-scale study.
Learning without extrinsic rewards or fitness functions has also been studied extensively
in the evolutionary computing where it is referred to as ‘novelty search’ [136, 137, 235]. There
the novelty of an event is often defined as the distance of the event to the nearest neighbor
amongst previous events, using some statistics of the event to compute distances. One
interesting finding from this literature is that often much more interesting solutions can be
found by not solely optimizing for fitness.
Other methods of exploration are designed to work in combination with maximizing a
reward function, such as those utilizing uncertainty about value function estimates [34, 169],
or those using perturbations of the policy for exploration [69, 196]. Schmidhuber et al . [217]
and Oudeyer et al . [173, 174] provide a great review of some of the earlier work on approaches
to intrinsic motivation.
Random Features: One of the findings is the surprising effectiveness of random features,
and there is a substantial literature on random projections and more generally randomly
initialized neural networks. Much of the literature has focused on using random features for
classification [110, 209, 268] where the typical finding is that whilst random features can work
well for simpler problems, feature learning performs much better once the problem becomes
sufficiently complex. Whilst we expect this pattern to also hold true for dynamics-based
exploration, we have some preliminary evidence showing that learned features appear to
generalize better to novel levels in Mario Bros.
Concurrent work: A number of interesting related papers have appeared in concurrent to
this line of work. Sukhbaatar et al . [240] generates supervision for pre-training via asymmetric
self-play between two agents to improve data efficiency during fine-tuning. Several methods
propose improving data efficiency of RL algorithms using self-supervised prediction based
auxiliary tasks [109,224]. Fu et al . [71] learn discriminative models, and Gregor et al . [86] use
empowerment,which is a measurement of the control an agent has over the state, to tackle
exploration in sparse reward setups. However, none of these works show learning without
extrinsic rewards or generalization of policy to novel scenarios. In [63], diversity is used as a
measure to learn skills without reward functions.
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Discussion

In this chapter, we proposed a mechanism for generating curiosity-driven intrinsic reward
signal that scales to high dimensional visual inputs, bypasses the difficult problem of predicting
pixels and ensures that the exploration strategy of the agent is unaffected by nuisance factors
in the environment.
We have shown that our agents trained purely with a curiosity reward are able to learn
useful behaviours: (a) Agent being able to play many Atari games without using any rewards.
(b) Mario being able to cross over 11 levels without any extrinsic reward. (c) Walkinglike behavior emerged in the Ant environment. (d) Juggling-like behavior in Robo-school
environment (e) Rally-making behavior in Two-player Pong with curiosity-driven agent on
both sides. But this is not always true as there are some Atari games where exploring the
environment does not correspond to extrinsic reward. More generally, our results suggest
that, in many game environments designed by humans, the extrinsic reward is often aligned
with the objective of seeking novelty. The game designers seem to set up curricula to guide
users while playing the game explaining the reason Curiosity-like objective decently aligns
with the extrinsic reward in many human-designed games [39, 106, 133, 263].
Generalization: It is common practice to evaluate reinforcement learning approaches in
the same environment that was used for training. However, we feel that it is also important
to evaluate on a separate “testing set” as well. This allows us to gauge how much of what
has been learned is specific to the training environment (i.e. memorized), and how much
might constitute “generalizable skills” that could be applied to new settings. We evaluate
generalization in two ways: 1) by applying the learned policy to a new scenario “as is” (no
further learning), and 2) by fine-tuning the learned policy on a new scenario (we borrow
the pre-training/fine-tuning nomenclature from the deep feature learning literature). We
believe that evaluating generalization is a valuable tool and will allow the community to
better understand the performance of various reinforcement learning algorithms. To further
aid in this effort, we have made the code for our algorithm, as well as testing and environment
setups freely available online.
Limitation of prediction error based curiosity: A more serious potential limitation
is the handling of stochastic dynamics. If the transitions in the environment are random,
then even with a perfect dynamics model, the expected reward will be the entropy of the
transition, and the agent will seek out transitions with the highest entropy. Even if the
environment is not truly random, unpredictability caused by a poor learning algorithm, an
impoverished model class or partial observability can lead to exactly the same problem. We
did not observe this effect in our experiments on games so we designed an environment to
illustrate the point.
We return to the maze of Section 4.4.3 to empirically validate a common thought experiment called the noisy-TV problem. The idea is that local sources of entropy in an environment
like a TV that randomly changes channels when an action is taken should prove to be an
irresistible attraction to our agent. We take this thought experiment literally and add a
TV to the maze along with an action to change the channel. In Figure 4.13, we show how
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adding the noisy-TV affects the performance of IDF and RF. As expected the
presence of the TV drastically slows down
learning, but we note that if you run the
experiment for long enough the agents do
sometimes converge to getting the extrinsic
reward consistently. We have shown empirically that stochasticity can be a problem,
and so it is important for future work to
address this issue in an efficient manner.
Another limitation of of our proposed
as well as prior approaches is that they are
too inefficient to be scalable to real robotics
setups. In the next chapter, we propose
Figure 4.13: We add a noisy TV to the unity envia formulation for exploration inspired by
ronment in Section 4.4.3. We compare IDF and RF
the work in active learning literature which with and without the TV.
is able to handle both stochastic environments and is efficient enough to scale to
real world robots.
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Chapter 5
Self-Supervised Exploration via
Disagreement
Generating intrinsic rewards, e.g. curiosity, requires building some form of a predictive
model of the world. However, there is a key challenge in learning predictive models beyond
noise-free simulated environments: how should the stochastic nature of agent-environment
interaction be handled? Stochasticity could be caused by several sources: (1) noisy environment observations (e.g, TV playing noise), (2) noise in the execution of agent’s action (e.g.,
slipping) (3) stochasticity as an output of the agent’s action (e.g., agent flipping coin). One
straightforward solution to learn a predictive forward model that is itself stochastic! Despite
several methods to build stochastic models in low-dimensional state space [36, 103], scaling it
to high dimensional inputs (e.g., images) still remains challenging. An alternative is to build
deterministic models but encode the input in a feature space that is invariant to stochasticity.
We discussed building such models in inverse model feature space in Section 4.3.1 which can
handle stochastic observations but fail when the agent itself is the source of noise (e.g. TV
with remote in Section 4.6).
Beyond handling stochasticity, a bigger issue in the current intrinsic reward formulations is
that of sample efficiency. The agent performs an action and then computes the reward based
on its own prediction and environment behavior. For instance, in curiosity (see Chapter 4),
the policy is rewarded if the prediction model and the observed environment disagree. From
an exploration viewpoint, this seems like a good formulation, i.e, rewarding actions whose
effects are poorly modeled. But this reward is a function of environment dynamics with
respect to the performed action. Since the environment dynamics is unknown, it is treated as
black-box and the policy’s gradients have to be estimated using high-variance estimators like
REINFORCE [259] which are extremely sample-inefficient in practice.
We address both the challenges by proposing an alternative formulation for exploration
taking inspiration from active learning. The goal of active learning is to selectively pick
This chapter is based on the paper published previously at ICML 2019 [180].
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Figure 5.1: Self-Supervised Exploration via Disagreement. At time step t, the agent in the state xt
interacts with the environment by taking action at sampled from the current policy π and ends up
in the state xt+1 . The ensemble of forward models {f1 , f2 , ..., fn } takes this current state xt and the
executed action at as input to predict the next state estimates {x̂1t+1 , x̂2t+2 , ..., x̂nt+1 }. The variance
over the ensemble of network output is used as intrinsic reward rti to train the policy π. In practice,
we encode the state x into an embedding space φ(x) for all the prediction purposes.

samples to label such that the classifier is maximally improved. However, unlike current
intrinsic motivation formulations where an agent is rewarded by comparing the prediction to
the ground-truth, the importance of a sample is not computed by looking at the ground-truth
label but rather by looking at the state of the classifier itself. For instance, a popular
approach is to label the most uncertain samples by looking at the confidence of the classifier.
However, since most of the high-capacity deep neural networks tend to overfit, confidence is
not a good measure of uncertainty. Hence, taking an analogy from the Query-by-Committee
algorithm [223], we propose a simple disagreement-based approach: we train an ensemble of
forward dynamics models and incentivize the agent to explore the action space where there is
maximum disagreement or variance among the predictions of models of this ensemble. Taking
actions to maximize the model-disagreement allows the agent to explore in a completely
self-supervised manner without relying on any external rewards. We show that this approach
does not get stuck in stochastic-dynamics scenarios because all the models in the ensemble
converge to mean, eventually reducing the variance of the ensemble.
Furthermore, we show that our new objective is a differentiable function allowing us
to perform policy optimization via direct likelihood maximization – much like supervised
learning instead of reinforcement learning. This leads to a sample efficient exploration policy
allowing us to deploy it in a real robotic object manipulation setup with 7-DOF Sawyer arm.
We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach on a variety of standard environments including
stochastic Atari games [147], MNIST, Mujoco, Unity [114] and a real robot. Project videos
and code are at https://pathak22.github.io/exploration-by-disagreement/.
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Exploration via Disagreement

Consider an agent interacting with the environment E. At time t, it receives the observation
xt and then takes an action predicted by its policy, i.e., at ∼ π(xt ; θP ). Upon executing the
action, it receives, in return, the next observation xt+1 which is ‘generated’ by the environment.
Our goal is to build an agent that chooses its action in order to maximally explore the state
space of the environment in an efficient manner. There are two main components to our agent:
an intrinsic forward prediction model that captures the agent’s current knowledge of the
states explored so far, and policy to output actions. As our agent explores the environment,
we learn the agent’s forward prediction model to predict the consequences of its own actions.
The prediction uncertainty of this model is used to incentivize the policy to visit states with
maximum uncertainty.
Both measuring and maximizing model uncertainty are challenging to execute with high
dimensional raw sensory input (e.g. images). More importantly, the agent should learn to deal
with ‘stochasticity’ in its interaction with the environment caused by either noisy actuation
of the agent’s motors, or the observations could be inherently stochastic. A deterministic
prediction model will always end up with a non-zero prediction error allowing the agent to
get stuck in the local minima of exploration.
Similar behavior would occur if the task at hand is too difficult to learn. Consider a
robotic arm manipulating a keybunch. Predicting the change in pose and position of each
key in the keybunch is extremely difficult. Although the behavior is not inherently stochastic,
our agent could easily get stuck in playing with the same keybunch and not try other
actions or even other objects. Existing formulations of curiosity reward or novelty-seeking
count-based methods would also suffer in such scenarios. Learning probabilistic predictive
models to measure uncertainty [103], or measuring learnability by capturing the change in
prediction error [174, 215] have been proposed as solutions, but have been demonstrated in
low-dimensional state space inputs and are difficult to scale to high dimensional image inputs.

5.1.1

Disagreement as Intrinsic Reward

Instead of learning a single dynamics model, we propose an alternate exploration formulation
based on ensemble of models as inspired by the classical active learning literature [223], see
Figure 5.1. The goal of active learning is to find the optimal training examples to label such
that the accuracy is maximized at minimum labeling cost. While active learning minimizes
optimal cost with an analytic policy, the goal of an exploration-driven agent is to learn a
policy that allows it to best navigate the environment space. Although the two might look
different at the surface, we argue that active learning objectives could inspire powerful intrinsic
reward formulations. In this chapter, we leverage the idea of model-variance maximization to
propose exploration formulation. Leveraging model variance to investigate a system is also a
well-studied mechanism in optimal experimental design literature [24] in statistics.
As our agent interacts with the environment, it collects trajectory of the form {xt , at , xt+1 }.
After each rollout, the collected transitions are used to train an ensemble of forward prediction
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models {fθ1 , fθ2 . . . , fθk } of the environment. Each of the model is trained to map a given
tuple of current observation xt and the action at to the resulting state xt+1 . These models are
trained using straightforward maximum likelihood estimation that minimizes the prediction
error, i.e, kf (xt , at ; θ) − xt+1 k2 . To maintain the diversity across the individual models, we
initialize each model’s parameters differently and train each of them on a subset of data
randomly sampled with replacement (bootstrap).
Each model in our ensemble is trained to predict the ground truth next state. Hence,
the parts of the state space which have been well explored by the agent will have gathered
enough data to train all models, resulting in an agreement between the models. Since the
models are learned (and not tabular), this property should generalize to unseen but similar
parts of the state-space. However, the areas which are novel and unexplored would still
have high prediction error for all models as none of them are yet trained on such examples,
resulting in disagreement on the next state prediction. Therefore, we use this disagreement
as an intrinsic reward to guide the policy. Concretely, the intrinsic reward rti is defined as the
variance across the output of different models in the ensemble:
h
i
rti , Eθ kf (xt , at ; θ) − Eθ [f (xt , at ; θ)]k22
(5.1)
Note that the expression on the right does not depend on the next state xt+1 — a property
which will exploit in Section 5.1.3 to propose efficient policy optimization.
Given the agent’s rollout sequence and the intrinsic reward rti at each timestep
P t i t, the policy
is trained to maximize the sum of expected reward, i.e., maxθP Eπ(xt ;θP )
t γ rt discounted
by a factor γ. Note that the agent is self-supervised and does not need any extrinsic reward
to explore. The agent policy and the forward model ensemble are jointly trained in an
online manner on the data collected by the agent during exploration. This objective can be
maximized by any policy optimization technique, e.g., we use proximal policy optimization
(PPO) [218] unless specified otherwise.

5.1.2

Exploration in Stochastic Environments

Consider a scenario where the next state xt+1 is stochastic with respect to the current state
xt and action at . The source of stochasticity could be noisy actuation, difficulty or inherent
randomness. Given enough samples, a dynamic prediction model should learn to predict
the mean of the stochastic samples. Hence, the variance of the outputs in ensemble will
drop preventing the agent from getting stuck in stochastic local-minima of exploration. Note
this is unlike prediction error based objectives we discussed in previous chapter which will
settle down to a mean value after large enough samples. Since, the mean is different from
the individual ground-truth stochastic states, the prediction error remains high making the
agent forever curious about the stochastic behavior. We empirically verify this intuition by
comparing prediction-error to disagreement across several environments in Section 5.3.2.
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Differentiable Exploration for Policy Optimization

One commonality between different exploration methods [17, 103, 179], is that the prediction
model is usually learned in a supervised manner and the agent’s policy is trained using
reinforcement learning either in on-policy or off-policy manner. Despite several formulations
over the years, the policy optimization procedure to maximize these intrinsic rewards has
more or less remained the same – i.e. – treating the intrinsic reward as a “black-box” even
though it is generated by the agent itself.
Let’s consider an example to understand the reason behind the status quo. Consider a
robotic-arm agent trying to push multiple objects kept on the table in front of it by looking
at the image from an overhead camera. Suppose the arm pushes an object such that it
collides with another one on the table. The resulting image observation will be the outcome of
complex real-world interaction, the actual dynamics of which is not known to the agent. Note
that this resulting image observation is a function of the agent’s action (i.e., push in this case).
Most commonly, the intrinsic reward ri (xt , at , xt+1 ) is function of the next state (which is a
function of the agent’s action), e.g., information gain [103], prediction error (Chapter 4) etc.
This dependency on the unknown environment dynamics absolves the policy optimization of
analytical reward gradients with respect to the action. Hence, the standard way is to optimize
the policy to maximize the sequence of intrinsic rewards using reinforcement learning, and
not make any use of the structure present in the design of rti .
We formulate our proposed intrinsic reward as a differentiable function so as to perform
policy optimization using likelihood maximization – much like supervised learning instead
of reinforcement. If possible, this would allow the agent to make use of the structure in rti
explicitly, i.e., the intrinsic reward from the model could very efficiently inform the agent
to change its action space in the direction where forward prediction loss is high, instead
of providing a scalar feedback as in case of reinforcement learning. Explicit reward (cost)
functions are one of the key reasons for success stories in optimal-control based robotics [48,73],
but they don’t scale to high-dimensional state space such as images and rely on having access
to a good model of the environment.
We first discuss the one step case and then provide the general setup. Note that our
intrinsic reward formulation, shown in Equation (5.1), does not depend on the environment
interaction at all, i.e., no dependency on xt+1 . It is purely a mental simulation of the ensemble
of models based on the current state and the agent’s prediction action. Hence, instead of
maximizing the intrinsic reward in expectation via PPO (RL), we can optimize for policy
parameters θP using direct gradients by treating rti as a differentiable loss function. The
objective for a one-step reward horizon is:
min (1/k)

θ1 ,...,θk

k
X
i=1

kfθi (xt , π(xt ; θP )) − xt+1 k2

(5.2)

k h
k
i
X
X
max (1/k)
kfθi (xt , π(xt ; θP )) − (1/k)
fθj (xt , π(xt ; θP ))k22
θP

i=1

j=1
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This is optimized in an alternating fashion where the forward predictor is optimized
keeping the policy parameters frozen and vice-versa. Note that both policy and forward
models are trained via maximum likelihood in a supervised manner, and hence, efficient in
practice.
Generalization to multi-step reward horizon To optimize policy for maximizing a
discounted sum of sequence of future intrinsic rewards rti in a differentiable manner, the
forward model would have to make predictions spanning over multiple time-steps. The
policy objective in Equation (5.2) can be generalized
P to the multi-step horizon setup by
recursively applying the forward predictor, i.e., maxθP t rti (x̂t , at ) where x̂t = f (x̂t−1 , at−1 ; θ),
at = π(xt ; θP ), x̂0 = x0 , and rti (.) is defined in Equation (5.1). Alternatively, one could use
LSTM to make forward model itself multi-step. However, training a long term multi-step
prediction model is challenging and an active area of research. In this thesis, we show
differentiable exploration results for short horizon only and leave multi-step scenarios for
future work.

5.2

Implementation Details and Baselines

Learning forward predictions in the feature space In Chapter 4, we showed that
learning forward-dynamics predictor fθ in a feature space leads to better generalization
in contrast to raw pixel-space predictions. Our formulation is trivially extensible to any
representation space φ because all the operations can be performed with φ(xt ) instead of
xt . Hence, in all of our experiments, we train our forward prediction models in feature
space. In particular, we use random feature space in all video games and navigation,
classification features in MNIST and ImageNet-pretrained ResNet-18 features in real world
robot experiments. We use 5 models in the ensemble.
Back-propagation through forward model To directly optimize the policy with respect
to the loss function of the forward predictor, as discussed in Section 5.1.3, we need to
backpropagate all the way through action sampling process from the policy. In case of
continuous action space, one could achieve this via making policy deterministic, i.e. at = πθP
with epsilon-greedy sampling [141]. For discrete action space, we found that straight-through
estimator [21] works well in practice.
Baseline Comparisons ‘Disagreement’ refers to our exploration formulation optimized
using PPO [218] as discussed in Section 5.1.1, unless mentioned otherwise. ‘Disagreement
[Differentiable]’ refers to the direct policy optimization for our formulation as described
in Section 5.1.3. ‘Pathak et.al. [ICML 2017]’ refers to the curiosity-driven exploration
formulation based on the prediction error of the learned forward dynamics model in inverse
model action space, discussed in Chapter 4. ‘Burda et.al. [ICLR 2019]’ refers to the random
feature-based prediction-error [30]; also discussed in Chapter 4. ‘Pred-Error Variance’ is an
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Figure 5.2: Sanity Check in Non-Stochastic Environments. We compare different intrinsic reward
formulations across near-deterministic, non-stochastic standard benchmark of the Atari games.
Our disagreement-based approach compares favorably to state-of-the-art approaches without losing
accuracy in non-stochastic scenarios.

alternative ablation where we train the agent to maximize the variance of the prediction error
as opposed to the variance of model output itself. Finally, we also compare our performance
to Bayesian Neural Networks for measuring variance. In particular, we compared to Dropout
NN [72] represented as ‘Bayesian Disagreement’.

5.3

Experiments

We evaluate our approach on several environments including Atari games, 3D navigation
in Unity, MNIST, object manipulation in Mujoco and real world robotic manipulation task
using Sawyer arm. Our experiments comprise of three parts: a) verifying the performance on
standard non-stochastic environments; b) comparison on environments with stochasticity in
either transition dynamics or observation space; and c) validating the efficiency of differentiable
policy optimization facilitated by our objective.

5.3.1

Sanity Check in Non-Stochastic Environments

We first verify whether our disagreement formulation is able to maintain the performance on
the standard environment as compared to state of the art exploration techniques. Although
the primary advantage of our approach is in handling stochasticity and improving efficiency
via differentiable policy optimization, it should not come at the cost of performance in nearlydeterministic scenarios. We run this sanity check on standard Atari benchmark suite, as
shown in Figure 5.2. These games are not completely deterministic and have some randomness
as to where the agent is spawned upon game resets [155]. The agent is trained with only
an intrinsic reward, without any external reward from the game environment. The external
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reward is only used as a proxy to evaluate the quality of exploration and not shown to the
agent.
We train our ensemble of models for computing disagreement in the embedding space
of a random network as discussed in Section 5.2. The performance is compared to curiosity
formulation with inverse dynamics and random features (discussed in Chapter 4), Bayesian
network based uncertainty and variance of prediction error. As seen in the results, our
method is as good as or slightly better than state-of-the-art exploration methods in most
of the scenarios. Overall, these experiments suggest that our exploration formulation which
is only driven by disagreement between models output compares favorably to state of the
art methods. Note that the variance of prediction error performs significantly worse. This is
so because the low variance in prediction error of different models doesn’t necessarily mean
they will agree on the next state prediction. Hence, ‘Pred-Error Variance’ may sometimes
incorrectly stop exploring even if output prediction across models is drastically different.

5.3.2

Exploration in Stochastic Environments

A) Noisy MNIST. We first build a toy task on MNIST to intuitively demonstrate the
contrast between disagreement-based intrinsic reward and prediction error-based reward (cf.
Chapter 4) in stochastic setups. This is a one-step environment where the agent starts by
randomly observing an MNIST image from either class 0 or class 1. The dynamics of the
environment are defined as follows: 1) images with label 0 always transition to another image
from class 0. 2) Images with label 1 transition to a randomly chosen image from class label
2 to 9. This ensures that a transition from images with label 0 has low stochasticity (i.e.,
transition to the same label). On the other hand, transitions from images with label 1 have
high stochasticity. The ideal intrinsic reward function should give similar incentive (reward)
to both the scenarios after the agent has observed a significant number of transitions.
Figure 5.3 shows the performance of these methods on the test set of MNIST as a function
of the number of states visited by the agent. Even at convergence, the prediction error based
model assigns more reward to the observations with higher stochasticity, i.e., images with
label 1. This behavior is detrimental since the transition from states of images with label 1
cannot ever be perfectly modeled and hence the agent will get stuck forever. In contrast, our
ensemble-based disagreement method converges to almost zero intrinsic reward in both the
scenarios after the agent has seen enough samples, as desired.
B) 3D Navigation in Unity. The goal in this setup is to train the agent to reach a target
location in the maze. The agent receives a sparse reward of +1 on reaching the goal. For all
the methods, we train the policy of the agent to maximize the summation of intrinsic and
sparse extrinsic reward. This particular environment is a replica of VizDoom-MyWayHome
environment in unity ML-agent and was proposed in Burda et al . [30]. Interestingly, this
environment has 2 variants, one of which has a TV on the wall. The agent can change
the channel of the TV but the content is stochastic (random images appear after pressing
button). The agent can start randomly anywhere in the maze in each episode, but the
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Figure 5.3: Performance of disagreement
across ensemble vs prediction error based
reward function on Noisy MNIST environment. This environment has 2 sets of state
with different level of stochasticity associated with them. The disagreement-based
intrinsic reward converges to the ideal case
of assigning the same reward value for
both states. However, the prediction-error
based reward function assigns a high reward to states with high stochasticity.

Figure 5.4: 3D Navigation in Unity. Comparison
of prediction-error based curiosity reward with our
proposed disagreement-based exploration on 3D navigation task in Unity with and without the presence
of TV+remote. While both the approaches perform
similar in normal case (left), disagreement-based approach performs better in the presence of stochasticity
(right).

goal location is fixed. We compare our proposed method with state-of-the-art prediction
error-based exploration [30]. The results are shown in Figure 5.4. Our approach performs
similar to the baseline in the non-TV setup and outperforms the baseline in the presence of
the TV. This result demonstrates that an ensemble-based disagreement could be a viable
alternative in realistic stochastic setups.
C) Atari with Sticky Actions. As discussed in Section 5.3.1, the usual Atari setup is
nearly deterministic. Therefore, a recent study [147] proposed to introduce stochasticity in
Atari games by making actions ‘sticky’, i.e., at each step, either the agent’s intended action
is executed or the previously executed action is repeated with equal probability. As shown in
Figure 5.5, our disagreement-based exploration approach outperforms previous state-of-the-art
approaches. In Pong, our approach starts slightly slower than Burda et.al. [30], but eventually
achieves a higher score. Further note that the Bayesian network-based disagreement does not
perform as well as ensemble-based disagreement. This suggests that perhaps dropout [72]
isn’t able to capture good uncertainty estimate in practice. These experiments along with the
navigation experiment, demonstrate the potential of ensembles in the face of stochasticity.

5.3.3

Differentiable Exploration in Structured Envs

We now evaluate the differentiable exploration objective proposed in Section 5.1.3. As
discussed earlier, the policy is optimized via direct analytic gradients from the exploration
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Figure 5.5: Stochastic Atari Games: Comparison of
different exploration techniques in the the Atari (‘sticky’)
environment. The disagreement-based exploration is
robust across both the scenarios.
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Figure 5.6: Performance comparison
of disagreement-based exploration with
or without the differentiable policy optimization in Enduro Atari Game. Differentiability helps the agent learn faster.

module. Therefore, the horizon of exploration depends directly on the horizon of the module.
Since training long-horizon models from high dimensional inputs (images) is still an unsolved
problem, we evaluate our proposed formulation on relatively short horizon scenarios. However,
to compensate for the length of the horizon, we test on large action space setups for real-world
robot manipulation task.
A) Enduro Video Game. In this game, the goal of the agent is to steer the car on
racing track to avoid enemies. The agent is trained to explore via purely intrinsic rewards,
and the extrinsic reward is only used for evaluation. In order to steer the car, the agent
doesn’t need to model long-range dependencies. Hence, in this environment, we combine
our differentiable policy optimization with reinforcement learning (PPO) to maximize our
disagreement based intrinsic reward. The RL captures discounted long term dependency
while our differentiable formulation should efficiently take care of short-horizon dependencies.
We compare this formulation to purely PPO based optimization of our intrinsic reward.
As shown in Figure 5.6, our differentiable exploration expedites the learning of the agent
suggesting the efficacy of direct gradient optimization. We now evaluate the performance of
only differentiable exploration (without reinforcement) in short-horizon and large-structured
action space setups.

B) Object Manipulation by Exploration.
We consider the task of object manipulation in complex scenarios. Our setup consists of
a 7-DOF robotic arm that could be tasked to interact with the objects kept on the table
in front of it. The objects are kept randomly in the workspace of the robot on the table.
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Figure 5.7: Measuring object interaction rate with respect to the number of samples in (a) Mujoco,
and (b) real-world robot. Note that the Mujoco plot is in log-scale. We measure the exploration
quality by evaluating the object interaction frequency of the agent. In both the environments, our
differentiable policy optimization explores more efficiently. (c) A snapshot of the real-robotic setup.

Robot’s action space is end-effector position control: a) location (x, y) of point on the surface
of table, b) angle of approach θ, and c) gripper status, a binary value indicating whether
to grasp (open the gripper fingers) or push (keep fingers close). All of our experiments use
raw visual RGBD images as input and predict actions as output. Note that, to accurately
grasp or push objects, the agent needs to figure out an accurate combination of location,
orientation and gripper status.
The action space is discretized into 224×224 locations, 16 orientations for grasping (fingers
close) and 16 orientations for pushing leading to final dimension of 224 × 224 × 32. The policy
takes as input a 224 × 224 RGBD image and produces push and grasp action probabilities
for each pixel. Following [275], instead of adding the 16 rotations in the output, we pass 16
equally spaced rotated images to the network and then sample actions based on the output
of all the inputs. This exploits the convolutional structure of the network. The task has a
short horizon but very large state and action spaces. We make no assumption about either
the environment or the training signal. Our robotic agents explore the work-space purely out
of their own intrinsic reward in a pursuit to develop useful skills. We have instantiated this
setup in a Mujoco simulation as well as in the real world robotics scenarios.
B1) Object Manipulation in MuJoCo. We first carry out a study in simulation to
compare the performance of differentiable variant of our disagreement objective against
the reinforcement learning based optimization. We used MuJoCo to simulate the robot
performing grasping and pushing on tabletop environment as described above.
To evaluate the quality of exploration, we measure the frequency at which our agent
interacts (i.e., touches) with the object. This measure is just used to evaluate the exploration
quantitatively and is not used as a training signal. It represents how quickly our agent’s
policy learns to explore an interesting part of space. Figures 5.7a shows the performance
when the environment consists of just a single object which makes it really difficult to touch
the object randomly. Our approach is able to exploit the structure in the loss, resulting in
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order of magnitude faster learning than REINFORCE.
B2) Real-World Robotic Manipulation. We now deploy our sample-efficient exploration formulation on real-world robotics setup. The real-world poses additional challenges,
unlike simulated environments in terms of behavior and the dynamics of varied object types.
Our robotic setup consisted of a Sawyer-arm with a table placed in front of it. We mounted
KinectV2 at a fixed location from the robot to receive RGBD observations of the environment.
In every run, the robot starts with 3 objects placed in front of it. Unlike other selfsupervised robot learning setups, we keep fewer objects to make exploration problem harder
so that it is not trivial to interact with the objects by acting randomly. If either the robot
completes 100 interactions or there are no objects in front of it, objects are replaced manually.
Out of a total of 30 objects, we created a set of 20 objects for training and 10 objects for
testing. We use the same metric as used in the simulation above (i.e., number of object
interactions) to measure the effectiveness of our exploration policy during training. We
monitor the change in the RGBD image to see if the robot has interacted with objects.
Figure 5.7b shows the effectiveness of differentiable policy optimization for disagreement
over prediction-error based curiosity objective. Differentiable-disagreement allows the robotic
agent to learn to interact with objects in less than 1000 examples.
We further test the skills learned by our robot during its exploration by measuring
object-interaction frequency on a set of 10 held-out test objects. For both the methods, we
use the checkpoint saved after 700 robot interaction with the environment. For each model,
we evaluate a total of 80 robot interaction steps with three test objects kept in front. The
environment is reset after every 10 robot steps during evaluation. Our final disagreement
exploration policy interacts approximately 67% of times with unseen objects, whereas a
random policy performs at 17%. On the other hand, it seems that REINFORCE-based
curiosity policy just collapses and only 1% of actions involve interaction with objects. Videos
are available at https://pathak22.github.io/exploration-by-disagreement/.

5.4

Discussion

We discussed large body of literature in Chapter 4, Section 4.5 on exploration and curioity.
However, most of those approaches are considered in the context of external rewards and are
not efficient enough to be scalable to real robotics setup.
This chapter is inspired by large-body of work in active learning (AL). In the AL setting,
given a collection of unlabeled examples, a learner selects which samples will be labeled by an
oracle [222]. Common selection criteria include entropy [40], uncertainty sampling [139] and
expected informativeness [102]. Our work is inspired by [223], and we apply the disagreement
idea in a completely different setting of exploration and show its applicability to environments
with stochastic dynamics and improving sample-efficiency. Concurrent to this work, [225]
also show the effectiveness of model-based exploration in estimating novelty, and [97] use
variance regularization for policy learning via imitation.
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From Skills to Goal-Directed
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Chapter 6
Zero-Shot Visual Imitation
So far, we discussed how an agent could acquire sensorimotor skills of increasing complexity
with no knowledge of labels or tasks. However, in order to be useful for real-world tasks, the
agent will eventually have to develop the ability to perform a specific task given to it. One
way to develop such expertise is to fine-tune our curious agents using rewards that are tuned
for an external goal. We discuss results using this reward-based finetuning in Chapter 4.
However, this reward-based finetuning relies on reinforcement learning and is therefore too
sample inefficient to be scalable to complex real world robotic tasks. Furthermore, designing
such reward function for real-world tasks is a complex engineering problem.
Therefore, learning from demonstration (LfD) [10, 163, 197, 211] has emerged as a powerful
mechanism for learning to perform tasks from raw sensory observations with real robots.
The current dominant paradigm in LfD requires the expert to either manually move the
robot joints (i.e., kinesthetic teaching) or teleoperate the robot to execute the desired task.
The expert typically provides multiple demonstrations of a task at training time, and this
generates data in the form of observation-action pairs from the agent’s point of view. The
agent then distills this data into a policy for performing the task of interest. Such a heavily
supervised approach, where it is necessary to provide demonstrations by controlling the robot,
is incredibly tedious for the human expert. Moreover, for every new task that the robot needs
to execute, the expert is required to provide a new set of demonstrations.
Instead of communicating how to perform a task via observation-action pairs, a more
general formulation allows the expert to communicate only what needs to be done by providing
the observations of the desired world states via a video or a sparse sequence of images. This
way, the agent is required to infer how to perform the task (i.e., actions) by itself. In
psychology, this is known as observational learning [14]. While this is a harder learning
problem, it is a more interesting setting, because the expert can demonstrate multiple tasks
quickly and easily.
An agent without any prior knowledge will find it extremely hard to imitate a task by
This chapter is based on the paper published previously at ICLR 2018 [186].
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<latexit sha1_base64="0x+q3xF7eUb9QxlKb7w4+0biyLg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlmw93J8US8ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh80HGqGHdZLGPV9qnmUkTcRYGStxPFaehL3vJHN1O/NeZKizi6x0nCvZAOIhEIRtFIXndIMXvKexmeO3mvUrVr9gxkmTgFqUKBZq/y1e3HLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCSZ6Xu6nmCWUjOuAdQyMacu1ls6NzcmqUPgliZSpCMlN/T2Q01HoS+qYzpDjUi95U/M/rpBhceZmIkhR5xOaLglQSjMk0AdIXijOUE0MoU8LcStiQKsrQ5FQ2ITiLLy8T96J2XXPu6tVGvUijBMdwAmfgwCU04Baa4AKDR3iGV3izxtaL9W59zFtXrGLmCP7A+vwBTp6R8g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SDjSAKsSxy5Txn0eEGxKCs9We10=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3oUWoKCUpgroruHHhooKxhSaEyXTaDp08mLmRlpC9G3/FjQsVt36BO//GSZuFVg8MnDnnXu69x485k2CaX1ppaXllda28XtnY3Nre0Xf37mSUCEJtEvFIdH0sKWchtYEBp91YUBz4nHb88WXud+6pkCwKb2EaUzfAw5ANGMGgJE+vOgGGEcE8vc7qEy+FYys7cUYY0kk2/x15es1smDMYf4lVkBoq0Pb0T6cfkSSgIRCOpexZZgxuigUwwmlWcRJJY0zGeEh7ioY4oNJNZ7dkxqFS+sYgEuqFYMzUnx0pDqScBr6qzDeXi14u/uf1EhicuykL4wRoSOaDBgk3IDLyYIw+E5QAnyqCiWBqV4OMsMAEVHwVFYK1ePJfYjcbFw3r5rTWahZplNEBqqI6stAZaqEr1EY2IugBPaEX9Ko9as/am/Y+Ly1pRc8++gXt4xsCp5qJ</latexit>

L(a â )

L(a â )

â

â

forward
consistency

L(at , ât )

<latexit sha1_base64="SDjSAKsSxy5Txn0eEGxKCs9We10=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3oUWoKCUpgroruHHhooKxhSaEyXTaDp08mLmRlpC9G3/FjQsVt36BO//GSZuFVg8MnDnnXu69x485k2CaX1ppaXllda28XtnY3Nre0Xf37mSUCEJtEvFIdH0sKWchtYEBp91YUBz4nHb88WXud+6pkCwKb2EaUzfAw5ANGMGgJE+vOgGGEcE8vc7qEy+FYys7cUYY0kk2/x15es1smDMYf4lVkBoq0Pb0T6cfkSSgIRCOpexZZgxuigUwwmlWcRJJY0zGeEh7ioY4oNJNZ7dkxqFS+sYgEuqFYMzUnx0pDqScBr6qzDeXi14u/uf1EhicuykL4wRoSOaDBgk3IDLyYIw+E5QAnyqCiWBqV4OMsMAEVHwVFYK1ePJfYjcbFw3r5rTWahZplNEBqqI6stAZaqEr1EY2IugBPaEX9Ko9as/am/Y+Ly1pRc8++gXt4xsCp5qJ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit>

x̂t+1

<latexit sha1_base64="Bcp8XF0mzVzho774hEeR8d4Bcs4=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/oh69BIvgqSS9qLeCF48VjC00oWw2k3bpZhN2N0oI/R1e/CtePKh41JP/xk1bQVsfDDzezDDzXpgxKpXjfBm1ldW19Y36prm1vbO7Z+0f3Mo0FwQ8krJU9EIsgVEOnqKKQS8TgJOQQTccX1b97h0ISVN+o4oMggQPOY0pwUpLA8v1QxhSXhLgCsTEjFNxj0Xk+yZJudT3gZPC9IFHPyMDq+E0nSnsZeLOSQPN0RlYH36UkjzR64RhKfuuk6mgxEJRwmBi+rmEDJMxHkJfU44TkEE5tTaxT7QS2forXVzZU/X3RokTKYsk1JMJViO52KvE/3r9XMXnQUl5llcWZ4finNkqtauc7IgKIIoVmmAiqP7VJiMsMNEZSFOH4C5aXiZeq3nRdK9bjXZrnkYdHaFjdIpcdIba6Ap1kIcIekBP6AW9Go/Gs/FmvM9Ga8Z85xD9gfH5DShQobo=</latexit>

ât

<latexit sha1_base64="0x+q3xF7eUb9QxlKb7w4+0biyLg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlmw93J8US8ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh80HGqGHdZLGPV9qnmUkTcRYGStxPFaehL3vJHN1O/NeZKizi6x0nCvZAOIhEIRtFIXndIMXvKexmeO3mvUrVr9gxkmTgFqUKBZq/y1e3HLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCSZ6Xu6nmCWUjOuAdQyMacu1ls6NzcmqUPgliZSpCMlN/T2Q01HoS+qYzpDjUi95U/M/rpBhceZmIkhR5xOaLglQSjMk0AdIXijOUE0MoU8LcStiQKsrQ5FQ2ITiLLy8T96J2XXPu6tVGvUijBMdwAmfgwCU04Baa4AKDR3iGV3izxtaL9W59zFtXrGLmCP7A+vwBTp6R8g==</latexit>

ât

<latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit>

recurrent
state

forward
regularizer

<latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit>

L(xt+1 , x̂t+1 )

recurrent
state

<latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit>

recurrent
state

<latexit sha1_base64="idR6iEhT8e9QSIE61Vqk7+uZSNY=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KOXYBE8laQX9Vbw4rGCsYUmlM3mJV262YTdjVJDf4cX/4oXDyoe9eS/cdtG0NaBhWFmHvvehDmjUjnOl7G0vLK6tl7bMDe3tnd2rb39G5kVgoBHMpaJboglMMrBU1Qx6OYCcBoy6ITDi4nfuQUhacav1SiHIMUJpzElWGmpb7l+CAnlJQGuQIzNOBN3WES+bwpICoYFvQdh+sCjn0jfqjsNZwp7kbgVqaMK7b714UcZKVI9ThiWsuc6uQpKLBQlDMamX0jIMRniBHqacpyCDMrpaWP7WCuRrbfSjyt7qv6eKHEq5SgNdTLFaiDnvYn4n9crVHwWlJTnhQJOZh/FBbNVZk96siMqgCg20gQTQfWuNhlggYnuQJq6BHf+5EXiNRvnDfeqWW81qzZq6BAdoRPkolPUQpeojTxE0AN6Qi/o1Xg0no03430WXTKqmQP0B8bnNx7YobQ=</latexit>

eed orward

<latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit>

L(at , ât )

<latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit>

eatures

x

x

+1

features

features

<latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit>

a

1

(a) Inverse Mode

x

xg

features

<latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit>

at
<latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4
sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit>

1

(b) Mu t step GSP

at
<latexit sha1_base64="hwXDxs6Wgyl7kVyCFMQvkgEmKdQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSPe1jv1pz6+4cZJV4BalBgVa/+tUbJCyLuUImqTFdz00xyKlGwSSfVnqZ4SllYzrkXUsVjbkJ8vmpU3JmlQGJEm1LIZmrvydyGhsziUPbGVMcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJggmZ/U0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgRv+eVV4l/Ur+veXaPWbBRplOEETuEcPLiEJtxCC3xgMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDt5WNkg==</latexit>

xt
<latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit>

xg
<latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit>
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(d) Forward cons stent GSP
(ours)

Figure 6.1: The goa -cond t oned sk

po cy (GSP) takes as nput the current and goa observat ons
and outputs an action sequence that would lead to that goal. We compare the performance of the
following GSP models: (a) Simple inverse model; (b) Mutli-step GSP with previous action history;
(c) Mut -step GSP w th prev ous act on h story and a forward mode as regu ar zer but no forward
consistency; (d) Mutli-step GSP with forward consistency loss proposed in this chapter.

simply watching a visual demonstration in all but the simplest of cases. Thus, the natural
question is: in order to imitate, what form of prior knowledge must the agent possess? A large
body of work [26, 49, 107, 129, 130, 266] has sought to capture prior knowledge by manually
pre-defining the state that must be inferred from the observations. The agent then infers
how to perform the task (i.e., plan for imitation) using this state. Unfortunately, computer
vision systems are often unable to estimate the state variables accurately and it has proven
non-trivial for downstream planning systems to be robust to such errors.
In this chapter, we follow [5,138,194] in pursuing an alternative paradigm, where an agent
explores the environment without any expert supervision and distills this exploration data
into goal-directed skills. These skills can then be used to imitate the visual demonstration
provided by the expert [161]. Here, by skill we mean a function that predicts the sequence of
actions to take the agent from the current observation to the goal. We call this function a
goa -conditioned ski po icy (GSP). The GSP is learned in a self-supervised way by re-labeling
the states visited during the agent’s exploration of the environment as goals and the actions
executed by the agent as the prediction targets, similar to [5, 9]. During inference, given goal
observations from a demonstration, the GSP can infer how to reach these goals in turn from
the current observation, and thereby imitate the task step-by-step.
One critical challenge in learning the GSP is that, in general, there are multiple possible
ways of going from one state to another: that is, the distribution of trajectories between
states is multi-modal. We address this issue with our novel forward consistency oss based on
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the intuition that, for most tasks, reaching the goal is more important than how it is reached.
To operationalize this, we first learn a forward model that predicts the next observation given
an action and a current observation. We use the difference in the output of the forward model
for the GSP-selected action and the ground truth next state to train the GSP. This loss has
the effect of making the GSP-predicted action consistent with the ground-truth action instead
of exactly matching the actions themselves, thus ensuring that actions that are different from
the ground-truth—but lead to the same next state—are not inadvertently penalized. To
account for varying number of steps required to reach different goals, we propose to jointly
optimize the GSP with a goal recognizer that determines if the current goal has been satisfied.
See Figure 6.1 for a schematic illustration of the GSP architecture.
We call our method zero-shot because the agent never has access to expert actions, neither
during training of the GSP nor for task demonstration at inference. In contrast, recent
works on one-shot imitation learning requires full knowledge of actions and a wealth of
expert demonstrations during training [57, 67]. In summary, we propose a method that (1)
does not require any extrinsic reward or expert supervision during learning, (2) only needs
demonstrations during inference, and (3) restricts demonstrations to visual observations alone
rather than full state-actions. Instead of learning by imitation, our agent learns to imitate.
Videos and code at https://pathak22.github.io/zeroshot-imitation/.

6.1

Learning to Imitate without Expert Supervision

Let S : {x1 , a1 , x2 , a2 , ..., xT } be the sequence of observations and actions generated by the
agent as it explores its environment using the policy a = πE (s). This exploration data is used
to learn the goal-conditioned skill policy (GSP) π takes as input a pair of observations (xi , xg )
and outputs sequence of actions (~aτ : a1 , a2 ...aK ) required to reach the goal observation (xg )
from the current observation (xi ).
~aτ = π(xi , xg ; θπ )

(6.1)

where states xi , xg are sampled from the S. The number of actions, K, is also inferred by the
model. We represent π by a deep network with parameters θπ in order to capture complex
mappings from visual observations (x) to actions. π can be thought of as a variable-step
generalization of the inverse dynamics model [113], or as the policy corresponding to a
universal value function [70, 213], with the difference that xg need not be the end goal of a
task but can also be an intermediate sub-goal.
Let the task to be imitated be provided as a sequence of images D : {xd1 , xd2 , ..., xdN }
captured when the expert demonstrates the task. This sequence of images D could either
be temporally dense or sparse. Our agent uses the learned GSP π to imitate the sequence
of visual observations D starting from its initial state x0 by following actions predicted by
π(x0 , xd1 ; θπ ). Let the observation after executing the predicted action be x00 . Since multiple
actions might be required to reach close to xd1 , the agent queries a separate goal recognizer
network to ascertain if the current observation is close to the goal or not. If the answer is
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negative, the agent executes the action a = π(x00 , xd1 ; θπ ). This process is repeated iteratively
until the goal recognizer outputs that agent is near the goal, or a maximum number of steps
are reached. Let the observation of the agent at this point be x̂1 . After reaching close to the
first observation (xd1 ) in the demonstration, the agent sets its goal as (xd2 ) and repeats the
process. The agent stops when all observations in the demonstrations are processed.
Note that in the method of imitation described above, the expert is never required to
convey to the agent what actions it performed. In the following subsections we describe how
we learn the GSP, forward consistency loss, goal recognizer network and various baseline
methods.

6.1.1

Learning the Goal-conditioned Skill Policy (GSP)

We first describe the one-step version of GSP and then extend it to variable length multi-step
skills. One-step trajectories take the form of (xt , at , xt+1 ) and GSP, ât = π(xt , xt+1 ; θπ ), is
trained by minimizing the standard cross-entropy loss L(at , ât ),
L(at , ât ) = p(at |xt , xt+1 ) log(ât )

(6.2)

with respect to parameters θπ , where p and ât are the ground-truth and predicted action
distributions. While we do not have access to true p, we empirically approximate it using
samples from the distribution, at , that are executed by the agent during exploration. For
minimizing the cross-entropy loss, it is common to assume p as a delta function at at . However,
this assumption is notably violated if p is inherently multi-modal and high-dimensional. If
we optimize say a deep neural network assuming p to be a delta function, the same inputs
will be presented with different targets (due to multi-modality) leading to high-variance in
gradients which in turn would make learning challenging.
In our setup, such multi-modality can occur because multiple actions can lead the agent
to the same future observation from the initial observation. For instance, in navigation, if the
agent is stuck against a corner, turning or moving forward all collapse to the same effect. The
issue of multi-modality becomes more critical as the length of trajectories grow, because more
and more paths may take the agent from the initial observation to the goal observation given
more time. Furthermore, it would require many samples to even obtain a good empirical
estimate of a high-dimensional multi-modal action distribution p.

6.1.2

Forward Consistency Loss

One way to account for multi-modality is by employing the likes of variational autoencoders [120, 201]. However, in many practical situations it is not feasible to obtain
ample data for each mode. In this chapter, we propose an alternative based on the insight
that in many scenarios, we only care about whether the agent reached the final state or not
and the exact trajectory is of lesser interest. Instead of penalizing the actions predicted
by the GSP to match the ground truth, we propose to learn the parameters of GSP by
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minimizing the distance between observation x̂t+1 resulting by executing the predicted action
ât = π(xt , xt+1 ; θπ ) and the observation xt+1 , which is the result of executing the ground
truth action at being used to train the GSP. In this formulation, even if the predicted and
ground-truth action are different, the predicted action will not be penalized if it leads to
the same next state as the ground-truth action. While this formulation will not explicitly
maintain all modes of the action distribution, it will reduce the variance in gradients and
thus help learning. We call this penalty the forward consistency loss.
Note that it is not immediately obvious as to how to operationalize forward consistency
loss for two reasons: (a) we need the access to a good forward dynamics model that can
reliably predict the effect of an action (i.e., the next observation state) given the current
observation state, and (b) such a dynamics model should be differentiable in order to train
the GSP using the state prediction error. Both of these issues could be resolved if an analytic
formulation of forward dynamics is known.
In many scenarios of interest, especially if states are represented as images, an analytic
forward model is not available. In this chapter, we learn the forward dynamics f model from
the data, and is defined as x̃t+1 = f (xt , at ; θf ). Let x̂t+1 = f (xt , ât ; θf ) be the state prediction
for the action predicted by π. Because the forward model is not analytic and learned from
data, in general, there is no guarantee that x̃t+1 = x̂t+1 , even though executing these two
actions, at , ât , in the real-world will have the same effect. In order to make the outcome of
action predicted by the GSP and the ground-truth action to be consistent with each other, we
include an additional term, kxt+1 − x̂t+1 k22 in our loss function and infer the parameters θf by
minimizing kxt+1 − x̃t+1 k22 + λkxt+1 − x̂t+1 k22 , where λ is a scalar hyper-parameter. The first
term ensures that the learned forward model explains ground truth transitions (xt , at , xt+1 )
collected by the agent and the second term ensures consistency. The joint objective for
training GSP with forward model consistency is:
min kxt+1 − x̃t+1 k22 + λkxt+1 − x̂t+1 k22 + L(at , ât )

θπ ,θf

s.t.

(6.3)

x̃t+1 = f (xt , at ; θf )
x̂t+1 = f (xt , ât ; θf )
ât = π(xt , xt+1 ; θπ )

Note that learning θπ , θf jointly from scratch is precarious, because the forward model f
might not be good in the beginning, and hence could make the gradient updates noisier for π.
To address this issue, we first pre-train the forward model with only the first term and GSP
separately by blocking the gradient flow and then fine-tune jointly.
Generalization to feature space dynamics Past work has shown that learning
forward dynamics in the feature space as opposed to raw observation space is more robust
and leads to better generalization [5,179]. Following these works, we extend the GSP to make
predictions in feature representation φ(xt ), φ(xt+1 ) of the observations xt , xt+1 respectively
learned through the self-supervised task of action prediction. The forward consistency loss is
then computed by making predictions in this feature space φ instead of raw observations.
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The optimization objective for feature space generalization with mutli-step objective is shown
in Equation (6.4).
Generalization to multi-step GSP We extend our one-step optimization to variable
length sequence of actions in a straightforward manner by having a multi-step GSP πm model
with a step-wise forward consistency loss. The GSP πm maintains an internal recurrent
memory of the system and outputs actions conditioned on current observation xt , starting
from xi to reach goal observation xT . The forward consistency loss is computed at each time
step, and jointly optimized with the action prediction loss over the whole trajectory. The
final multi-step objective with feature space dynamics is as follows:
min

θπ ,θf ,θφ

t=T 
X
t=i


kφ(xt+1 ) − φ̃(xt+1 )k22 + λkφ(xt+1 ) − φ̂(xt+1 )k22 + L(at , ât )
s.t.

(6.4)

φ̃(xt+1 ) = f (φ(xt ), at ; θf )
φ̂(xt+1 ) = f (φ(xt ), ât ; θf )
ât = π(φ(xt ), φ(xT ); θπ )

where φ(.) is represented by a CNN with parameters θφ . The number of steps taken by the
multi-step GSP πm to reach the goal at inference is variable depending on the decision of goal
recognizer; described in next subsection. Note that, in this objective, if φ is identity then the
dynamics simply reduces to modeling in raw observation space. We analyze feature space
prediction in VizDoom 3D navigation and stick to observation space in the rope manipulation
and the office navigation tasks.
The multi-step forward-consistent GSP πm is implemented using a recurrent network
which at every step takes as input the feature representation of the current (φ(xt )) state, goal
(φ(xT )) states, action at the previous time step (at−1 ) and the internal hidden representation
ht−1 of the recurrent units and predicts ât . Note that inputting the previous action to GSP πm
at each time step could be redundant given that hidden representation is already maintaining
a history of the trajectory. Nonetheless, it is helpful to explicitly model this history. This
formulation amounts to building an auto-regressive model of the joint action that estimates
probability P (at |x1 , a1 , ...at−1 , xt , xg ) at every time step. It is possible to further extend our
forward-consistent GSP πm to build multi-step forward model, but we leave that direction of
future work.

6.1.3

Goal Recognizer

We train a goal recognizer network to figure out if the current goal is reached and therefore
allow the agent to take variable numbers of steps between goals. Goal recognition is especially
critical when the agent has to transit through a sequence of intermediate goals, as is the
case for visual imitation, as otherwise compounding error could quickly lead to divergence
from the demonstration. This recognition is simple given knowledge of the true physical
state, but difficult when working with visual observations. Aside from the usual challenges
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Baxter Robot
One end of the rope is fixed.

(a) Robotics Setup

(b) Manipulating rope into tying a knot
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Figure 6.2: Qualitative visualization of results for rope manipulation task using Baxter robot. (a)
Our robotics system setup. (b) The sequence of human demonstration images provided by the
human during inference for the task of knot-tying (top row), and the sequences of observation states
reached by the robot while imitating the given demonstration (bottom rows). (c) The sequence of
human demonstration images and the ones reached by the robot for the task of manipulating rope
into ‘S’ shape. Our agent is able to successfully imitate the demonstration.

of visual recognition, the dependence of observations on the agent’s own dynamics further
complicates goal recognition, as the same goal can appear different while moving forward or
turning during navigation.
We pose goal recognition as a binary classification problem that given an observation xi
and the goal xg infers if xi is close to xg or not. Lacking expert supervision of goals, we draw
goal observations at random from the agent’s experience during exploration, since they are
known to be feasible. For each such pseudo-goal, we consider observations that were only a
few actions away to be positives (i.e., close to the goal) and the remaining observations that
were more than a fixed number of actions (i.e., a margin) away as negatives. We trained the
goal classifier using the standard cross-entropy loss. Like the skill policy, our goal recognizer is
conditioned on the goal for generalization across goals. We found that training an independent
goal recognition network consistently outperformed the alternative approach that augments
the action space with a “stop” action. Making use of temporal proximity as supervision has
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Method

Success %

Inverse Model [Nair et.al. 2017]
Forward-regularized GSP
Forward-consistent GSP [Ours]

36% ± 9.6%
44% ± 9.9%
60% ± 9.8%

Table 1: GSP trained using forward consistency loss, significantly outperforms the baseline GSP
model (i.e. inverse model only) at knot tying.
(a) TPS-RPM error for 3.1
‘S’ shape
manipulation
ROPE
M ANIPULATION
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(b) Success rate for Knot-tying
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self-supervised scheme for data collection was devised that required no human supervision. The
robot collected number of trajectories that contain 230K interactions data, i.e. (xt , at , xt+1 ), from
two floors of a academic building in total. We then deployed the learned model on a separate floor of
a building with substantially different textures and furniture layout for performing visual imitation at
test time. The details of robotic setup, data collection and network architecture of GSP are described
in supplementary material, Section A.
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Step-28
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Step-42

Step-44

Step-51

Final Image (Step-59)

Fixed Goal Image

Figure 6.4: Visualization of the TurtleBot trajectory to reach a goal image (right) from the initial
image (top-left). Since the initial and goal image have no overlap, the robot first explores the
environment by turning in place. Once it detects overlap between its current image and goal image
(i.e. step 42 onward), it moves towards the goal. Note that we did not explicitly train the robot to
explore and such exploratory behavior naturally emerged from the self-supervised learning.

demonstration in rope manipulation setup. We compare to their method in both visual
navigation and manipulation. (3) GSP-NoPrevAction-NoFwdConst is the ablation of our
recurrent GSP without previous action history and without forward consistency loss. (4)
GSP-NoFwdConst refers to our recurrent GSP with previous action history, but without
forward consistency objective. (5) GSP-FwdRegularizer refers to the model where forward
prediction is only used to regularize the features of GSP but has no role to play in the
loss function of predicted actions. The purpose of this variant is to particularly ablate the
benefit of consistency loss function with respect to just having forward model as feature
regularizer. (6) GSP refers to our complete method with all the components. We now discuss
the experiments and evaluate these baselines.

6.2.1

Rope Manipulation

Manipulation of non-rigid and deformable objects, e.g., rope, is a challenging problem in
robotics. Even humans learn complex rope manipulation such as tying knots, either by
observing an expert perform it or by receiving explicit instructions. We test whether our
agent could manipulate ropes by simply observing a human perform it. We use the data
collected by Nair et al . [161], where a Baxter robot manipulated a rope kept on the table
in front of it. During exploration, the robot interacts with the rope by using a pick and
place primitive that chooses a random point on the rope and displaces it by a randomly
chosen length and direction. This process is repeated a number of times to collect about 60K
interaction pairs of the form (xt , at , xt+1 ) that are used to train the GSP.
During inference, our proposed approach is tasked to follow a visual demonstration
provided by a human expert for manipulating the rope into a complex ‘S’ shape and tying
a knot. Our agent, Baxter robot, only gets to observe the image sequence of intermediate
states, as human manipulates the rope, without any access to the corresponding actions.
Note that the knot shape is never encountered during the self-supervised data collection
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Run Id-1

Run Id-2

Run Id-3

Run Id-4

Run Id-5

Run Id-6

Run Id-7

Run Id-8

Num Success

Random Search
Inverse Model [Nair et. al. 2017]

Fail
Fail

Fail
Fail

Fail
Fail

Fail
Fail

Fail
Fail

Fail
Fail

Fail
Fail

Fail
Fail

0
0

GSP-NoPrevAction-NoFwdConst
GSP-NoFwdConst

39 steps
22 steps

34 steps
22 steps

Fail
39 steps

Fail
48 steps

Fail
Fail

Fail
Fail

Fail
Fail

Fail
Fail

2
4

GSP (Ours)

119 steps

66 steps

144 steps

67 steps

51 steps

Fail

100 steps

Fail

6

Table 6.1: Quantitative evaluation of various methods on the task of navigating using a single
image of goal in an unseen environment. Each column represents a different run of our system for
a different initial/goal image pair. Our full GSP model takes longer to reach the goal on average
given a successful run but reaches the goal successfully at a much higher rate.

phase and therefore the learned GSP model would have to generalize to be able to follow the
human demonstration. More details follow in the supplementary material, Section B.1.
Metric The performance of the model is evaluated by measuring the non-rigid registration
cost between the rope state achieved by the robot and the state demonstrated by the human
at every step in the demonstration. The matching cost is measured using the thin plate
spline robust point matching technique (TPS-RPM) described in [37]. While TPS-RPM
provides a good metric for measuring performance for constructing the ‘S’ shape, it is not an
appropriate metric for knots because the configuration of the rope in a knot is 3D due to
intertwining of the rope, and it fails to find the correct point correspondences. We, therefore,
use success rate as the metric in knot tying where the completion of a successful knot is
judged by human verification.
Visual Imitation Qualitative examples of our agent trying to manipulate rope are
shown in Figure 6.2. We compare our approach to the baseline that deploys an inverse model
which takes as input a pair of current and goal images to output the desired action to reach
the goal [161]. We re-implement the baseline and train in our setup for a fair comparison. To
further ablate the importance of consistency loss, we compare to a baseline that just uses a
forward model as a regularizer of features. The results in Figure 6.3 show that our method
significantly outperforms the baseline at task of manipulating the rope in the ‘S’ shape and
achieves a success rate of 60% in comparison to 36% achieved by the baseline.

6.2.2

Navigation in Indoor Office Environments

A natural way to instruct a robot to move in an indoor office environment is to ask it to go
near a certain location, such as a refrigerator or a someone’s office. Instead of using language
to command the robot, in this chapter, we communicate with the robot by either showing it a
single image of the goal, or a sequence of images leading to faraway goals. In both scenarios,
the robot is required to autonomously determine the motor commands for moving to the goal.
We used TurtleBot2 for navigation using an onboard camera for sensing RGB images. For
learning the GSP, an automated self-supervised scheme for data collection was devised that
doesn’t require human supervision. The robot collected a number of navigation trajectories
from two floors of a academic building which in total contain 230K interactions data, i.e.
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Demo Image-4

Robot WayPoint-4

Demo Image-5

Robot WayPoint-5

Demo Image-6

Robot WayPoint-6

Figure 6.5: The performance of TurtleBot at following a visual demonstration given as a sequence of
images (top row). The TurtleBot is positioned in a manner such that the first image in demonstration
has no overlap with its current observation. Even under this condition the robot is able to move close
to the first demo image (shown as Robot WayPoint-1) and then follow the provided demonstration
until the end. This also exemplifies a failure case for classical methods; there are no possible keypoint
matches between WayPoint-1 and WayPoint-2, and the initial observation is even farther from
WayPoint-1.

(xt , at , xt+1 ). We then deployed the learned model on a separate floor of a building with
substantially different textures and furniture layout for performing visual imitation at test
time. The details of the robotic setup, data collection, and network architecture of GSP are
described in supplementary material, Section B.2.
1) Goal Finding We first tested if the GSP learned by the TurtleBot can enable it to
find its way to a goal that is within the same room from just a single image of the goal.
To test the extrapolative generalization, we keep the Turtlebot approximately 20-30 steps
away from the target location in a way that current and goal observations have no overlap as
shown in Figure 6.4. We test the robot in an indoor office environment on a different floor
that it has never encountered before. We judge the robot to be successful if it stops close to
the goal and failure if it crashed into furniture or does not reach the goal within 200 steps.
Since the initial and goal images have no overlap, classical techniques such as structure from
motion that rely on feature matching cannot be used to infer the executed action. Therefore,
in order to reach the goal, the robot must explore its surroundings. We find that our GSP
model outperforms the baseline models in reaching the target location. Our model learns the
exploratory behavior of rotating in place until it encounters an overlap between its current
and goal image. Results are shown in Table 6.1 and videos are available at the website 1 .
2) Visual Imitation In the previous paragraph, we saw that the robot can reach a goal
that’s within the same room. However, our agent is unable to reach far away goals such as
in other rooms using just a single image. In such scenarios, an expert might communicate
instructions like go to the door, turn right, go to the closest chair etc. Instead of language
instruction, in our setup we provide a sequence of landmark images to convey the same
high-level idea. These landmark images were captured from the robot’s camera as the expert
1

https://pathak22.github.io/zeroshot-imitation/
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Maze Demonstration
Run-1 Run-2 Run-3

Loop Demonstration
Run-1 Run-2 Run-3

SIFT
GSP-NoPrevAction-NoFwdConst
GSP-NoFwdConst

10%
60%
65%

5%
70%
90%

15%
100%
100%

—
—
0%

—
—
0%

—
—
0%

GSP (ours)

100%

60%

100%

0%

100%

100%

Table 6.2: Quantitative evaluation of TurtleBot’s performance at following visual demonstrations
in two scenarios: maze and the loop. We report the % of landmarks reached by the agent across
three runs of two different demonstrations. Results show that our method outperforms the baselines.
Note that 3 more trials of the loop demonstration were tested under significantly different lighting
conditions and neither model succeeded. Detailed results are available in the supplementary
materials.

moved the robot from the start to a goal location. However, note that it is not necessary
for the expert to control the robot to capture the images because we don’t make use of the
expert’s actions, but only the images. Instead of providing the image after every action in the
demonstration, we only provided every fifth image. The rationale behind this choice is that
we want to sample the demonstration sparsely to minimize the agent’s reliance on the expert.
Such sub-sampling (as shown in Figure 6.5) provides an easy way to vary the complexity of
the task.
We evaluate via multiple runs of two demonstrations, namely, maze demonstration where
the robot is supposed to navigate through a maze-like path and perturbed loop demonstration,
where the robot is supposed to make a complete loop as instructed by demonstration images.
The loop demonstration is longer and more difficult than the maze. We start the agent
from different starting locations and orientations with respect to that of demonstration.
Each orientation is initialized such that no part of the demonstration’s initial frame is
visible. Results are shown in Table 6.2. When we sample every frame, our method and
classical structure from motion can both be used to follow the demonstration. However,
at sub-sampling rate of five, SIFT-based feature matching approaches did not work and
ORBSLAM2 [158] failed to generate a map, whereas our method was successful. Notice
that providing sparse landmark images instead of dense video adds robustness to the visual
imitation task. In particular, consider the scenario in which the environment has changed
since the time the demonstration was recorded. By not requiring the agent to match every
demonstration image frame-by-frame, it becomes less sensitive to changes in the environment.

6.2.3

3D Navigation in VizDoom

We have evaluated our approach on real-robot scenarios thus far. To further analyze the
performance and robustness of our approach through large scale experiments, we setup the
same navigation task as described in previous subsection in a simulated VizDoom environment.
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Our goal is to measure: (1) the robustness of each method with proper error bars, (2) the
role of initial self-supervised data collection for performance on visual imitation, (3) the
quantitative difference in modeling forward consistency loss in feature space in comparison to
raw visual space.
In VizDoom, we collect data by deploying two types of exploration methods: random
exploration and curiosity-driven exploration (see Chapter 4). The hypothesis is that if the
initial data collected by the robot is driven by a better strategy than just random, this
should eventually help the agent follow long demonstrations better. Our environment consists
of 2 maps in total. We train on one map with 5 different starting positions for collecting
exploration data. For validation, we collect 5 human demonstrations in a map with the same
layout as in training but with different textures. For zero-shot generalization, we collect 5
human demonstrations in a novel map layout with novel textures. Exact details for data
collection and training setup are in the supplementary, Section B.3.
Metric We report the median of maximum distance reached by the robot in following
the given sequence of demonstration images. The maximum distance reached is the distance
of farthest landmark point that the agent reaches contiguously, i.e., without missing any
intermediate landmarks. Measuring the farthest landmark reached does not capture how
efficiently it is reached. Hence, we further measure efficiency of the agent as the ratio of
number of steps taken by the agent to reach farthest contiguous landmark with respect to
the number of steps shown in human demonstrations.
Visual Imitation The task here is same as the one in real robot navigation where
the agent is shown a sparse sequence of images to imitate. The results are in Table 6.3.
We found that the exploration data collected via curiosity significantly improves the final
imitation performance across all methods including the baselines with respect to random
exploration. Our baseline GSP model with a forward regularizer instead of consistency loss
ends up overfitting to the training layout. In contrast, our forward-consistent GSP model
outperforms other methods in generalizing to new map with novel textures. This indicates
that the forward consistency is possibly doing more than just regularizing the policy features.
Training forward consistency loss in feature space further enhances the generalization even
when both pixel and feature space models perform similarly on training environment.

6.3

Related Work

Our work is closely related to imitation learning, but we address a different problem statement
that gives less supervision and requires generalization across tasks during inference.
Imitation Learning The two main threads of imitation learning are behavioral cloning [10,
197], which directly supervises the mapping of states to actions, and inverse reinforcement
learning [1, 100, 138, 163, 280], which recovers a reward function that makes the demonstration
optimal (or nearly optimal). Inverse RL is most commonly achieved with state-actions, and
is difficult to extend to fitting the reward to observations alone, though in principle state
occupancy could be sufficient. Recent works in imitation learning [57, 67, 87] can generalize
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Model Name

Same Map, Same Texture
Median % Efficiency %

Random Exploration for Data Collection:
GSP-NoFwdConst
63.2 ± 5.7
36.4 ± 3.3
62.2 ± 5.1
43.0 ± 2.6
GSP (ours pixels)
GSP (ours features)
68.9 ± 6.9
53.9 ± 4.0
Curiosity-driven Exploration for Data Collection:
GSP-NoFwdConst
78.2 ± 2.3
63.0 ± 4.3
59.8 ± 4.1
GSP-FwdRegularizer 78.4 ± 3.4
GSP (ours pixels)
78.2 ± 3.4
65.2 ± 4.2
78.2 ± 4.6
67.0 ± 3.3
GSP (ours features)
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Same Map, Diff Texture
Median % Efficiency %

Diff Map, Diff Texture
Median % Efficiency %

32.2 ± 0.7
32.4 ± 0.8
32.4 ± 0.7

34.5 ± 0.6
35.4 ± 1.1
39.1 ± 2.0

43.2
50.6
47.1
49.4

±
±
±
±

2.6
4.7
4.7
4.8

28.9 ± 4.0
30.9 ± 2.9
47.4 ± 7.6
33.9
30.9
32.4
26.9

±
±
±
±

3.0
3.0
3.0
1.5

40.2
37.9
44.8
47.1

±
±
±
±

4.0
1.1
4.0
3.0

23.1 ± 2.4
29.3 ± 3.9
30.4 ± 2.5
27.3
28.9
29.5
24.1

±
±
±
±

1.9
1.7
1.9
1.7

Table 6.3: Quantitative evaluation of our proposed GSP and the baseline models at following visual
demonstrations in VizDoom 3D Navigation. Medians and 95% confidence intervals are reported for
demonstration completion and efficiency over 50 seeds and 5 human paths per environment type.

to novel goals, but require a wealth of demonstrations comprised of expert state-actions for
learning. Our approach does not require expert actions at all.
Visual Demonstration The common scenario in LfD is to assume full knowledge of
expert states and actions during demonstrations, but several papers have focused on relaxing
this supervision to visual observations alone. Nair et al . [161] observe a sequence of images
from the expert demonstration for performing rope manipulations. Sermanet et al . [220, 221]
imitate humans with robots by self-supervised learning but require expert supervision at
training time. Third person imitation learning [233] and the concurrent work of imitationfrom-observation [144] learn to translate expert observations into agent observations such
that they can do policy optimization to minimize the distance between the agent trajectory
and the translated demonstration, but they require demonstrations for learning. Visual
servoing is a standard problem in robotics [124] that seeks to take actions that align the
agent’s observation with a target configuration of carefully-designed visual features [260, 272]
or raw pixel intensities [32]. Classical methods rely on fixed features or policies, but more
recently end-to-end learning has improved results [131, 135].
Forward/Inverse Dynamics and Consistency Numerous prior works, such as [60,
166,255], have learned forward dynamics model for planning actions. The works of [5,113,179,
261] jointly learn forward and inverse dynamics model but do not optimize for consistency
between the forward and inverse dynamics. We empirically show that learning models by our
forward consistency loss significantly improves task performance. Enforcing consistency as a
meta-supervision has also been successful in finding visual correspondences [278] or unpaired
image translations [279].
Goal Conditioning By parameterizing the value or policy function with a goal, an
agent can learn and do multiple tasks. The idea of learning goal-conditioned policies has
been explored in [5, 9, 161, 213]. Similarly to hindsight experience replay [9] we draw goals
from experience, but our policy optimization has better sample efficiency through supervised
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learning and dynamics modeling instead of reinforcement learning. Moreover, we work from
high-dimensional visual inputs instead of knowledge of the true states and do not make use
of a task reward during training. In our setting, all of the expert goals are followed zero-shot
since they are only revealed after learning.

6.4

Discussion

In this chapter, we presented a method for imitating expert demonstrations from visual
observations alone. In contrast to most work in imitation learning, we never require access
to expert actions. The key idea is to learn a GSP using data collected by self-supervised
exploration. However, this limits the quality of the learned GSP as per the exploration data.
For instance, we deploy random exploration on our real-world navigation robot, which means
that it would almost never follow trajectories that go between rooms. Consequently, the
learned GSP is unable to navigate towards a goal image taken in another room without
requiring intermediate sub-goals. We showed in Chapter 4 that the agent learns to move along
corridors and transition between rooms purely driven by curiosity in VizDoom. Training
GSP on such a structured data could equip the agent with more interesting search behaviors,
e.g., going across rooms to find a goal. In general, using better methods of exploration for
training the GSP could be a fruitful direction toward generalizing zeroshot imitation.
One limitation of our approach is that we require first-person view demonstrations.
Extension to third-person demonstrations [144, 233] would make the method applicable in
more general scenarios. Another limitation is that, in the current framework, it is implicitly
assumed that the statistics of visual observations when the expert demonstrates the task
and the agent follows it are similar. For e.g., when the expert performs a demonstration in
one setting, say in daylight and the agent needs to imitate say in the evening, the change in
the lighting conditions might result in worse performance. Making the GSP robust to such
nuisance changes or other changes in environment by domain adaptation would be necessary
to scale the method to practical problems. Another thing to note is that, in the current
framework, we do not learn from expert demonstrations, but simply imitate them. It would
be interesting to investigate ways for an agent to learn from the expert to bias its exploration
to more useful parts of the environment.
While we used a sequence of images to provide a demonstration, our work makes no
image-specific assumptions and can be extended to using formal language for communicating
goals. For instance, after training the GSP, instead of transforming an image into features
φ as described in section 6.1.2, one could possibly learn a mapping to transform language
instructions into this feature space.
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Chapter 7
Learning to Control Modular
Self-Assembling Morphologies

People who are really serious about software should make their own hardware.
— Alan Kay
Possibly the single most pivotal event in the history of evolution was the point when
single-celled organisms switched from always competing with each other for resources to
sometimes cooperating, first by forming colonies, and later by merging into multicellular
organisms [6]. These modular self-assemblies were successful because they combined the
high adaptability of single-celled organisms while making it possible for vastly more complex
behaviors to emerge. Indeed, one could argue that it is this modular design which allowed
the multicellular organisms to successfully adapt, increase in complexity, and generalize to
the constantly changing environment of prehistoric Earth. Like many researchers before
us [159, 228, 245, 270, 271], we are inspired by the biology of multicellular evolution as a model
for emergent complexity in artificial agents. Unlike most previous work however, we are
primarily focused on modularity as a way of improving adaptability and generalization to
novel test-time scenarios.
In this chapter, we present a study of modular self-assemblies of primitive agents — “limbs”
— which can link up to solve a task. Limbs have the option to bind together by a magnet that
connects their morphologies within magnetic range (Figure 7.1), and when they do so, they
pass messages and share rewards. Each limb comes with a simple neural net that controls
the torque applied to its joints. Linking and unlinking are treated as dynamic actions so
that the limb assembly can change shape within an episode. Similar setup has previously
been explored in robotics as “self-reconfiguring modular robots” [238]. However, unlike prior
work on such robots, where the control policies are hand-defined, we show how to learn the
policies and study the generalization properties that emerge.
This chapter is based on Pathak et al . 2019 [185].
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Figure 7.1: This work investigates the joint learning of control and morphology in self-assembling
agents. Several primitive agents, containing a cylindrical body with a configurable motor, are
dropped in a simulated environment (left). These primitive agents can self-assemble into collectives
using magnetic joints (middle). Policy of the self-assembled agent is represented via proposed
dynamic graph networks (DGN) with shared parameters (modular) across each limb (right).

Our self-assembled agent can be represented as a graph of primitive limbs. Limbs pass
messages to their neighbors in this graph in order to coordinate behavior. All limbs have
a common policy network with shared parameters, i.e., a modular policy which takes the
messages from adjacent limbs as input and outputs a torque to rotate the limb in addition
to the linking/un-linking action. We call the aggregate neural network a Dynamic Graph
Network (DGN) since it is a graph neural network [210] that can dynamically change topology
as a function of its own outputs.
We test our dynamic limb assemblies on two separate tasks: standing up and locomotion.
We are particularly interested in assessing how well can the assemblies generalize to novel
testing conditions, not seen at training, compared to static and monolithic baselines. We
evaluate test-time changes to both the environment (changing terrain geometry, environmental
conditions), as well as the agent structure itself (changing the number of available limbs).
We show that the dynamic self-assembles are better able to generalize to these changes than
the baselines. For example, we find that a single modular policy is able to control multiple
possible morphologies, even those not seen during training, e.g., a 6-limb policy, trained to
build a 6-limb tower, can be applied at test time on 3 or 12 limbs, and still able to perform
the task.

7.1

Environment and Agents

Investigating the co-evolution of control (i.e., software) and morphology (i.e., hardware)
is not supported within standard benchmark environments typically used for sensorimotor
control, requiring us to create our own. We opted for a minimalist design for our agents, the
environment, and the reward structure, which is crucial to ensuring that the emergence of
limb assemblies with complex morphologies is not forced, but happens naturally.

Standing Up
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Figure 7.2: We illustrate our dynamic agents in two environments / tasks: standing up and locomotion. For each of these, we generate several new environment for evaluating generalization. Refer to
project video at https://pathak22.github.io/modular-assemblies/ for better understanding
of tasks.

Environment Structure Our environment contains an arena where a collection of primitive agent limbs can self-assemble to perform control tasks. This arena is a ground surface
equipped with gravity and friction. The arena can be procedurally changed to generate a
variety of novel terrains by changing the height of each tile on the ground (see Figure 7.2).
To evaluate the generalization properties of our agents, we generate a series of novels terrains.
This include generating bumpy terrain by randomizing the height of nearby tiles, stairs by
incrementally increasing the height of each row of tiles, hurdles by changing the height of
each row of tiles, gaps by removing alternating rows of tiles, etc. Some variations also include
putting the arena ‘under water’ which basically amounts to increased drag (i.e. buoyancy).
During training, we start our environment with a set of six primitive limbs on the ground
which can assemble to form collectives to perform complex tasks.
Agent Structure All limbs share the same structure: a cylindrical body with a configurable
motor on one end and the other end is free. The free-end of the limb can link up with the
motor-end of the other limb, and then the motor acts as a joint between two limbs with
three degrees of rotation. Hence, one can refer to the motor-end of the cylindrical limb as a
parent-end and the free end as a child-end. Multiple limbs can attach their child-end to the
parent-end of another limb, as shown in Figure 7.1, to allow for complex graph morphologies
to emerge. The limb of the parent-end controls the torques of joint. The unlinking action can
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be easily implemented by detaching two limbs, but the linking action has to deal with the
ambiguity of which limb to connect to (if at all). To resolve this, we implement the linking
action by attaching the closest limb within a small radius around the parent-node. The
attachment mechanism is driven by a magnet inside the parent node which forces the closest
child-limb within the magnetic range node to get docked onto itself if the parent signals to
connect. If no other limb is present within the magnetic range, the linking action has no
effect.
The primitive limbs are dropped in an environment to jointly solve a given control task.
One key component of the self-assembling agent setup that makes it different from typical
multi-agent scenarios [262] is that if some agents assemble to form a collective, the resulting
morphology becomes a new single agent and all limbs within the morphology maximize a joint
reward function. The output action space of each primitive agent contains the continuous
torque values that are to be applied to the motor connected to the agent, and are denoted by
{τα , τβ , τγ } for three degrees of rotation. In addition to the torque controls, each limb can
decide to attach another link at its parent-end, or decide to unlink its child-end if already
connected to other limb. The linking and unlinking decisions are binary. This complementary
role assignment of child and parent ends, i.e., parent can only link and child can only unlink,
makes it possible to decentralize the control across limbs.
Sensory Inputs In our self-assembling setup, each agent limb only has access to its local
sensory information and does not know about other limbs. The sensory input of each agent
includes its own dynamics, i.e., the location of the limb in 3-D euclidean coordinates, its
velocity, angular rotation and angular velocity. Each end of the limb also has a trinary touch
sensor to detect whether the end of the cylinder is touching 1) the floor, 2) another limb, or
3) nothing. Additionally, we also provide our limbs with a point depth sensor that captures
the surface height on a 9 × 9 grid around the projection of center of limb on the surface.
One essential requirement to operationalize this setup is an efficient simulator to allow
simultaneous simulation of several of these primitive limbs. We implement our environments
in the Unity ML [114] framework, which is one of the dominant platforms for designing
realistic games. For computational reasons, we do not allow the emergence of cycles in the
self-assembling agents by not allowing the limbs to link up with already attached limbs within
the same morphology. However, our setup is trivially extensible to general graphs.

7.2

Learning to Control Self-Assemblies

Consider a set of primitive limbs indexed by i in {1, 2, . . . , n} dropped in an environment
arena E to perform a continuous control task. If needed, these limbs can assemble to form
complex collectives in order to improve their performance on the task. The task is represented
by a reward function rt and the goal of the limbs is to maximize the discounted sum of rewards
over time t. If some limbs assemble into a collective, the resulting morphology effectively
becomes a single agent with a combined policy to maximize the combined reward of the
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connected limbs. Further, the reward of an assembled morphology is a function of the whole
morphology and not the individual agent limbs. For instance, in the task of learning to stand
up, the reward is the height of the individual limbs if they are separate, but is the height of
the whole morphology if those limbs have assembled into a collective.

7.2.1

Co-evolution: Linking/Unlinking as an Action

To learn a modular controller policy that could generalize to novel setups, our agents
must learn the controller jointly as the morphology evolves over time. The limbs should
simultaneously decide which torques to apply to their respective motors, while taking into
account the connected morphology. Our hypothesis is that if a controller policy could learn in
a modular fashion over iterations of increasingly sophisticated morphologies (see Figure 7.3),
it could learn to be robust and generalizable to diverse situations. So, how can we optimize
control and morphology under a common end-to-end framework?
We propose to treat the decision of linking and unlinking as additional actions of
our primitive limbs. The total action space at at each iteration t can be denoted as
{τα , τβ , τγ , σlink , σunlink } where τ∗ denote the raw continuous torque values to be applied
at the motor and σ∗ denote the binary actions whether to connect another limb at the
parent-end or disconnect the child-end from the other already attached limb. This simple
view of morphological evolution allows us to use ideas from RL [241].

7.2.2

Modularity: Self-Assembly as a Graph of Limbs

Integration of control and morphology in a common framework is only the first step. The key
question is how to model this controller policy such that it is modular and reuses information
across generations of morphologies. Let ait be the action space and sit be the local sensory
input-space of the agent i. One naive approach to maximizing the reward is to simply combine
the states of the limbs into the input-space, and output all the actions jointly using a single
network. Formally, the policy is simply ~at = [a0t , a1t . . . ant ] = Π(s0t , s0t . . . , snt ). This interprets
the self-assemblies as a single monolithic agent, ignoring the graphical structure. This is
the current approach to solve many control problems, e.g., Mujoco humanoid [28] where the
policy Π is trained to maximize the sum of rewards using RL.
In this work, we represent the agent’s policy via a graph neural network [210] in such a
way that it explicitly corresponds to the morphology of the agent. Consider a collection of
primitive limbs as graph G where each node is a limb i. Two limbs being physically connected
by a joint is analogous to having an edge in the graph. As discussed in Section-7.1, each
limb has two endpoints, a parent-end and a child-end. At a joint, the limb which connects
via its parent-end acts as a parent-node in the corresponding edge, and the other limbs,
which connect via their child-ends, are child-nodes. The parent-node (i.e., the agent with the
parent-end) controls the torque of the edge (i.e., the joint motor).
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Figure 7.3: Co-evolution of Morphology w/ Control during Training: The gradual co-evolution of
controller as well as the morphology of self-assembling agents over the course of training for the
task of Standing Up (left) and Locomotion (right).

7.2.3

Dynamic Graph Networks (DGN)

Each primitive limb node i has a policy controller of its own, which is represented by a neural
network πθi and receives a corresponding reward rti for each time step t. We represent the
policy of the self-assembled agent by the aggregated neural network that is connected in
the same graphical manner as the physical morphology. The edge connectivity of the graph
is represented in the overall graph policy by passing messages that flow from each limb to
the other limbs physically connected to it via a joint. The parameters θ are shared across
each primitive limbs allowing the overall policy of the graph to be modular with respect to
each node. However, recall that the agent morphologies are dynamic, i.e., the connectivity
of the limbs changes based on policy outputs. This changes the edge connectivity of the
corresponding graph network at every timestep, depending on the actions chosen by each
limb’s policy network in the previous timestep. Hence, we call this aggregate neural net a
Dynamic Graph Network (DGN) since it is a graph neural network that can dynamically
change topology as a function of its own outputs in the previous iteration.
DGN Optimization A typical rollout of our self-assembling agents during an episode of
training contains a sequence of torques τti and the linking actions σti for each limb at each
timestep t. The policy parameters θ are optimized to jointly maximize the reward for each
limb:
X
max
E~ai ∼πθi [Σt rti ]
(7.1)
θ

i={1,2...,n}

We optimize this objective via policy gradients, in particular, PPO [218]. DGN pseudo-code
(as well as source code) and all training implementation details are in Section C.1, C.3 of the
appendix.
DGN Connectivity The topology is captured in the DGN by passing messages through
the edges between individual network nodes. Since the parameters of these limb networks are
shared across each node, these messages can be seen as context information that may inform
the policy of its role in the corresponding connected component of graph.
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(a) Message passing: Messages are passed from leaf nodes to root, i.e., each agent gets
information from its children. Instead of defining πθi to be just as a function of state sit ,
we pass each limb’s policy network information about its children nodes. We redefine πθi
i
i
i
i
as πθi : [sit , mC
t ] → [at , mt ] where mt is the output message of policy that goes into the
Ci
parent P
limb and mt is the aggregated input messages from all the children nodes, i.e,
Ci
c
i
mC
=
t
c∈Ci mt . If i has no children (i.e, root), a vector of zeros is passed in mt . Messages
are passed recursively until the root node. Alternative way is to start from root node and
recursively pass until the messages reach the leaf nodes.
(b) No message passing: Note that for some environments or tasks, the context from the
other nodes might not be a necessary requirement for effective control. In such scenarios,
message passing might creates extra overhead for training a DGN. Importantly, even with
no messages, DGN still allows for coordination between limbs. This is similar to a typical
cooperative multi-agent setup [262] where each limb makes its own decisions in response to
the previous actions of the other agents. However, our setup differs in that our agents may
physically join up, rather than just coordinating behavior.

7.3

Experiments

We test the co-evolution of morphology and control across two primary tasks where selfassembling agents learn to: (a) stand up, and (b) perform locomotion. Limbs start each
episode disconnected and located just above the ground plane at random locations, as shown
in Figure 7.3. In the absence of an edge, input messages are set to 0 and the output ones are
ignored. Action space is continuous raw torque values. Across all the tasks, the number of
limbs at training is kept fixed to 6. We take the model from each time step and evaluate it
on 50 episode runs to plot mean and std-deviation confidence interval in training curves. At
test, we report the mean reward across 50 episodes of 1200 environment steps. The main
focus of our investigation is to evaluate if the emerged modular controller generalizes to novel
morphologies and environments. Video is on the project website.
Baselines We further compare how well these dynamic morphologies perform in comparison
to a learned monolithic policy for both dynamic and fixed morphologies. In particular, we
compare to a (a) Monolithic Policy, Dynamic Graph: Baseline where agents are still dynamic
and can self-assemble, but their controller is represented by a single monolithic policy that
takes as input the combined state of all agents and outputs actions for each of them. (b)
Monolithic Policy, Fixed Graph: Similar single monolithic policy as previous baseline, but
the morphology is hand-designed constructed from the limbs and kept fixed and static during
training and test. This is analogous to a standard robotics “vanilla RL” setup in which
a morphology is predefined and then a policy is learned to control it. We chose the fixed
morphology to be a straight chain of 6-limbs in all the experiments. This linear-chain may be
optimal for standing as tall as possible, but it is not necessarily optimal for learning to stand;
the same would hold for locomotion. However, we confirmed that the both standing and
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Figure 7.4: Training self-assembling agents: We show the performance of different methods for
joint training of control and morphology for three tasks: learning to stand up (left), standing up in
the presence of wind (center) and locomotion in bumpy terrain (right). These policies generalize to
novel scenarios as shown in the tables.

locomotion task are solvable with linear-chain morphology (shown in Figure 7.3 and video on
project website).
Although monolithic policy is more expressive (complete state information of all limbs), it
is also harder to train as we increase the number of limbs, because the observation and action
spaces increase in dimensionality. Indeed, this is what we find in the appendix Figure C.1:
the monolithic policy can perform well on up to three limbs, but does not reach the optimum
on four to six limbs. In contrast, the DGN limb policy (shared between all limbs) has a fixed
size observation and action space, independent of the number of limbs under control.

7.3.1

Learning to Self-Assemble

We first validate if it is possible to train self-assembling agent policy end-to-end via Dynamic
Graph Networks. Below, we discuss our environments and compare the training efficiency of
each method.
Standing Up Task In this task, each agent’s objective is to maximize the height of the
highest point in its morphology. Limbs have an incentive to self-assemble because the potential
reward would scale with the number of limbs if the self-assembled agent can control them. The
training process begins with six-limbs falling on the ground randomly, as shown in Figure 7.3.
These limbs act independently in the beginning but gradually learn to self-assemble as training
proceeds. Figure 7.4a compares the training efficiency and performance of different methods
during training. We found that our DGN policy variants perform significantly better than
the monolithic policies for the standing up task.
Standing Up in the Wind Task Same as the previous task, except with the addition of
‘wind’, which we operationalize as random forces applied to random points of each limb at
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Environment

DGN (ours)

Monolithic Policy
(dynamic) (fixed)

Environment

105

DGN (ours)

Monolithic Policy
(dynamic)
(fixed)

Standing Up Task

Standing Up Task
Training Environment
Standing Up

17518

Zero-Shot Generalization
More (2x) Limbs
19796 (113%)
Fewer (.5x) Limbs
10839 (62%)

Training Environment
Standing Up

4104
n/a
n/a

5351
n/a
n/a

17518

4104

5351

Zero-Shot Generalization
Water + 2x Limbs 16871 (96%)
Winds
16803 (96%)
Strong Winds
15853 (90%)

n/a
3923 (96%)
3937 (96%)

n/a
4531 (85%)
4961 (93%)

Standing Up in the Wind Task

Standing Up in the Wind Task
Training Environment
Stand-Up in Wind

Training Environment
Stand-Up in Wind

18423

4176

4500

Zero-Shot Generalization
2x Limbs + (S)Wind 15351 (83%)

n/a

n/a

18423

4176

4500

Zero-Shot Generalization
(S)trong Wind
17384 (94%)
Water+2x+SWd
17068 (93%)

4010 (96%)
n/a

4507 (100%)
n/a

Locomotion Task

Locomotion Task
Training Environment
Locomotion

8.71

Zero-Shot Generalization
More (2x) Limbs
5.47 (63%)
Fewer (.5x) Limbs
6.64 (76%)

0.96
n/a
n/a

2.96
n/a
n/a

Table 7.1: Zero-Shot Generalization to Number
of Limbs: Quantitative evaluation of the generalizability of the learned policies. For each
method, we first pick the best performing model
from the training and then evaluate it on each
of the novel scenarios without further finetuning,
i.e., in a zero-shot manner. We report the score
attained by the self-assembling agent along with
the percentage of training performance retained
upon transfer in parenthesis. Higher is better.

Training Environment
Locomotion
Zero-Shot Generalization
Water + 2x Limbs
6.57
Hurdles
6.39
Gaps in Terrain
3.25
Bi-modal Bumps
6.62
Stairs
6.6
Inside Valley
5.29

8.71
(75%)
(73%)
(37%)
(76%)
(76%)
(61%)

0.96

2.96

n/a
n/a
-0.77 (-79%) -3.12 (-104%)
-0.32 (-33%)
2.09 (71%)
-0.56 (-57%) -0.44 (-14%)
-8.8 (-912%) -3.65 (-122%)
0.47 (48%) -1.35 (-45%)

Table 7.2: Zero-Shot Generalization to Novel
Environments: The best performing model from
the training is evaluated on each of the novel
scenarios without any further finetuning. The
score attained by the self-assembling agent is
reported along with the percentage of training
performance retained upon transfer in parenthesis. Higher value is better.

random times, see Figure 7.2(Wind). Figure 7.4b shows the superior performance of DGN
compared to the baselines.
Locomotion Task The reward function for locomotion is defined as the distance covered
by the agent along X-axis. The training is performed on a bumpy terrain shown in Figure 7.2.
The training performance in Figure 7.4c shows that DGN variants outperform the monolithic
baselines.
As shown in Figure 7.4, training our DGN algorithm with message passing either seems
to perform better or similar to the one without message passing. In particular, message
passing is significantly helpful where long-term reasoning is needed across limbs, for instance,
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messages help in standing up task because there is only one morphological structure to do well
(i.e., linear tower). In locomotion, it is possible to do well with a large variety of morphologies,
and thus both DGN variants reach similar performance. Now onwards, we show results using
DGN w/ msgs as our primary approach.

7.3.2

Zero-Shot Generalization to Number of Limbs

We investigate if our trained policy generalizes to changes in the number of limbs. We pick the
best model from training and evaluate it without any finetuning at test-time, i.e., zero-shot
generalization.
Standing Up Task We train the policy with 6 limbs and test with 12 and 4 limbs. As
shown in Table 7.1, despite changes in number of limbs, DGN is able to retain similar
performance w/o any finetuning. The co-evolution of morphology jointly with the controller
allows the modular policy to experience increasingly complex morphological structures. We
hypothesize that this morphological curriculum at training makes the agent more robust at
test-time.
Note that we can not generalize Monolithic policy baselines to scenarios with more or
fewer limbs because they can’t accommodate different action and state space dimensions from
training; it has to be retrained. Hence, we made a comparison to DGN by retraining baseline
on Standing task: DGN is trained on 6 limbs and tested on 4 limbs w/o any finetuning, while
baseline is trained both times. DGN achieves 17518 (6limbs - train), 10839 (4limbs - test)
scores, while baseline achieves 5351 (6limbs - train), 7356 (4limbs - train). Even without
any training on 4 limbs, DGN outperforms baseline because it is difficult to train monolithic
policy with large action space (Figure C.1 in the appendix).
Standing Up in the Wind Task Similarly, we evaluate the agent policy trained for
standing up task in winds with 6 limbs to 12 limbs. Table 7.1 shows that the DGN performs
significantly better than monolithic policy at train, and able to retain most of its performance
even with twice the limbs.
Locomotion Task We also evaluate the generalization of locomotion policies trained with
6 limbs to 12 and 4 limbs. As shown in Table 7.1, DGN not only achieves good performance
at training but is also able to retain most of its performance.

7.3.3

Zero-Shot Generalization to Novel Environments

We now evaluate the performance of our modular agents in novel terrains by creating several
different scenarios by varying environment conditions (described in Section 7.1) to test
zero-shot generalization.
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Standing Up Task We test our trained policy without any further finetuning in environments with increased drag (i.e., ‘under water’), and adding varying strength of random
push-n-pulls (i.e. , ‘wind’). Table 7.2 shows that DGN seems to generalize better than
monolithic policies. We believe that this generalization is result of both the learning being
modular as well as the fact that limbs learned to assemble in physical conditions (e.g. forces
like gravity) with gradually growing morphologies. Such forces with changing morphology
are similar to setup with varying forces acting on fixed morphology resulting in robustness to
external interventions like winds.
Standing Up in the Wind Task Similarly, the policies trained with winds are able to
generalize to scenarios with either stronger winds or winds inside water.
Locomotion Task We generate several novel scenarios for evaluating locomotion: with
water, a terrain with hurdles of a certain height, a terrain with gaps between platforms, a
bumpy terrain with a bi-modal distribution of bump heights, stairs, and an environment with
a valley surrounded by walls on both sides (see Figure 7.2). These variations are generated
procedurally. The modular policies learned by DGN tend to generalize better than the
monolithic agent policies as shown in Table 7.2.
This generalization could be explained by the incrementally increasing complexity of
self-assembling agents at training. For instance, the training begins with all limbs separate
which gradually form group of two, three and so on, until the training converges. Since the
policy is modular with shared parameters across limbs, the training of smaller size assemblies
with small bumps would in turn prepare the large assemblies for performing locomotion
through higher hurdles, stairs etc at test. Furthermore, the training terrain has a finite length
which makes the self-assemblies launch themselves forward as far as possible upon reaching
the boundary to maximize the distance along X-axis. This behavior helps the limbs generalize
to environments like gaps or valley where they end up on the next terrain upon jumping and
continue to perform locomotion.

7.4

Related Work

Morphologenesis & self-reconfiguring modular robots The idea of modular and
self-assembling agents goes back at least to Von Neumman’s Theory of Self-Reproducing
Automata [249]. In robotics, such systems have been termed “self-reconfiguring modular
robots” [159, 238]. There has been a lot of work in modular robotics to design real hardware
robotic modules that can be docked together to form complex robotic morphologies [42, 79,
203, 264, 270]. Alternatives to optimize agent morphologies include genetic algorithms that
search over a generative grammar [228] and energy-based minimization to directly optimizing
controllers [45,251]. Conditioning on several hardware designs has also been shown to increase
robustness [35]. We approach morphogenesis from a learning perspective, in particular deep
RL, and study the resulting generalization properties. We achieve morphological co-evolution
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via dynamic actions (linking), which agents take during their lifetimes, whereas the past
approaches treat morphology as an optimization target to be updated between generations or
episodes. Since the physical morphology also defines the connectivity of the policy net, our
proposed algorithm can also be viewed as performing a kind of neural architecture search [281]
in physical agents.
Graph neural networks Encoding graphical structures into neural networks [210] has
been used for a large number of applications, including question answering [8], quantum
chemistry [78], semi-supervised classification [121], and representation learning [267]. The
works most similar to ours involve learning controllers [208, 253]. For example, Nervenet [253]
represents individual limbs and joints as nodes in a graph and demonstrates multi-limb
generalization. However, the morphologies on which Nervenet operates are not learned jointly
with the policy and hand-defined to be compositional in nature. Others [16, 104] have shown
that graph neural networks can also be applied to inference models as well as to planning.
Prior graph neural network based approaches deal with static graph which is defined by
auxiliary information, e.g. language parser [8]. In contrast, we propose dynamic graph
networks where the graph policy changes itself dynamically over the training.
Concurrent Work [88, 212] use RL to improve limb design given fixed morphology. Wang
et al . [252] gradually evolves the environment to improve robustness. However, both the work
assume the topology of agent morphology to stay the same during train and test.

7.5

Discussion

Modeling intelligent agents as modular, self-assembling morphologies has long been a very
appealing idea. The efforts to create practical systems to evolve artificial agents goes back at
least two decades to the beautiful work of Karl Sims [228]. In this chapter, we are revisiting
these ideas using the contemporary machinery of deep networks and reinforcement learning.
Examining the problem in the context of machine learning, rather than optimization, we
are particularly interested in modularity as a key to generalization, in terms of improving
adaptability and robustness to novel environmental conditions. Poor generalization is the
Achilles heel of modern robotics research, and the hope is that this could be a promising
direction in addressing this key issue. We demonstrated a number of promising experimental
results, suggesting that modularity does indeed improve generalization in simulated agents.
While these are just the initial steps, we believe that the proposed research direction is
promising and its exploration will be fruitful to the research community.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
We employ self-supervised prediction as a central theme in building agents that learn to
represent the sensory input and simultaneously learn to map this understanding to their
motor outputs to acquire skills using data as its own supervision. We begin with minimal
assumptions and build complete systems that learn from just raw sensory data. This is
inspired by the kind of learning that humans engage in from a very early stage of development
and is the main driving force for our seamless general-purpose behavior [230].
We adopted this ideology toward learning visual representations via self-supervision;
building curiosity-driven agents (virtual as well as real) that can learn to play video games,
walk in simulation and perform real-world object manipulation without any rewards or
supervision; and learning to control self-assembling modular agents. Later, this combination
of skills is deployed to achieve the end-goals, i.e., tasks given to the agent, by explicitly
planning using the learned models with little to no supervision from a teacher. These selfsupervised robotic agents, after exploring the environment, can tie knots using rope, find
their way in office environments and rearrange objects. In this dissertation, we have put
forward some initial efforts toward a larger goal of developing human-like general-purpose
intelligent systems. Now, we describe some of the future directions that immediately follow
from this agenda.
Exploration: Intrinsic Goals, Hierarchy, and Representation In [58], we have quantified the exploration of humans players in video games. This study reveals is that humans
often explore by generating intermediate goals, e.g., reaching object-like concepts, which is
unlike the prediction error formulation as we discussed in Chapter 4. Formulating this intrinsic
goal-driven exploration [219] in artificial agents motivates several deep questions: What
constitutes a good intrinsic goal? How to represent goals? How should such representation be
learned? Each of these questions could lead to a thesis in itself. In the long run, we believe
that exploration formulations should not be limited to modeling intrinsic rewards, but should
also take into account the hierarchy at which such a reward is generated.
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Low-cost Robot Learning Today’s robotic systems are
too expensive to be deployable at scale, and hence, building
low-cost robotic setups is an attractive proposal. We have
taken some initial steps toward this direction by assembling
a mobile robot (see Chapter 6), and a low-cost arm setup
that costs less than 1400 USD (see Figure 8.1). However,
low-cost actuators are also noisy and inaccurate in addition to
being parallelizable. Therefore, such agents would also need
Figure 8.1: Attempt to deploy
multiple sensors and robust algorithms that could generalize
curiosity-driven exploration on
to unexpected failures.

a custom designed low-cost arm.
Soft-padding is to prevent catasSocial Learning: Large-scale, Multi-agent, Imitation trophic damages.

An agent learning on its own is limited by both its efficiency
and the complexity of skills it learns. Learning in a multi-agent scenario is fundamental
to acquiring complex skills which a single agent might never develop. While most of the
works in robotic learning today use multi-agent settings to parallelize training, an adversarial
competition between different agents could be the key to their success. A setup where different
agents have competing objectives creates an arms race leading to progressively increasing
complexity. Another important aspect in social learning is to be able to learn from a third
person’s point of view: an agent should be able to understand the actions and translate them
into its own frame of reference.
Toward the long-term goal of understanding intelligence, we have drawn inspiration from
psychology and biology and built practical systems at the interface of computer vision,
machine learning, and robotics. In the words of Alan Turing,
We can only see a short distance ahead,
but we can see plenty there that needs to be done.
Indeed, only time will tell the true potential of these directions.
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Appendix A
Experimental Details for
Curiosity-driven Exploration
A.1

Implementation Details

We have released the training code and environments on our website 1 .
Pre-processing: All experiments were done with pixels. We converted all images to
grayscale and resized to size 84x84. We learn the agent’s policy and forward dynamics
function both on a stack of historical observations [xt−3 , xt−2 , xt−1 , xt ] instead of only using
the current observation. This is to capture partial observability in these games. In the case
of Super Mario Bros and Atari experiments, we also used a standard frameskip wrapper that
repeats each action 4 times.
Hyper-parameters: Our embedding network and policy networks had identical architectures and were based on the standard convolutional networks used in Atari experiments. The
layer we take as features in the embedding network had dimension 512 in all experiments
and no nonlinearity. To keep the scale of the prediction error consistent relative to extrinsic
reward, in the Unity experiments we applied batchnorm to the embedding network. We
also did this for the Mario generalization experiments to reduce covariate shift from level
to level. For the VAE auxiliary task and pixel method, we used a similar deconvolutional
architecture the exact details of which can be found in our code submission. The IDF and
forward dynamics networks were heads on top of the embedding network with several extra
fully-connected layers of dimensionality 512. We used a learning rate of 0.0001 for all networks.
In most experiments, we used 128 parallel environments with the exceptions of the Unity
and Roboschool experiments where we could only run 32 parallel environments, and the
large scale Mario experiment where we used 1024. We used rollouts of length 128 in all
experiments except for the Unity experiments where we used 512 length rollouts so that the
1

Website at https://pathak22.github.io/large-scale-curiosity/
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Algorithm 2: Curiosity-driven Learning
1 Initialize the networks f (xt , at ; θf ), π(xt ; θπ ) and φ(x; θφ )
2 D = {}
3 for iteration i = 1 to . . . do
4
for envs in parallel t = 1 to 128 do
5
for iteration t = 1 to 128 do
6
Sample a ∼ π(xt ; θπ ) and act using a in the environment
7
D ⇐ D + (xt , at , xt+1 , rt ) where rt = kf (xt , at ; θf ) − φ(xt+1 ; θφ )k22
8
end
9
end
10
for steps k = 1 to 64 do
11
Sample batch size of 2048 from D and update using ADAM as follows:


0
12
θf := θf − η1 ∇θf E kf (xt , at ; θf ) − φ(xt+1 ; θφ )k22


0
13
θφ := θφ − η2 ∇θφ E k . . . k22 : some auxiliary task
P 
0
14
θπ := θπ + η3 ∇θπ Eπ(xt ;θπ )
t rt : use PPO with discounted returns
0
15
θf ⇐ θf
0
16
θφ ⇐ θφ
0
17
θπ ⇐ θπ
18
end
19 end

network could quickly latch onto the sparse reward. In the initial 9 experiments on Mario
and Atari, we used 3 optimization epochs per rollout in the interest of speed. In the Mario
scaling, generalization experiments, as well as the Roboschool experiments, we used 6 epochs.
In the Unity experiments, we used 8 epochs, again to more quickly take advantage of sparse
rewards.

A.2

Additional Results

Figure A.1 shows the performance of curiosity-driven agents based on Inverse Dynamics and
Random features on 48 Atari games. For the majority of the training process RF perform
better than a random agent in about 67% of the environments, while IDF perform better
than a random agent in about 71% of the environments.
We include some results on combining intrinsic and extrinsic reward on several sparse
reward Atari games. When combining with extrinsic rewards, we use the end of the episode
signal. The reward used is the extrinsic reward plus 0.01 times the intrinsic reward. The
results are shown in Table A.1. We don’t observe a large difference between the settings,
likely because the combination of intrinsic and extrinsic reward needs to be tuned. We did
observe that one of the intrinsic+extrinsic runs on Montezuma’s Revenge explored 10 rooms.
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Figure A.1: Pure curiosity-driven exploration (no extrinsic reward, or end-of-episode signal) on
48 Atari games. We observe that the extrinsic returns of curiosity-driven agents often increases
despite the agents having no access to the extrinsic return or end of episode signal. In multiple
environments, the performance of the curiosity-driven agents is significantly better than that of a
random agent, although there are environments where the behavior of the agent is close to random,
or in fact seems to minimize the return, rather than maximize it.

Reward

Gravitar

Freeway

Venture

PrivateEye

MontezumaRevenge

Ext Only
Ext + Int

999.3 ± 220.7
1165.1 ± 53.6

33.3 ± 0.6
32.8 ± 0.3

0±0
416 ± 416

5020.3 ± 395
3036.5 ± 952.1

1783 ± 691.7
2504.6 ± 4.6

Table A.1: These results compare the mean reward (± std-error) after 100 million frames across 3
seeds for an agent trained with intrinsic plus extrinsic reward versus extrinsic reward only. The
extrinsic (coefficient 1.0) and intrinsic reward (coefficient 0.01) were directly combined without any
hyper-parameter tuning, and leave the question on how to optimally combine them for future work.
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Appendix B
Experimental Details for Zero-Shot
Imitation
B.1

Rope Manipuation

Robotic Setup Our setup of Baxter robot for rope manipulation task follows the one
described in Nair et al . [161]. We re-use the data that is collected by a Baxter robot
interacting with a rope kept on a table in front of it in a self-supervised manner, and consists
of approximately 60K interaction pairs.
Implementation Details The base architecture for all the methods consists of a pretrained AlexNet, whose features are fed into a skill policy that predicts the location of grasp,
direction of displacement, and the magnitude of displacement. For the forward regularizer
baseline, a forward model is trained to jointly regularize the AlexNet features along with
the skill policy network with loss weight of forward model set to 0.1. For our proposed
forward-consistent GSP, a forward consistency loss is then applied to the actions predicted
by the skill policy network. The forward consistency loss weight is set to 0.1. Since this is a
fully observed setup, we did not use recurrence in any of the skill policy networks. All the
models are optimized using Adam [119] with a learning rate of 1e − 4. For the first 40K
iterations, AlexNet weights were frozen, and then fine-tuned jointly with the later layers.

B.2

Navigation in Indoor Office Environments

Robotic Setup We used the TurtleBot2 robot comprising of a wheeled Kobuki base and
an Orbbec Astra camera for capturing RGB images for all our experiments. The robot’s
action space had four discrete actions: move forward, turn left, turn right, and stand still
(i.e., no-op). The forward action is approximately 10cm forward translation and the turning
actions are approximately 14-18 degrees of rotation. These numbers vary due to the use
of velocity control. A powerful on-board laptop was used to process the images and infer
the motor commands. Several modifications were made to the default TurtleBot setup: the
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Model Name

Maze Runs - Optimal Steps: 100
Run-1
Run-2
Run-3
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Loop Runs - Optimal Steps: 85
Run-1
Run-2
Run-3

SIFT
2/20 (10)
1/20 (9)
3/20 (38)
GSP-NoPrevAction-NoFwdConst 12/20 (109) 14/20 (184) 20/20 (263)
GSP-NoFwdConst
13/20 (147) 18/20 (325) 20/20 (166)

—
—
0/17 (0)

—
—
0/17 (0)

—
—
0/17 (0)

GSP (ours)

0/17 (0)

17/17 (243)

17/17 (165)

20/20 (353) 12/20 (194) 20/20 (168)

Table B.1: Quantitative evaluation of TurtleBot’s performance at following visual demonstrations
in two conditions: maze and the loop. The fraction denotes how many landmarks it reaches out of
the total number of landmarks in the full demonstration. The bracketed number represents the
number of actions the agent took to reach its farthest landmark.

base’s batteries were replaced with longer lasting ones, and the default NVIDIA Jetson
TK1 embedded board was replaced with a more powerful GigaByte Aero laptop and an
accompanying portable charging power bank.
Self-supervised Data Collection We devised an automated self-supervised scheme
for data collection which does not require any human supervision. The robot first samples
one out of four actions and then the number of times to repeat the selected action (i.e. action
repeat). The no-op action is sampled with probability 0.05 and the other three actions are
sampled with equal probability. In case the no-op action is chosen, an action repeat of {1, 2}
steps is uniformly sampled. In case of other actions, an action repeat of 1-5 steps is randomly
and uniformly chosen. The robot autonomously repeated this process and collected 230K
interactions from two floors of a building. If the robot crashes into an object, it performs a
reset maneuver by first moving backwards and then turning right/left by a uniformly sampled
angle between 90-270 degrees. A separate floor of the building with substantially different
furniture layout and visual textures is then used for testing the learned model.
Implementation Details The data collected by self-supervised exploration is then used
to train our recurrent forward-consistent GSP. The base architecture of our model is an
ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-50 [95] network. Input are the images and output are the
actions of robot. The forward consistency model is first pre-trained and then fine-tuned
together end-to-end with the GSP. The loss weight of the forward model is 0.1, and the
objective is minimized using Adam [119] with learning rate of 5e − 4.

B.3

3D Navigation in VizDoom

Self-supervised Data Collection Our environment consists of two map. One map is used
for training and validation, with different textures for validation. Second map has different
textures than training and validation and is used for generalization experiments. For both
curiosity and random exploration, we collect a total of 1.5 million frames each with action
repeat of 4 collected in the standard DoomMyWayHome map used for training in Chapter 4. ∼ 23
of the data comes from random-room resets, and ∼ 13 of the data comes from a fixed-room
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Model Name

Same Map, Same Texture
Mean %
Efficiency %

Random Exploration for Data Collection:
GSP-NoFwdConst
61.8 ± 0.9
60.4 ± 2.1
61.0 ± 1.0
68.0 ± 2.2
GSP (ours pixels)
GSP (ours features)
62.0 ± 1.0
75.8 ± 2.5
Curiosity-driven Exploration for Data Collection:
GSP-NoFwdConst
70.7 ± 0.9
66.9 ± 1.4
67.9 ± 1.6
GSP-FwdRegularizer 70.6 ± 0.9
GSP (ours pixels)
71.0 ± 0.9
73.1 ± 2.7
68.8 ± 1.0
72.0 ± 1.7
GSP (ours features)
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Same Map, Diff Texture
Mean % Efficiency %
37.6 ± 0.7
38.1 ± 0.7
37.0 ± 0.7
49.8
51.9
53.3
53.2

±
±
±
±

0.8
0.8
0.9
0.8

68.6 ± 2.5
69.1 ± 2.5
87.1 ± 2.8
55.8
49.3
53.4
53.0

±
±
±
±

2.2
1.6
2.0
2.3

Diff Map, Diff Texture
Mean % Efficiency %
42.2 ± 0.8
40.3 ± 0.9
48.7 ± 0.9
51.2
48.3
52.2
52.8

±
±
±
±

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9

50.6 ± 1.9
64.2 ± 2.3
52.5 ± 1.8
39.5
49.3
44.0
37.7

±
±
±
±

1.3
1.8
1.5
1.3

Table B.2: Quantitative evaluation of our proposed GSP and the baseline models at following
visual demonstrations in VizDoom 3D Navigation. Means and standard errors are reported for
demonstration completion and efficiency over 50 seeds and 5 human paths per environment type.

reset (i.e, room number 10). The curiosity policy was half sampled and half greedy with the
exact split being 40% greedy policy random-room reset, 25% sample policy random-room
reset, 25% sample policy fixed-room reset, and 10% greedy policy fixed-room reset.
For each scenario, we collect 5 human demonstrations each and give every 10th frame as
input to the agent for the task of visual imitation. For each human path, we evaluate on 50
different seeds where the agent starts with a uniformly sampled orientation. We then get
the median across 250 (50x5) total runs for each type of environment and report median of
the percentage of the human path reached by the agent and how soon it got to that point
relative to the human.
In the Chapter 6, we report median accuracy and the confidence interval for median 1 .
Since the initial position of the agent is randomized in orientation compared to the one in
visual demonstration, the mean results suffer from high variance due to outliers. Hence,
median accuracy results in a more reliable metric. However, we report mean results in
Table B.2 for the completion.
Implementation Details All models were trained with batch size 64, Adam Solver
with 1e-4 learning rate, and landmark slices uniformly sampled between 5 to 15 action steps
for each batch. The observations are 42x42 resolution, grayscale images with only one-time
channel both for goal and current state. All models used the same goal recognizer that was
trained on the curiosity data. For selecting the hyper-parameters in forward regularizer,
pixel-based forward consistency, and feature-based forward consistency models, we selected
the best loss coefficient among {0.01, 0.05, 0.1} that achieved the highest median completion
on our validation environment which consisted of the training maps with novel textures.
1
Formula
for
computing
median
confidence
intervals:
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ich/
short-courses-events/about-stats-courses/stats-rm/Chapter_8_Content/confidence_interval_
single_median
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Appendix C
Experimental Details for Dynamic
Graph Networks
In this section, we provide additional details about the experimental setup, pseudo-code for
DGN and extra experiments.

C.1

Implementation and Training details

We use PPO [218] as the underlying reinforcement learning method to optimize Equation 7.1
in Section 7.2.3. Each limb policy is represented by 4-layered fully-connected neural network
with ReLU non-linearities and trained with a learning rate of 3e − 4, discount factor of 0.995,
entropy coefficient of 0.01, advantage parameter of 0.95 and batch size of 2048. The messages
are 32 length float vectors. The optimizer used to optimize PPO is RMS-Prop. Parameters
are shared across network modules and they all predict action at the same time. Each episode
is 5000 steps long at training. Across all the tasks, the number of limbs at training is kept
fixed to 6. Limbs start each episode disconnected and located just above the ground plane
at random locations, as shown in Figure 7.3. In the absence of an edge, input messages
are set to 0 and the output ones are ignored. Action space is continuous raw torque values.
We take the model from each time step and evaluate it on 50 episodes to plot mean and
standard-deviation (confidence intervals) in training curves. At test, we report the mean
reward across 50 episode runs of 1200 environment steps.

C.2

Fixed-Graph Baseline vs. Number of Limbs

To verify whether the training of Monolithic Policy w/ Fixed Graph is working, we ran it on
standing up and locomotion tasks across varying number of limbs. We show in Figure C.1 that
the baseline performs well with less number of limbs which suggests that the reason for failure
in 6-limbs case is indeed the morphology graph being fixed, and not the implementation of
this baseline.
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Figure C.1: The performance of Monolithic Policy w/ Fixed Graph baseline as the number of limbs
varies in the two tasks: standing up (left) and locomotion (right). This shows that the monolithic
baseline works well with less (1-3 limbs), but fails with 6 limbs during training.

C.3

Pseudo Code for DGN Algorithm

Notation is summarized in Algorithm 3, and the full pseudo-code is summarized in Algorithm 4.
The pseudo-code for no-message DGN is same as Algorithm 4 but hard-code incoming child
pi
i
and parent messages to be always 0, i.e., mC
t = 0 and mt = 0 in each iteration. Full source
code available at https://pathak22.github.io/modular-assemblies/.
Algorithm 3: Notation Summary (defined in Section 7.2.3)
1 foreach node i do
i
2
ait , mit = πθi (sit , mC
t )
3 end
4 where
i
5 st : observation state of agent limb i
i
6 at : action output of agent limb i: 3 torques, attach, detach
Ci
7 mt : aggregated message from children nodes input to agent i (bottom-up-1)
i
8 mt : output message that agent i passes to its parent (bottom-up-2)
9 θ: θ1 , θ2
10 messages are 32 length floating point vectors.
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Algorithm 4: Pseudo-code: DGN w/ Message Passing
1 Initialize parameters θ1 , θ2 randomly.
Ci
i
2 Initialize all message vectors mt , mt to be zero
3 Represent graph connectivity G as a list of edges
4 Note: In the beginning, all edges are zeros, i.e., non-existent
5 foreach timestep t do
6
Each limb agent i observes its own state vector sit
7
foreach agent i do
8
# Compute incoming child messages
i
9
mC
t = 0
10
foreach child node c of agent i do
c
i
11
mC
t + = mt
12
end
13
# Compute action and message to parent p of agent i in G
i
14
ait , mit := πθi (sit , mC
t )
15
# Execute morphology change as per ait
16
if ait [3] == attach then
17
find closest agent j within distance d from agent i, otherwise j=NULL
18
add edge (i, j) in G
19
also make physical joint between (i, j)
20
end
21
if ait [4] == detach then
22
delete edge (i, parent of i) in G
23
also delete physical joint between (i, j)
24
end
25
# Execute torques from ait
26
Apply torques ait [0], ait [1], ait [2]
27
end
28
# Update graph and agent morphology
29
Find all connected components in G
30
foreach connected component c do
31
foreach agent i ∈ c do
32
reward rti = reward of c (e.g. max height)
33
end
34
end
35 end
36 Update θ to maximize discounted reward using PPO as follows:
37 let ~
at = [a1t , a2t ..ant ]
38
~st = [s1t , s2t ..snt ]
P
39
Ât = advantage of discounted rewards, rt = agenti rti
πθ (~at |~st )
40 PPO: maxθ E[Ât
− βKL(πθold (.|~st )πθ (.|~st ))]
πθ (~at |~st )
old

41

Repeat until training converges
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